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City in on SCI purchase proposal 
Gov't picks Mercer, 
seeks 90 days more 
By JEFF NAGEL 
NORTHWEST towns, unions and 
businesses are trying to raise up to 
$20 million to help clinch a deal to 
sell Skeena Cellulose to Mercer In- 
But if it happens it could mean a 
referendum this winter for Terrace vo- 
ters who could be asked to bankroll 
Terrace's hare of up to $20 million 
northwest communities are trying to 
raise. 
An affidavit filed in court Friday by 
Terrace mayor Jack Talstra indicates 
the community of Terrace.would raise 
trim the amount of annual debt pay- 
ments city taxpayers would have to 
shoulder. 
Logging contractors have also been 
asked to contribute a share of their re- 
venues that could be worth a further 
$400,000 to $600.000 per year, North- 
west Loggers Association vice-presi- 
dent Ken Houlden said. 
longer 90-day period. 
The government request would give 
it until Dec. 19 to hammer out a defi- 
nitive agreement with Mercer and 
until Feb. 15 to complete the sale, 
court documents show. 
The extension is expected to op- 
posed again by the TD bank, which 
wants the court to declare Skeena 
ternational, The Terrace Standard $5 million forTa share purchase of $CI He cautioned contractors 
has learned, subject o a successful sale and appro- given only a "definite maybe" to the 
The proposition is seen as a last 
ditch effort to improve the chances of 
selling SCI. 
It may also boost the chances of a 
judge agreeing tomorrow to shield the 
company from bankruptcy for 90 more 
days. 
The idea is evolving and is far from 
certain, potential participants say. 
val in a referendum. 
Unionized Skeena Cellulose saw- 
mill workers here voted Oct. 28 to 
contribute a maximum of 2.5 per cent 
of their wages for three years to form 
part of the Terrace package, IWA rep 
Surinder Malhotra said. 
That would be worth $150.000 to 
$180,000 per year, he said. and would 
idea so far. 
"It's an idea that is in no way soli- 
dified or committed to by anybody," 
he said. "When things are desperate 
you reach a long ways." 
Mayors. including Talstra, are to 
urge the courts to approve Victoria's 
request for a further extension of credi- 
tor protection for SCI - this time for a 
MAP"HELD by Ruth Mangnus has circles everywhere there is a kidney dialysis 
unit - everywhere that is, except for the northwest. Her husband needs dialysis 
and has been in Prince George for six months. Their story, Page A10. 
have bankrupt and begin a piecemeal liqui- 
dation of its assets. 
Government reps have chosen 
Swiss-based Mercer as their preferred 
buyer, court documents filed Friday 
also reveal. 
NWBC Timber and Pulp Co. Ltd., a 
group of Montreal-based forestry exec- 
utives - including former Repap owner 
George Petty - was rejected because 
its proposal was subject o financing. 
A third bidder, described only as a 
B.C. company, dropped out earlier. 
Mercer indicated it had money in 
place to buy the company for the 
value of its working capital, expected 
to be less than $20 million. 
Mercer, which has put up a $1 mil- 
lion deposit for Skeena, also promises 
to inject $35 million into the company 
and that the revived SCI would em- 
bark on capital spending of not less 
than $90 million over the next five 
years, court records how. 
"'This agreement will permit conti- 
nuation of Skeena's mills' operations 
in a modified form," says an affidavit. 
Word of the effort of northwest 
communities to band together began to 
leak out last week, prompting city 
Cont'd Page A2 
Kidney dialysis freeze order 
leads to a call for direct action 
She said there can be no better example of that then 
to have a kidney dialysis unit opened as planned at 
Mills Memorial. 
"For people on dialysis there is no alternative or an 
option. It is crucial to them," Mohler continued. 
"I 'm concerned I 'm receiving mixed messages. Pa- 
tients needs need to be first and it seems right now 
they're not." 
~fiThere's no target date for this core review. It could 
be months or years," Mohler added. 
"People in the northwest need to take action. North- 
west residents hould get ahold of their MLAs now." 
"Our voices should be loud and clear. No more review 
or studies. It's time to take action." 
Terrace and Area Health Council chief executive of- 
ficer Dieter Kuntz said he received the bad news early 
last week by way of a phone call from Prince George 
health care officials. 
"They got a call from the Ministry of Health that it 
was reviewing all of the requests," he said. 
"I'm sure the people who were waiting for news that 
this will proceed are disappointed," Kuntz added. 
The northwest is the only geographic area of the pro- 
vince not to have a hospital or clinic based kidney dia- 
lysis service. 
Cont'd Page A10 
LOCAL HEALTH care advocates are calling for a re- 
gion-wide lobbying effort to develop a kidney dialysis 
unit at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
The $3 million project is frozen by the provincial 
government's core review of capital projects and there's 
no indication of when that will be done or how the pro- 
ject will fare as a result. 
Ida Mohler of the Terrace Health Watch group said 
she was shocked dnd disappointed upon hearing the 
news, especially after receiving encouraging reports 
from the Northern Interior Regional Health Board in 
Prince George, which is responsible for kidney dialysis 
in the north, that the unit was scheduled for opening 
next spring. 
"They say it's under core review. Another review, 
More study of a situation we already know about,,' said 
Mohler. 
"The need has already been established." 
Mohler said the freezing of the project is particularly 
difficult to understand given the pre-election statements 
of the B.C. Liberal government. 
"'All British Columbians must be able to access 
timely, effective public health care services, wherever 
they live,'" quoted Mohler from a Liberal party docu- 
ment called "Restoring public health care" issued a year 
ago. 
Plug pulled on mammograms 
LOCAL WOMEN will have to go out of town for mam- 
mography services now that the Mills Memorial Hospital 
machine was ordered shut down last week. 
At 12 years old, it was the oldest one still operating 
in the province, said Dieter Kuntz of the Terrace and 
Area Health Council. 
"A physicist came a year ago and reviewed it and he 
basically put us on notice for one more year," said 
Kuntz. 
"And when he came this year he felt it could no long- 
er be in service," 
"I don't want to imply it was dangerous. It was a 
question of reliability of the results. It wasn't reliable," 
Kuntz added. 
The health council has put a replacement machine on 
the top of its equipment replacement list sent to the pro- 
Track cut from school plan 
isn't worth anything. 
"The existing track, in the eyes of the mini- 
stry, was not what they would consider a intendent said. 
'running' track," school district maintenance Steve Scott said the city might consider 
superintendent Robert Gilfillan said. getting involved in replacing the track if it 
"It's the only track in Terrace," he added, were part of a partnership. "We're not going to 
"They just don't accept hat," do it alone." 
place a track anywhere, so it will be unfortu- 
nate," Terrace's Parks and Recreation Super- 
Youth and adult sport teams using Skeena's 
field will also have to play somewhere lse 
when work begins. 
The city of Terrace anticipated losing a 
play field when construction began on the new 
junior high. Scott said that's partly why the 
city is building two new soccer fields on the 
bench at Bailey Street - right next door to a 
new elementary school. 
There's also room there for two more soccer 
fields. "There's a net gain in the city for 
greenspace," said Scott. 
The Coast Mountains School District says 
the contract includes the demolition of Skeena 
Junior, In addition to Swagger, bids came from 
Country West Construction in Abbotsford, 
DGS Construction in Surrey, and D&T Deve- 
lopment in Kamioops. A fifth company, Mal- 
oney construction, was forced to withdraw 
from the bidding process because of a compu- 
ter virus. There were no bids from companies 
in the north, 
vince earlier this year, 
But it has now been told the replacement approval 
has been frozen by the provincial government because of 
its core review of capital expenditures. 
The shut down order followed by news of the freeze 
came at the end of October, a cruel irony given that Oc- 
tober was national breast cancer awareness month. 
A mammogram is considered the best method of de- 
tecting tumours while they are small, allowing easier 
treatment and increased chances of survival. 
Women are advised to get a mammogram every year 
between the ages of 40 and 50 and at least every second 
year after the age of 50. 
Kuntz said the shut down will affect women beyond 
Terrace and immediate area. 
Cont'd Page A12 
School strike 
rules set down 
TEACHERS won't have to prepare report cards and 
a range of other non-teaching duties if they take 
job action, the Labour Relations Board (LRB) said 
Friday, in a ruling the teachers' federation de- 
scribed as satisfactory. 
B.C. Teachers' Federation President David 
Chudnovsky said the ruling upholds most of phase 
one a job action plan that would see teachers with- 
draw administrative and other duties. 
More than 91 per cent of B.C.'s teachers support 
taking job action. The province then asked the 
LRB to determine which parts of the teachers' job 
action plan is permitted under new essential ser- 
vices legislation. 
The Nov. 2 ruling also says teachers won't have 
to attend staff or school district meetings, collect 
money or help fundraise, do inventory, organize 
textbooks, or answer school phones. 
The board also ruled school principals and ad- 
ministrators should supervise students before and 
after class, and during lunch and recess, "to the 
best extent possible." 
The LRB has not ruled on the next phase of the 
job action plan, which calls for rotating and full- 
scale strikes. The BUFF executive met Saturday to 
decide if teachers will issue 72-hour strike notice. 
i i i  i i  I i 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TERRACE is getting a new junior high, but 
the community's only athletic track will be 
lost in the bargain. 
And that has former Skeena Junior parents 
advisory council president Bob Park fuming. 
"Do you think Vancouver would put up with 
that?" Park said, reacting to news the track 
has been cut from the construction contract for 
the Skeeua replacement school. 
"We have to have a track in this town," 
Park said in vowing to launch a community 
drive to build a new track. 
"If they've axed it, let's volunteer. Let's 
build the track," Park said. 
He and his wife Debbie helped galvanize 
parents into raising the necessary money - and 
building - a new playground at Uplands Ele- 
mentary in the mid-'90s. "I tell you one thing- 
I'm not going to let it die." 
The school district's call for tender had 
asked for bids that included replacing the track 
along with constructing a 650-seat school. 
But when even the lowest bidder came in 
higher than the $11.8 million budget approved 
by the province, the track was scrapped. 
The educatiop ministry never agreed to re- 
place the track along with the aging junior 
high school because it says the existing track 
Gilfillan said many school tracks in B.C. 
are considered joint-use tracks in their com- 
munities. 
As expected, Abbotsford, B.C.'s Swagger 
Cohstruction Ltd., the lowest bidder, was 
awarded the contract o build the new junior 
high - subject o ministry of finance approval 
- at a special school board meeting Oct. 30. 
Swagger, the project management team, 
and the architects, trimmed $250,000 from the 
project o bring the bid in line. 
The plan to replace the school's track, a job 
worth about $200,000, was shaved off the bid, 
along with another $50,000 in work. 
Once excavation and pre-foundation work 
begins, the track will be out of commission 
immediately. "The new school is going to sit 
ha!f-way on top of the track," Gilfillan said. 
Work could begin as early as this fall, leav- 
ing Terrace's track and field athletes without a 
track - indefinitely. 
"The city doesn't have a plan to build or re- 
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Mercer picked over ex-Repap 
bid for final Skeena sale talks 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE PROVINCIAL government has chosen Mercer In- 
ternational as its preferred buyer for Skeena Cellulose. 
The Swiss-based company with pulp and paper mills 
in the former East Germany was one of two final bidders 
after a four-month drive by the new B.C. Liberal govern- 
ment to sell SCI. 
The other contender - NWBC Timber and Pulp Co. 
Ltd - has been told by Victoria its offer won't advance 
to the next stage of talks, says company president and 
CEO Daniel Veniez. 
The province is expected to ask a B.C. Supreme 
Court judge tomorrow to give Skeena Cellulose 90 days 
more of creditor protection to conclude a final sale. 
NWBC Timber and Pulp had offered less than $20 
million as a purchase price for Skeena but money for 
working capital, further upgrades and a contingency fund 
would have pushed its plan to $157 million, Veniez told 
the Standard. He said NWBC was a Montreal-based 
group that included as partners former Repap Enterprises 
chairman George Petty and Bill Turner, former CEO of 
Consolidated Bathurst. 
"We were basically going to be putting $157 million 
From front 
City in on SCI 
purchase deal 
councillors here to assure 
locals no city tax money 
would be spent without a 
referendum. 
"We're not going to 
stick our bloody neck out 
here without knowing whe- 
ther the community is be- 
hind this concept," Talstra 
said in an interview Satur- 
day from Vancouver. 
Prince Rupert, Port Ed- 
ward, Terrace, Hazelton, 
New Hazelton and Smi- 
thers agreed to form some- 
thing called the Northwest 
Community Investment Li- 
mited Partnership, court 
documents show. 
A court affidavit filed 
by Prince Rupert mayor 
Don Scott says the part- 
nership proposes to raise 
$15 to $20 million. 
That would include $12 
million from the city of 
Prince Rupert, $1 million 
from the district of Port 
Edward and $1 million 
from Northern Savings 
Credit Union. 
"From our point of view 
it's a defensive move," 
Northern Savings CEO 
Mike Tarr told the Stan- 
dard. "If the mill does not 
reopen, the impact on our 
members will be pretty se- 
vere and a lot of the equity 
in their homes would be 
seriously eroded or even 
destroyed." 
But Tarr cautioned he 
has yet to see specifics of 
a buyer's business plan or 
make a firm commitment. 
"If  the business case 
isn't there, or if we don't 
see a reasonable xit strat- 
egy so our investment can 
be retracted over a fairly 
short period of time, that 
would make it difficult for 
us to pursue this," he said. 
Prince Rupert is owed 
$11.7 million in back prop- 
erty taxes that could form 
much of its contribution. 
Terrace counci l lor  
David Hull said he op- 
posed the city asking tax- 
payers permission to bor- 
row $5 million to invest in 
Skeena Cellulose. 
"I don't think it would 
get by the taxpayer on a 
referendum," he said. 
Talstra said he's pre- 
pared to explore any idea 
that might help protect 
workers' jobs. 
He warned that a liqui- 
dation of assets under 
bankruptcy could result in 
the piecemeal sale and re- 
moval of equipment. 
"Then it would be just 
10 times as hard to get it 
going again," Talstra said. 
He said it may be better 
to have a buyer of any sort 
than bankruptcy. 
Mercer has been de- 
scribed by some analysts 
as a scavenger that takes 
advantage of troubled si- 
tuations. 
Talstra said he still has 
fears about that, but added 
his contact with Mercer 
officials have given him 
increased comfort. 
"We don't want Mercer 
to be a Repap of the past 
or any of the others that 
have gone before," he 
said. "We wanted Mercer 
Harris also said NWBC 
Timber and Pulp would 
into the business to keep it alive, to reinvest in it and to 
sustain it over the next year to 18 months, which we 
think are going to be tough times," said Veniez. himself 
a former Repap executive. 
Part of the deal was another $75 million to complete 
capital upgrades of the Prince Rupert pulp mill, he said. 
Veniez said they would have cut staff at the pulp mill 
and reduce it from two lines to a single 1,000-tonne per 
day line. They also planned to eliminate the Vancouver 
head office and shift staff to Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
The end result, he said, would have been a new cost 
structure allowing the company to break even in down 
markets. Veniez said NWBC lost the race for Skeena 
because it did not have all its financing in place. 
Veniez said the company wanted Victoria to grant it 
exclusivity - it would be the only suitor chasing Skeena 
for a set period - allowing it time to line up financing. 
"You have to have that or else an investment bank 
won't touch your business," he said. 
Despite the loss, Veniez said he respects how the 
government has handled efforts to sell SCI. "They've 
been under pressure to let Skeena go and they are doing 
everything to make sure that doesn't happen," he said. 
Veniez is confident hat with the right ingredients - 
good leadership, a cooperative workforce, a supportive 
region and reduced fibre costs -SC I  can thrive. 
"I know that the people of the region want this to 
happen and the community is putting significant skin in 
the game," he said, adding a municipal proposal to put 
up to $20 million in was a surprise and a solid demon- 
stration of the region's commitment. 
Veniez also said former Repap chairman George 
Petty - one of the partners in the rejected proposal -
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have raised local anxieties 
because its partners in- 
clude former Repap exec- 
utives who ran SCI leading 
up to the crisis of 1997. 
"The other party 
[NWBC] had too much 
history to it, plain and 
simple," he said. 
Talstra said the towns' 
plan to buy a stake may 
depend on provincial ap- 
proval and a change to ex- 
isting laws. 
"The province may 
'come back and say muni- 
cipalities, you can't do 
what you're proposing to 
do," he said. "In which 
case we have to scrap the 
idea.'" 
Arrive 
10:00 a,m. 
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wanted to be part of the new venture to help improve 
the region's fortunes. Petty has been villified by some in 
the northwest over the past five years for severing 
Repap B.C. and allowing the debt-heavy subsidiary to 
fall into bankrul~tey protection in 1997. 
But Veniez said Petty had resisted pressure for more 
than a year before that to cut off Skeena. 
The company boss had stubbornly refused and insis. 
ted the operations be kept together, he said, going dee- 
per into debt that would ultimately result in the loss of 
his main company as well. Repap was ultimately forced 
to drop Skeena when a buyer for Repap, Avenor Inc., 
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insisted the B.C. operations be cut from the deal. 
"George never walked away from anything and he" 
didn't walk away from Skeena," he said. "People sim- 
ply don't believe it and I think it's unfair and unjust." 
Veniez said he and Petty saw and continue to see in • ~ ' i  SOMETHING I=,~ 
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Shoe box effort 
now underway 
LOCAL SUPPORT continues to mount for Operation 
Christmas Child, an annual campaign that distributes shoe boxes filled with gifts to children in war-torn or im- 
poverished countries across the globe. 
Both drop-off points in Terrace, Safeway and the Al- 
liance Church, expect o send off more shoe boxes than 
ever by the Nov. 17 deadline for contributions. 
i Mark Asselstine, associate pastor at the Alliance 
Church, isn't surprised the town has really embraced the 
campaign, "What touches our hearts more than helping 
children?" Asselstine said. 
Practical items like shampoo or a T-shirt are wel- 
come, but he said people should be sure to include toys and fun gifts, too. "Sure; the basics are very important, 
but children need other things to stimulate their minds," 
Asselstine said. "These are little kids. You've always got 
to remember that a piece of candy can bring so much 
joy to a little kid." 
He thinks the fact people choose gifts for an individ- 
ual child is part of the campaign's appeal. "You know 
exactly what you have bought is exactly what the kid is 
going to get." 
Operation Christmas Child, a program run by Sdmari- 
tan's Purse, an international Christian relief and evange- 
lical mission, delivered 4.1 million shoe boxes last year 
to children in 75 countries. 
The Canadian campaign sends gifts to children in 20 
countries, ranging from Belize, Guyana, Paraguay and 
Guatemala in Central and South America; Benin, Gui- 
nea, and Ivory Coast in Africa; to Cambodia nd Viet- 
nam in Asia and Serbia and Macedonia in Europe. 
Support has grown to such an extent in Canada that 
Samaritan's Purse is now encouraging donors to provide 
their own containers. Shoe boxes are also available at 
Safeway and the Alliance church. 
By the end of next week, hundreds of gift boxes will 
be shipped from Terrace to the campaign's Calgary dis- 
tribution centre, where thousands of volunteers assist to 
send the boxes on their way. 
Asselstine said volunteers from across Canada also 
join teams that travel to the countries for distribution. 
This year's distribution teams, heading out before 
Christmas and in January, are full. 
"It's a huge effort and a huge operation," says Assels- 
tine, who helped initiate local efforts for Operation 
Christmas Child when he came to Terrace almost hree 
years ago. 
THAT'S ALLIANCE Church associate pastor Mark Asselstine with just a few of 
the Samaritan's Purse Operation Christmas Child shoe boxes destined for 
children living in war-torn and impoverished countries overseas, 
Council restores centre tax exemption 
Miller said, and many non-natives use centre 
services. 
"It appears they don't restrict membership," 
treasurer Judy Degerness told council. 
Council refused a request from Skeena Fa- 
mily Resources to get a similar discretionary 
tax exemption. 
Degerness said the agency, which is a divi- 
sion of Terrace and District Community Ser- 
vices Soc'iety, has a house reserve of $7,500 
But council did not take that advice and 
voted to maintain the CDC's full exemption. 
Councillors did agree to look at changing 
the policy to reduce tax exemptions for groups. 
that get the vast majority of their money from 
government sources. 
Council members don't want city tax dol- 
lars to gradually take the place of other gov- 
ernment contributions. 
"It would be our government funding an- 
CITY COUNCIL has backtracked and agreed 
to restore a full property tax exemption for the 
Kermode Friendship Centre. 
Council had previously voted to cut the 
centre's exemption to 50 per cent based on a 
new city policy that requires groups" member- 
ship and activities be open to all people. 
It also refused an exemption altogether for 
the local Masonic Lodge, on the basis that not 
everyone can be a Mason. 
Council agreed last week to restore Ker- and a surplus of $9,000. other government," said councillor Marylin 
mode Friendship's full exemption- saving it : . . . .  Based on 'that, I recommend not t0grant ~' Da~/ies: . ~ ...... 
about $3,000 per year " after ~:6tiii.e, ~iaff"~ij, ': ~this refluest," she said. ," ~ . . . . . . .  'Such' a restriction might •pr6vide' fii'ni policy 
• pealed, arguing the' centre 'is ope n to  'all ~ Degerness had 'previously recommended groundsto rejectnon-profit groups lil~e'Skeena .... 
people, council not give the Child Development Family Resources, and possibly Kermode 
It has non-native members and non-native Centre a full tax exemption, because it has a Friendship and the Child Development Centre. 
directors on its board, executive director Ric $225,000 reserve fund. All get most of their money from government. 
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.,By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiafli 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
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of the Western Canadian Academy 
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General Practitioner 
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News In Bri ',f 
Officers promoted 
THE TERRACE RCMP detachment is the new 
home to three recently promoted RCMP officers. 
Corporal Scott Lovell came from Dawson Creek 
where he was a constable and Corporal Shawn 
Wadelius from Prince George where he was also a 
constable. Both are watch commanders here, in 
charge of a shift of general duty officerS. 
The third new arrival comes from the lower 
mainland where he was a corporal; Sgt, Jas Basi is 
the detachment's operations upport non-commi- 
sioned officer and as such isthe third highest-rank 
officer at the detachmenL 
He did general duties as well as time with the 
force's narcotics and organized crime sections 
there. Basi was an RCMP summer Student here in 
1986. 
Quiet Hallowe'en 
TERRACE AND area streets were bustling'with 
activity on Hallowe'en and despite the night's no- 
torious reputation for mischief making, police say 
they had a fairly uneventful evening. 
"There was extra manpower on last night and fed- 
eral fisheries came out with us as well to help out," 
Constable Jack Hundial said . . . . . .  
Some off duty RCMP members also made them- 
selves available that night in case they were nee- 
ded. With the exception of firecrackers being seized 
some youngsters being warned for throwing eggs, 
there were no major incidents to report, Hundial 
said. 
Thieves target cars 
A RASH of vehicle break-ins left numerous local 
people with vandalized cars and missing items 
around Oct. 28-29. 
On the night of Oct. 29 thieves hit several vehi- 
cles in the horseshoe on Tuck Ave, and Eby, 
Kalum and Sparks Streets, RCMP said. The next 
night it was the turn of southside residents. Several 
more vehicles were entered by smashing or prying 
windows. Police say six out of seven of those re- 
ports were within a block of each other, near the 
2200 block of Evergreen and Kalum Streets. 
Officers said the thieves were generally attracted 
by articles left in plain sight in the vehicles. 
Big bucks paid out 
IT'S PROBABLY not the kind of large-scale heal- 
th-related expenditure the new provincial govern- 
ment had in mind when it was first elected. But 
after just five months on the job, deputy health 
planning minister John Tegenfeldt left last week, 
accumulating a combined $300,000 in earnings 
and severance pay over that period. 
Health planning was carved off from the much 
larger health ministry by the new B.C. Liberal gov- 
ernment. Tegenfeldt. was hired by specif my tw 
tile:Liberals to put togethe r longterm he,ll 'roans: 
That hasn't worked out and,, according to a g0v- 
ernment'release, Tegenfcldi's :departure Was by 
mutual arrangement. 
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Hello, there 
ON THE next page you'll find a letter from the 
.. TD  bank criticizing the reporting of the role it has 
played in the latest SCI financial crisis. 
For the record, the TD bank has declined to 
speak or to be questioned about his matter. Why, 
we don't know. The aforementioned letter is the 
first communication received from the bank since 
the SCI bank account was frozen more than two 
months ago. 
For the record, the TD is a big and powerful in- 
stitution. So big, in fact, provincial cabinet mini- 
ster Rick Thorpe - an elected official, mind you - 
once had to hustle out to Toronto, cap in hand, to 
speak with bank officials "who, while obviously 
unelected, apparently carry a lot more clout than 
an entire provincial government. Its shyness on 
this matter is a mystery. 
For the record, the various protests have never 
been about or aimed at local TD employees. The 
bank's branch in Terrace happens to be the local 
symbol of its power and wealth. So it quite natur- 
ally became the focus of protests by those who 
have a problem with the bank, not the employees. 
For TD officials to now sound shocked is naive. 
For the record, the TD bank this past week do- 
nated 425,000 copies of a special children's book 
to grade one students across the country. This 
was done to promote TD Canadian Children's 
Book Week. Now this is a pretty generous and 
very public act from an institution which ob- 
viously believes deeply in the value of learning. 
And that makes it even harder to believe that a 
bank which has this kind of corporate spirit can- 
not at the same time completely and fully explain 
its, position tO the ~ people, of ~the,.nort~west con- 
ceming Skeena Ce!lulose. !..~i.ii, ~ '!ill! 
(China, he 
LOST AMIDST the conflict between Canada nd 
the United States over softwood lumber exports 
was a trade mission to China in recent weeks on 
the part of the Council of Forest Industries. 
The council advocates for the forest industry 
and it has a firm eye on China's burgeoning po- 
pulation and massive xpansion of the home con- 
struction industry. 
Right now the Chinese build with concrete and 
steel. The council's aim is to convince them to 
build with wood. There's a huge upside - the 
council reports that only 500 wood frame homes 
have been built in China each year. 
To start, the council has been working with 
Chinese officials to develop building codes for 
wood-frame homes and expertise in using wood. 
Even a modest aste of this market would do 
wonders for the B.C. lumber industry and should 
be encouraged as a counter-balance to the Ameri- 
can protectionism. 
As they say, knock on wood, 
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Offshore reserves still unproven 
VICTORIA- That the Liberal cians have for years stoked the gree of skepticism before they 
~,~.. ~ ':,~: ~< AI~. .~~ . . . .  government will lift the mora- ]~!! ~ :~i'~:~: :,~, .~ first of anticipation, while on- announce to the world that the 
vironmentalists have warned of Queen Charlotte basin will be torium on offshore xploration, ~ii,'~ 
in place since 1959, is probab- !ii311+~:~ '~ dire consequences, the next petroleum bonanza," 
ly foregone conclusion, just as I '~~! i  • ~ But most of all, the govern- Yorath said recently. 
it was inevitable that the more I ' ~ ~ ' ~ ~ :  :::~ ment should be careful not to What's more, the oil and gas 
environment-friendly NDP ,~~i l l  ~?"l~J' excite the public too much industry has, so far, not shown 
maintained it. i - i ~ ~ ,  with promises of great oil and any great eagerness to start off- 
The questions that should i /!:i ~ gas fortunes just around the shore exploration. The industry 
now be asked are whether off- ~ ~P ~ ' i  ~ . . . . . .  comer, is quite busy in the northeast of 
shore drilling can be done la l~: .  i~ . : '~"  The Geological Survey of the province, and it cannot be 
safely without harm to the on- i Canada has estimated that assumed that it will line up 
vironment and whether the : ';~ i there could be 9.8 billion bar- with hundreds of millions of 
riches many people anticipate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ rels of oil and 25.9 trillion dollars worth of investment to 
FROM THE CAPITAl will materialize. II cubic feet of natural gas off find out whether there is oil 
With regard to the first HUBERT BEYER the coast, and gas offshore. 
question, we have consultant's That would be nothing short We shall know fairly soon 
report hat says oil and gas ex- B.C. coast, that topples an oil- of a bonanza the revenue po- whether or not the government 
ploration off t-he B.C coast can rig an acceptable risk or a tential of which has been esti- will give the green light to off- 
be done without an unaccept- fatal flaw? You take your pick. mated at $100 billion, sug- shore exploration. The Whitford 
able risk to the environment. On the other hand, we have gesting huge revenues for the report will be considered by a 
Jacques Whitford Environ- been taking risks for years by province, panel of three scientists headed 
merit Ltd. Of Burnaby says in having giant oil tankers navi- Enter a dose of reality. The by former University President 
his report that there are no gate our waters. Was the deposits the survey speaks of David Strong. 
"fatal flaws" in exploring the Exxon Valdez disaster in the are mathematical projections The panel will report back to 
Queen Charlotte Basin in fatal-flaw or acceptable-risk based on the geograp, h~ of,the the provincial government by 
comparison with other offshore ~: category . .  , ~ ~: . - area• Limited dql~inl~)~9, f~r mid-January on the safety of 
9!}' ia ndgati~iegi~iis ~i.fbun'dlihe lift is Uiiderdtandabie. !hat a '  iias"iibi'?iJii'cdvered ~nyt~n~: ' In lifting the moratorium. 
w0rl~i. ~:: . . . . . . .  : ?  .... government,: ' frantical ly other words, there may not be My guess is the moratorium 
Now, I will bet you dollars searching for revenue, would a solitary barrel of oil or cubic will be lifted• But when it is, It 
to doughnuts that a consultant covet the potential riches from foot of natural gas there• would strongly urge the govern- 
hired by let's say the Suzuki offshore oil and gas explora- Dr. Chris Yorath, who was a ment not to raise too high the 
Foundation would come up tion and exploitation, And it is senior research scientists with hopes of the public, particular- 
with a different assessment, also understandable that the the Geological Survey of Ca- ly in coastal communities 
Consultants are a bit like Liberals are more inclined to nada, belie~,es that estimates whose livelihood has already 
economists. They hardly ever do so than the NDP was. The of the deposits are overly opti- been savaged by an ailing for- 
agree on anything. Liberals are, after all, a busi- mistie. He says the deposits estry industry. 
And what constitutes an ac- ness-friendly government, may be in the range of 20 per Beyer can be reached at: 
ceptable risk or fatal flaw? Is But what of the potential cent of the survey's estimates. E-mail: hubert~coolcom.com; 
the possibility of a fierce riches? Again, that depends on "The press and provincial Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
storm, not unknown on the whom you ask. Some politi- politicians hould adopt a de- http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
Typing need not be painful 
EVERY CHILD given access keyboarders' posture, particu- And that was before photocop- 
to a computer should be taught larly their hand positions, are iers and electric typewriters. 
how to sit and how to position devolving. Often I typed eight copies. 
the hands on the keyboard. Watch computer operators Only a powerful touch would 
Otherwise the child's future : in classrooms, on the job, in make all copies legible. Yet 
may hold chiropractic treat- ! movies and news clips. They I've never had a hint of carpal 
ments and the pain of carpal slouch, legs entwined around tunnel syndrome, 
tunnel syndrome. ~ the chair legs, wrists Crazy- Sit down at a piano for a be- 
Before computers became ~ Glued to the computer frame, ginners lesson and the first 
as common as the cold, you ! Only their fingertips move, thing you're told is, "Sit up 
rarely heard of carpal tunnel I like elephant runks reaching straight, feet on the floor. Hold 
syndrome unless you hobnob- blindly over a concrete barrier up your wrists." No teacher 
bed with tennis players. 1 hoping to find a peanut. No wants her healthy piano student 
Now, carpal tunnel syn- wonder their wrists throb, looking deformed. 
drome is a routine complaint, I learned typing from a cur- Unless you're Victor Borge. 
lumped in with other repetitive CLAUDE'ITE SANDECKI respondence course in grade He clowned around at the key- 
stress injuries common to nine. Every day's lesson began board to make people laugh, 
people who repeat the same with the same reminder: Sit up but when his fingers touched 
motions throughout their work Violinists hold the instrument straight, feet flat on the floor, the keys he automatically 
shift, under the chin and finger the one foot in front of the other, adopted proper posture, : 
You see cashiers wearing a frets with the left hand. Stu- Hands over the keyboard• A computer in every home 
leather sling on one hand• Of- dent drivers position their Hands, wrists and forearms and classroom is fine...if kids 
rice staff are absenf on sick hands on the steering wheel at held in a line• are reminded every day how 
leave resting a painful wrist - 9 and 3 o'clock. Even Tiger That position let my fingers they should sit, and how their 
grief that proper posture might  Woods honours the traditional hang free to move in all direc- wrists should be held up. 
ward off. golfers' stance, tions. Major muscle groups Don't let their potential be 
Begin any activity with a These postures evolved as held my body in balance. I've handicapped by faulty key- 
teacher and the first thing you the most effortless way to per- typed many an eight'hour shift board habits, habits difficult to 
learp is posiure for that skill, form a skill. But computer without physical discomfort, retrain away later. 
> ,  
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on school literacy 
looming 
Pregnancy, abortion stem 
from personal decisions 
Dear Sir: 
It has come to my attention that I have cre- 
ated some controversy arising from my presenta- 
tion to the select standing committee on finance 
and government services held recently. 
Firstly the suggestions given by myself, were 
my opinions and may or may not reflect the 
views of individual members of the Terrace 
Health Watch. 
There were a number of issues brought forth 
by myself on ways to save money in the delivery 
of health care of which expensive medical pro- 
cedures used in the form of birth control such as 
vasectomies, tubal ligations and abortions when 
used as a birth control method. 
These are individual choices made and should 
be looked at for funding as only one of several 
issues I brought forth. 
The choice to have a medical procedure such 
as a termination of pregnancy is individual, the 
same as is in most cases for the procedure used 
to become pregnant. 
With the abundance of birth control methods 
available for both male and female, if pregnancy 
is the end result, in most cases that was a perso- 
nal choice and lain questioning, should the 
health care system now pay for the results of 
those personal choices? 
There are many individ- 
uals with life threatening 
illnesses such as breast 
cancer, heart disease, kid- 
ney failure and the list 
goes on that have to wait 
for months to access the 
health care system, and 
the difference here is that 
in most cases they did not 
have a choice. 
It has become abundantly 
Don Ritchey clear that health care de- 
livery is in a crisis, and 
cannot be everything to everybody. 
There will be tough decisions made all across 
Canada not just in B.C. or in Terrace. 
I believe health care as we have known it will 
no longer exist as a carte blanche system. 
I urge every one to get involved, whether it is 
controversial or not but get involved. 
Don Ritchey 
Terrace B.C. 
Extend the logic 
Dear Sir: 
Re: "Gov't told it could save money by not 
paying for abortions" (Terrace Standard, Oct. 31, 
2001). 
I am shocked and dismayed by Don Ritchey's 
comments regarding the goverment being asked 
not to pay for vasectomies, abortions and other 
birth control measures. 
If that is the case, Mr. Ritchey should be in- 
cluding all health care measures for procedures 
which are preventable. 
Thus, treatment for diabetes type I!, lung can- 
eer and many forms of heart disease should also 
not be paid for. 
Marianne Brorup Weston 
Terrace B.C. 
It wasn't our idea 
Dear Sir: 
Re: The October 31, 2001 Terrace Standard 
article, "Gov't told it could save money by not 
paying for abortions." 
The Terrace Health Watch is a non-denomi- 
national, non-political group of individuals who 
are alarmed at the decline of health services in 
this area. 
We have identified the areas of concern and 
recommended ways of improving them as well as 
new services that are desperately needed in lhe 
north coast region, such as kidney dialysis care. 
We represent a broad spectrum of the community 
who have common concerns. 
The comments to the legislative committee 
by Don Ritchey about non-payment for abortions, 
vasectomies and other birth control procedures as 
cost saving measures are Don's own personal 
views and are not part of the concerns of The 
Terrace Health Watch group. 
Unfortunately, your article makes it appear 
that these comments are a part of the recommen- 
dations. 1 can assure you this is not the case. 
Glenn Beard 
Terrace B.C. 
Here's real gov't waste 
Dear Sir: 
Your report on the select standing committee 
on health care was accurate, but one point was 
missed. 
That is the cost of this roving band to a gov- 
ernment hat claims to be broke. 
The price tag of this group, and for each of the 
other four roving bandit groups is $5,000 per day, 
and that does not include the printing, editing 
and the other costs of getting the report together. 
My friends will say this is good, that this is 
valuable input, and worth the money, 
I say look again. ... . . . . .  
Ida Mohler was upset about the CHC spending 
$5,000 for the printing and distribution of the 
year-end status of  Mills Memorial, and Terrace- 
view Lodge. 
All the witnesses, Ida included, sat and gave 
LOGGERS picketed outside the TD bank branch in Terrace in September after Skeena 
Cellulose was unable to pay its bills. Contractors, MLAs and even cabinet ministers have 
said the TD effectively took the money SCI had set aside in its accounts to pay its loggers. 
TD bank says it's 
getting a bad rap 
Dear Sir: 
Recent articles in this newspaper have de- 
scribed the non-payment of various trade and 
contracting payables by Skeena Cellulose, and 
the subsequent protests that have been directed 
towards TD Bank Financial Group and, in partic- 
ular, its TD Canada Trust Terrace branch. 
These stories contain factual errors that do a 
disservice to your readers and, more importantly, 
to the people directly affected by this unfortunate 
situation. 
We recognize that many people have been af- 
fected by Skeena's situation and that they are 
frustrated by the company's inability to pay its 
creditors. 
We do believe, however, that the protests 
have been unfairly directed towards the Bank 
and its employees, particularly the ones in Ter- 
race. Our employees who are also members of 
the community are simply trying to carry out 
their duties. 
Here are a few facts that might help your 
readers: 
TD has provided very substantial financial 
support o Skeena for well over ten years, 
Subsequent to the Skeena's Companies' Cre- 
ing Pharmacare. 
The day after our town's 
meeting, while this $5,000 
committee was meeting on 
the north line, the real po- 
litical powers in Victoria 
froze health and education 
funding for three years. 
The people of this town 
took the time and sacri- 
riced wages to tell this 
$5,000 committee our vi- 
sions of changes needed in 
health care, and while we Ida Mohler 
were doing that Victoria 
just did what they damn pleased. 
Three days after our meeting with this com- 
mittee, the kidney dialysis program was put on 
hold, pending a 'review'. 
What  a waste of our time and our money. 
What a total farce, This is, indeed the 'new era'. 
They are, indeed, listening to their masters. 
Unfortunately that ain't us . . . . . . .  evidence before this $5,000 committee and at 
the very moment we were gathered before them, i Les Watmough '
the real political powers in Victoria were slash . . . .  Terrace B.C. 
ditor's Arrangement Act (CCAA) reorganization 
in 1998, and at the specific request of the pro- 
vince of B.C., TD agreed to maintain its support, 
when no other Bank would do so. Also at the pro- 
vince's request, TD agreed to provide incre- 
mental funding based on the province's guaran- 
tee. 
TD has incurred very substantial loan losses, 
including the $127.5 million written off as part of 
the 1998 CCAA reorganization, in financing 
Skeena. TD is still owed approximately $94 mil- 
lion, which is not guaranteed by the province. 
TD has supported the provincial government 
in its efforts to seek a buyer for Skeena since 
commencing this initiative in 1998. 
We understand the frustrations and hardship 
that many are experiencing in this unfortunate si- 
tuation but we believe that it has been unfairly 
directed towards our employees who are mem- 
bers of the community. 
We hope, having had the opportunity to voice 
our position, your readers will have a better un- 
derstanding of this issue. 
K im Robertson 
TD Bank 
Toronto, Ontario 
Dear Sir: 
Your editorial of October 24th asks some im- 
portant questions about literacy and our educa- 
tion system. 
Unfortunately, your answers shed more heat 
than light on this important issue, and the editor- 
ial is a classic example of why educators are so 
leery of test scores: their use by eminently un- 
qualified people, such as yourself, to make pro- 
foundly ignorant pronouncements for political 
purposes. 
Of course, as an editorialist, you have the 
right to have an opinion. But as a newspaper you 
have an obligation to be informed, and a re- 
sponsibility to foster reason rather than ignorance 
on issues that affect our children. 
Implicit in your editorial is the belief that 
school trustees, simply by virtue of their being 
elected by "the taxpayers", are somehow quali- 
fied to tell educators how to teach, without the 
obligation to consult with educators. 
You can protest as much as you like that this 
isn't teacher-bashing, but it is exactly that. 
One purpose of the education committee is to 
review those policies, in cooperation with the 
school board, which will profoundly affect child- 
ren's education, such as arbitrary requirements o
spend 40% of teachers' time "teaching literacy". 
You ignore the fact that the education com- 
mittee is concerned about being seen as limiting 
teachers to 40% of their time to address these 
profound problems, as well as the fact that most 
teachers feel that spending only 40% of their 
time on literacy would he a step backward. 
Also implicit in your assumptions, and unexa- 
mined, is the assumption that teachers don't al- 
ready spend at least 40% of instructional time 
fostering literacy. 
You might have examined questions such as 
whether this test is an accurate reflection of this 
district's literacy, and whether the problem is ac- 
tually related to how much time teachers are 
spending on curriculum. 
Or whether our literacy problems are more re- 
lated to social factors such as English as second 
language students, poverty, drug and alcohol 
abuse, the inordinate number of single parent fa- 
milies in this district, Nintendo and simply not 
You have an obligation to be in- 
formed, and a responsibility to 
foster reason rather than ignor- 
ance on issues that affect our 
children. 
Wrong number on PR 
Dear Sir: 
It was reported in the Wednesday Oct. 31 Ter- 
race Standard that Ida Mohler, a member of Ter- 
race Health Watch, gave a report to the Standing 
Committee on Health on Oct. 17 in Terrace. 
It was reported that she criticized the Terrace 
and Area Health Council for spending $10,000 
annually on a public relations person. 
This amount was a budgeted amount and was 
not the actual experience. 1 wish to correct this 
reading to our kids enough at an early age. 
You might have examined how society has 
changed since y0u'and I were in:schboi and how 
this has profoundly impacted reading and writing 
skills. 
You might have asked if "teaching to tests" is 
best for children, and society. But you didn't. 
Nor did you ask whether your paper's continu- 
ing support for tax cuts, and thus fewer resources 
for children and teachers, is consistent with your 
opinion that literacy is important. 
You could have examined a really important 
issue, like what happens to our children's educa- 
tion when teachers are expected to deal with two 
or three special needs children in their class 
when their aid time is drastically reduced be- 
cause of budget cuts. 
Have you ever tried to teach 25 energetic 
eight-year-olds, and at the same time tried to 
give enough attention to an FAS or ADHD child 
that someone, somewhere, has decided will be 
better looked after in a regular classroom without 
enough special assistants? 
Maybe you should before you spout off opi- 
nions on topics about which you have demonstra- 
ted you are profoundly ill-informed, 
Want our children to read and write better? 
Buy them books, well-written books. 
Read to them, starting when they are babies. 
Talk to them, sing with them. Limit their tele- 
vision time, and spend some time learning which 
TV programs teach good values. 
Maybe buy an encyclopedia set instead of the 
latest Nintendo for Christmas. 
Read yourself and set an example. 
And maybe, just maybe, once in awhile, sup- 
port teaching, and teachers. 
This profession carries a huge social respons- 
ibility. Being an effective teacher equires an en- 
ormous amount of energy, intelligence, caring 
and plain hard work and it takes its toll. 
But, just so you know, the greatest oll is 
taken when ill-informed pundits don't take the 
time, or make the effort, to show the least re- 
sponsibility to inform themselves on this issue 
before moving their fingers over a keyboard with 
their mind out of gear. 
Bruce and Anne Hill 
Terrace B.C. 
Show yourselves now 
Dear Sir: 
Re: Lloyd Brinson's letter of Oct. 31 concern- 
ing infiltration from within self-governed Cana- 
' dian jurisdictions. 
All al Qacda terrorists currently residing on 
Nisga'a lands are requested to immediately sur- 
render themselves and their effects and assets to 
the appropriate law enforcement authorities. 
Beam me up Scotty, there's no intelligent life 
here. 
false impression. Anneke van Keulen, 
The public relations consultant was paid the Terrace, B.C. 
following amounts for the last three fiscal per -  
iods. 
1999/00-$712.50 About  the Mail Bag 
2000/01 - $2,?49.99 The Terrace Standard welcomes letters to 
2001/02-$1,225.00 the editor, Our address is 3210 Clinton St.. 
Total: $ 4,687.49 Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can fax us at 
We are of the opinion that it is unfair to leave 250-638-8432 or you can e-mail us at 
false perceptions in the community without cor- standard@kermode.net. No attachments, 
recting them. please. We need your name, address and 
Terrace and Area Health Council's reputation phone number for verification. 
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SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG THURSDAY thru SATURDAY 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "I 
I~"  .~:'~.Tz;~ , , f~N.~.Z 
~,.i: : ."_..; . ~.. 
. . .  . 
I Regular Extra Lean ~~:~,~,~ Top Sirloin 
Ground Beef ~, Ground Beef ~ ~ ~  Grilling Steak 
Sold in a 5 lb. Chub only for ,,~;~'~..,,~ Sold ~n a convenient I Ib Chub ~ B ° n e l e s s  
$4.95 ea. LIMIT ONE. ~:~:':- ~!~.:.~;~=~ only. LIMIT TWO. 
SAVE at least $1.ZO/Ib. ~ '~ ''~: ~ Valu Pack. .......... ,~-=~ ~ .  SAVE at least $1.60/Ib. 
Bread ~. .~. . .~  Verdi Self Rising o n Juice 
'1 ~]~ ~While or 600/0 or 100o/0Whole ~ Crust  P i zza  :'~ " ~ _ ran~,e  
I~~'i'~-:- ~~ I l~ i ' i '~ l  '  ., , ~  Assorled varietie.s. 834 to 991 g . . ]  • Frozen Concenlrate. Assorled [~~ WheaL 675 g Loaf• varieties. 355 mE. 
Chocolate 
,.,~,,:;i;~.~. Chip Cookies 
Package of 36. 
~, :~" ,  i ~ . . .~  SAVE at least $4,98 on two 
Sunlight Laundry Dad's Safeway SELECT Campbell's-'i~ 
~,.~,,~:~ Detergent ~ "" Cookies ..... m.~.... Soft Drinks Tomato Soup I 
Loads. Or 2.95 Litre Liquid. 700 g. ~ ,  ~r ,?~\ - /~ .~ l~ ~.p~t a~'or e~,;ro ~,~t w~re appl,cab~. 12x 284 mL 
~ SAVE at least $1.56 on four ~_. . .  .. . . FIRST ONE, 
,i 
Cutting waste and abuse 
will help a lot, says local 
AT LEAST one local citi- 
zen is sure the provincial 
government can find 
"massive savings" if it 
looks in the right places. 
City councillor Val 
George, who spoke as a 
concerned citizen and not 
a city representative to the 
government's select stand- 
ing committee on finance 
when it appeared here two 
weeks ago, predicted gov- 
ernment reform can save 
major amounts of money 
and actually improve ser- 
vice to people. 
George said critics of 
government cost-cutting 
are probably sincere, but 
are also quite wrong in 
their dire predictions. 
He also said abuse of 
government services by 
the public must be tackled. 
George applauded Vie- 
toria's decision to no long- 
er pay for routine eye test- 
ing by optometrists. 
He also noted an esti- 
mated one-third of visits to 
doctors' offices are unne- 
cessary. 
And, he said, it's esti- 
mated a third of welfare 
claims are fraudulent - a 
major abuse of the system 
that should be reformed. 
"Those opposing that 
claim to be defending the 
poor and the needy when 
they're only protecting the 
abusers to the detriment of 
those in genuine need," 
George said. 
Savings culled from 
abusers could provide 
more benefits to the truly 
needy, he said. 
Government manage- 
ment and administration is 
a major area where cuts 
are possible, he said. 
Combining health coun- 
Va l  George  
cils under fewer admin- 
istrators, and conducting 
further amalgamation of 
school districts are pos- 
sible methods, he said. 
"We should go down to 
about 15 or 16 school dis- 
tricts in this province," 
George said. 
Curbing waste in gov- 
ernment could save mil- 
lions, he added. 
George pointed to a 
$230,000 regional study of 
how to regionalize health 
care in the northwest. 
"The result was so 
superficial as to be almost 
worthless," he said. 
Land-use planning - 
George served for five 
years on the Kalum plan - 
take far too long and cost 
too much, he added. 
This region's plan took 
nine years to achieve. 
"That's hugely ineffi- 
cient," he said. "It should 
be done in a third the time 
at ~ third the cost." 
The standing committee 
will report its findings 
early next year in advance 
of the next budget. 
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Two-tier 
minimum 
wage hit 
STUDENTS are denoun- 
cing a two-tiered minimum 
wage that will let employ- 
ers pay workers new to the 
workforce 25 per cent less 
starting Nov. 15. 
Although the minimum 
wage went up as planned 
from $7.60 to $8.00 an hour 
on Nov. 1, Victoria an- 
nounced last week it is 
creating a separate "first 
job" minimum wage of 
$6.00 an hour. 
The lower rate is for the 
first 500 hours worked and 
takes effect for people 
hired after next Thursday. 
"It's a blatant abuse of 
young people," said Karen 
McAthy, a local student 
and rep for the Northwest 
Community College Stu- 
dent Association. "It shows 
contempt~,_,.~'o~ theirwork." i 
She pr'eq)cted any em- 
ployers who were about to 
hire new workers will now 
wait until Nov. 15 -when 
the first-job rate takes ef- 
fec t -  so they can pay 
their new employees 25 
per cent less. 
"I'm hoping most em- 
ployers won't be that 
crass," she said. "But I'm 
concerned." 
The big fear is that em- 
ployers could lay off or re- 
duce the hours of workers 
after 500 hours when they 
become more expensive, 
and replace them with new 
cheaper workers. 
"It's going to make it 
very difficult to save 
money to go to school," 
added McAthy. 
Unions call the first-job 
rate ~ betrayal of Liberals' 
promises to raise the mini- 
mum wage for all workers. 
"! wonder if the premier 
is willing to pay his mini- 
sters and deputy ministers 
25 per cent less until they 
'learn the ropes'," said 
BCGEU president George 
Heyman. 
Labour ministry spokes- 
man Gordon Williams said 
the employment standards 
branch will deal with any 
con~plaints of abuse. 
Existing workers with 
less than 500 hours of work 
won't be affected. 
But workers changing" 
jobs may have to prove 
they have enough .exper- 
ience to qualify for regular 
minimum wage. 
That's raised fears the 
new system will create ex-  
g~ 
separate minimum wage 
paid workers under 18 
years old about 50 cents 
an hour less. 
An age-based lower 
minimum wage was rejec- 
ted this time out of fears it 
could be challenged as 
discriminating against 
workers on the basis of 
age, Williams said. 
The B.C. Restaurant 
and Foodservices Associa- 
tion, which gave to the 
Liberals' election cam- 
paign, lobbied for a lower 
tipping wage as well. 
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C, OUP[~ OL'~ S E D A ~  
• 5 -YR/ IO0 ,O00 km POWERTRAIN  WARRANTY 
• 2.2 L 115 HP Engine • 5-Speed Getrag 
Transmission • 4 Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System 
• PASSLOCK Theft Deterrent System • Tachometer 
• Sporty Rear Speller (Coupes only) 
sunfiredeals.com 
• ~ / CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
s22a- ,o.o-, ' s13 58= 
*INCLUDES FREtGIIT OF ~795 ~1 
All the features of an SL Sedan, plus • Air Conditioning • Automatic Transmission 
with enhanced traction system • Remote Keyless Entry with Content Theft System 
• Power Door Locks • AM/FM Stereo CD with 6 speakers • 15" Wheels 
• Tilt Steering 
-OR- -  S =I 278"  
F '795  COUPE 
All the features of an SL Coupe, p lus .  4.Speed Automatic Transmleslon with Enhanced 
Traction System • 15" Aluminum Wheels • AM/RVI Stereo CD with 6 speakers 
• Remote Keyless Entry with Content Theft System • Power Door Locks * Tilt Steering 
J c essivepaperworkanden, im'~;  ~ ~ ~  ~ . 
forcement problems. ° i 2 0 0 2 e O .  T IA C G R A N D A M S E D A N 
B.C. has had a two-tier ~ . ] 
minimum wage before. ~ ' . . . .  ~ .  ~ . . ~  " ...... f~3  18~z~ $ 2 0 , 9 9 ~  From 1972 to 1995 a ~. .., . . . . . .  ::~, ...... 
",~; , ,~"  " " "  " - -  . . . . .  ~ '830 CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
PONTIAC 
BUICK 
GMC 
mmmmm. L~'~ ..... :: ' * "  • 2.2 Lltre DOHC ECOTEC Engine • 4-Speed Automatic 
A ~ l l  Transmission with Enhanced Traction System • Air Conditioning 
• AM/FM RDS Stereo CD and 6-Speaker System • 4-Wheel 
Anti-Lock Braking System. Power Door Locks • PASSLOCK II 
Theft Deterrent System • Tilt Wheel • 70 /30  Split Folding Rear 
Seat • Cruise Control • AND MORE 
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Community use set 
for old bridge wood 
PORTIONS OF the hard- 
wood decking of the old 
Skeena bridge will live on. 
Replaced this summer 
and early fall by a steel 
grating deck, 2,200 linear 
feet of the African hard- 
wood is now being stored 
by the transportation mini- 
stry and will be turned 
over to the city, says city 
councillor Rich McDaniel. 
The plan is to have 
some of it used m com- 
munity projects by the 
beautification society and 
Riverboat Days Society, 
he said. 
And the remainder will 
be cut into souvenir-sized 
pieces for sale in support 
of the city's 75th incor- 
poration celebrations in 
2003. 
"This is wood from the 
edges [of the bridge]," said 
McDaniel who is council's 
liaison on the 75th com- 
mittee. 
"It hasn't been tread on 
Rich McDaniel 
by tires and become 
grooved." 
Initial thoughts are to 
turn some of the wood into 
benches or perhaps stairs, 
said McDaniel. 
"The one thing I can 
tell you is that this is hard, 
hard wood. It can't be cut 
normally," he added. 
McDaniel said com- 
munity use and souvenir 
chunks is a fitting use of 
the wood for the coming 
celebration of Terrace's 
incorporation. The bridge 
itself turned 75 years old 
in 2000 and a ceremony 
marked the occasston, 
Terrace - Vancouver 
Nov. 8, 2001 i ORE !i ! 
The 2,200 linear feet of ~ _  More  flights on 
the hardwood comes in 
planks that are about two [ ; ~ ~  Tuesdays & Wednesdays 
inches thick and 10 inches 
wide and is equivalent o 
two lengths of the bridge. 
The remainder now be- 
longs to Nechako North- 
coast Construction Ser- 
vices, the company which 
replaced the deck. 
Transportation officials 
say there's less mainte- 
nance required with the 
new deck compared to the 
old one.- 
They said it was expen- 
sive to replace the hard- 
wood with new planks as 
the old decking became 
worn down and grooved. 
Call 635-4295 
or your favourite travel agent 
!n 
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Terrace is on the list 
for oil and gas hearings 
TERRACE IS one of seven communities 
to be visited by an oil and gas task force 
consisting of northern Liberal MLAs. 
The five MLAs will be out to gather 
opinions on whether or not a moratorium 
on offshore drilling should be lifted. 
They'll start in Port Hardy NOV. 27 and 
wind up in Prince Rupert Dec. 11. The 
Terrace visit is Dec. 10. 
Other communities to be visited are 
Bella Bella and Bella Coola on the mid- 
coast and Old Massett and Skidegate on 
the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
"We are heading into this with an 
open mind, We want to hear what they 
expect out of a lifting of the moratorium 
or why they don't believe it should be 
lifted," said task force chair Blair Lek- 
strata, the I LA  for Peace River South. 
Task force findings will be bundled to- 
gether with the results of a scientific re- 
view and given to the provincial govern- 
ment for a final moratorium decision 
early next year. 
1~ 4 :1[  m dr i l l  * Per Couple and ea 
'4~ B ~ l ~ i  va luab le  Gold Poil 
i I I~VV.  on every purchase 
Mradero  Puerto Plata . : : . . . .  : " Puerto Plata' 
'uerto.Vallarta : : 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL 
FAIRS ASSOCIATION 
TUESDAY, NOV, 13 T' at 7:30 PH 
in the DOWNTOWN LIONS 
CLUB HOUSE ot the THORHHILL 
COMMUNITY GROUNDS 
Everyone is invited to attend and to 
become a part of the community Fall 
Fair. Contact the Secretary at 
i~  635-7779 for additional information. 
veace ot M ind  
Hand-picked First Choice Vacation Club packages leave nothing to chance. 
Over 1000 worry-free vacations to choose from. 
Enjoy your vacation/ 
BOOK A FIRST CHOICE 
VACATION & SAVE 
) fU JORLD 
OF VACATIONS 
Iberostar Barlovento 
.:r.k-.~Plus 
December 2, 9 
Kids Stay & Eat Free 
All-Inclusive! 
'1279 
1 week 
Bahia Principe San Juan 
December 26 
Kids Stay & Eat Free 
AIl-lndusive! 
'1959 s2389 
1 week 2 weeks 
Iberostar Costa Dorad~ 
December 26 
Kids Stay & Eat Free 
24 Hour AIl.lndusiw 
s2164 *283 
1 week weeks 
Sierra Manzanillo 
November 20, 27 December 4, 11 
Kids Stay & Eat Free 
AIl.lnclusivel 
Melia Puerto Vallarta Beach Resort 
":v2~ : 'v 2~ Plus 
December 8, 15 
Kids Stay & Eat Free 
Super A II-lnclusive ! 
s979. : s1499 ....... s999 
1 week 2 weeks 1 week 
'VSnCO~L~ d~Av~IC  tOGCld Po J r r¢~ o~ ~ Pw~s ~ ~J~ ~w~n~ on ~ O'~tCc'~bOo~ O~ T~ ~Otr~el r~led f~  e~a S=Wnt~J$ avJd~le 0n ~ e c l ~  ~l~:lO 
~ ~r~,~ nagacl~ f f~  ~)nsun~nt )or ~J~ ~e*J,tg ~e~ ~ref to I~ WoF4 Of Va~J~ons beo(tlu~ r t~s  ~ {0~ 
Call today for details: Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-2277 
OPEN SATURDAY 
R# 3504-4 
I [ Naturopath ic  Doctor  
Naturopathic Doctors help individuals create optimal 
health, vibrant energy and joy of living, using natural 
therapies and gentle techniques including: 
• Allergy Testing • Vitamin/Herbal Medicine 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
- Herbal Tea, Aromatherapy Oil, Clay Poultice, 
Applied Heat/Cold, Diet/Environmental Changes, 
Natural Therapies - 
MASSAGE 
• Preventative Medicine • Homeopathic Medicine 
• Acupuncture = I.I/. Treatments 
• Nutritional, Lifestyle and Attitudinal Consultations 
I (~)  Dr .  Kathy  Graham J Naturopath lc  Phys ic ian  ~.,,~! .= .3  M.-,n st.. s, . , , , . , . ,  
Te l :  (250)  847-0144 
VIVA CLINIC 
Frances Birdsell, Natural Health Practitioner 
4506 Lakelse * 635-2194 
Holistic Healing - Environmental Sensitivity Specialist 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Herbal Tea, Ar0matherapy Oil, Clay Poultice, Applied 
Heat/Cold, Diet/Environmental Changes, Natural Therapies 
MASSAGE, FOOT or EAR REFLEXOLOGY, 
EAR CANDLING, SPIRITUAL HEALING 
Support being organized 
for badly injured man here 
By SARAH A. Z IMMERMAN 
A TERRACE man may never walk again after a tragic 
cycling accident Thanksgiving weekend. 
Frank Amante, 37, was riding his mountain bike with 
his four-year-old son, Ty, when he fell off the bicycle 
and landed awkwardly. 
It was no small tumble - the forestry worker suffered 
a broken collar bone, fractured his fourth and fifth verte- 
brae and twisted his spine. 
Amante was flown to Vancouver General Hospital the 
night of his injury. He underwent surgery and is still 
: there recuperating. 
An avid snowmobiler and motorcyclist, he is not tak- 
ing the news very well. 
• "The nurse says he's more depressed than the average 
person with his diagnosis," said his sister Rose Amante 
of Prince Rupert. 
In an effort to perk up his spirits, Rose is flying 
Amante's on Ty to Vancouver to visit him in hospital 
Nov. 8. 
"We're hoping this. will help snap him out of his de- 
pression," she said. 
This is the second serious accident for Amante in less 
than three months. 
While working on the Kincolith road this August, 
Amante got blood poisoning after suffering a serious 
gash on his finger. 
He went into cardiac arrest as result of the injury and 
was flown to Terrace by a helicopter pilot. 
"The doctor told him had he stayed in the bush he 
would have had two hours to live," said Rose Amante. 
With no insurance and no income right now, the 
Amante family is struggling. 
"He's scared because he has no insurance and he 
feels like they're ruined now," said his sister. 
Friends and relatives are organizing a trust fund for 
the man to help pay for medical costs and bills. 
An account has been set up in his name at Northern 
Savings Credit Union. 
"I told them I'd do whatever I can to help." said long- 
FRIENDS OF Frank Amante, badly injured when 
he fell off of a bicycle at Thanksgiving, are organiz- 
ing support for the Terrace man. Pictured here is 
Frank with son Ty. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
time friend Russ Shauer. 
Shauer, a member of the Terrace Snowmobile Asso- 
ciation, said he plans to organize a fundraising ride this 
winter to get some money together for the family. 
~~~iiii /!~ ~ flail ~I~ i~i ,i' ~ i~ ~ ~ ...... •~'~~'~:., i~:.~i , - ~ 
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Bell ExpressVu offers more channels, more choice and 
better value than cable! 
. : . ::i?; 
NEW 
kkxl. e 31001 
+99 
• Access  to  the  la rgest  d ig i ta l  video 
channe l  l ine -up  in  Can , ,da  - over  
275  d ig i ta l  v ideo  channo ls l  
* P rogramming s tar ts  fa r  as  l i t t le  as  
$10 .95  per  month l  
• 6 new packages  and  "P ick  & 
Pay"  channe l  opt ions  now , 
ava i lab le l  
• In teract ive  app l i ca t ions  including 
I ns tant  Wea lher l  
• New Picture-in.Guide Disp lay l  
$199" Dish, remote, receiver (New Model 3100 System) 
-$100 Programming credit to "Ultimate Pack" or "The Works"t 
s99 Net Price 
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tThe Toyota Corolla was the highest ranked entry compact car in J,D, Power and ~so¢iates 20000001 IniSal Quality Study ~. The Cambridge, Ontario planl was the highest ranked 21ant in North America mong plantS producin 8
vehicles for lhe U.S, nmrkel in J,D. Power and Associates 2001 Init}al Quality Stud~. 21X)I S udy based on a total 54,565 consumer esponses indicating owner reported problems durin~ he f rsl 90 days of ownership 
wswv. dpowencom, Leas ng/f nanc ng plans rom Toyola Cred t Canada Inc. O.A.C flMileage based on model year 2002 Corolla £E Ftus city/highway Ior engine size listed, *Amount of manufaclureP~' conlributlon iowa ds feaiutes 
described, '=*Finance example: $20,000 at 1.9% per annum equals S572 per month for 36 months. CO,B. }$ $592 for a total obligation of S20,592. Finance xample xcludes license, le86trat=on, i surance and taxes+ *'*Lease based on 
a 48 month walkaway lease and lea~e rate of 6.~% on Corolla CE Plus (model BR12EP-B with automatic tmn~ission) and down payment 01 $2,8~S or trade e~uivalenL First oayment and security deposit of $275 due on delivery. Total 
lease obligation sB,az7 and purchase option p~ice of S8,600.80 based on maximum 96,000 kms, AddiUonal km charge of $0,07 if applicable. Based on MSRP of 519,080. tease includes a maximum of $995 for freight & RD E. Lease 
excludes license, registration, insurance and taxes, Offer valid on the all new 2002 Corolla CE Plus lea .~'~1 Or purchased by O~ ~lst, 2001, *"*Certain conditions apply, Dealer may lease/~ll for less. See your partidpating Toyoia Dealer 
for details, For more inform=ion call I.Uo.'roYOTA-II ~ vldt us ~1 w~w.toyot,t,ea Dealer may lease]~ell for less. 
Or retail financing 
36 months 
.... TOYOTA 
1.8Oa.TOYOTA.8  4k  WWW,13Dyotg ,cn  
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North cal led 
' forgotten area' 
WHEN RUTH Mangnus heard that the planned kidney ~ ~ ~ i H  
dialysis unit here was frozen by the provincial govern- ~":*:::::::::::::::< ........... 
ment, she got out her map of B.C. 
She carefully circled all of the locations where dialy- 
sis clinics are located. 
There were a lot of circles - Fort St. John, Prince 
George, Williams Lake, Kamloops, Vernon, Creston and 
Kimberley in the Kootenays, Duncan and Nanaimo on 
Vancouver Island just to name a few. 
The only place there wasn't a circle was northwestern 
B.C. and that made Mangnus mad. 
"We're the forgotten area," said Mangnus who has 
been separated from her husband, Chuck, since he had 
to move to Prince George six months ago for life-giving 
dialysis. 
He needs the cleansing procedure very second day, 
making it impossible to stay at home. 
There is the possibility of home dialysis but the cou- 
ple doesn't have the money to make it happen. 
And, said Mangnus, her husband needs a level of 
treatment not conducive to home dialysis. 
"Sometimes it gets really, really painful and he gets 
muscle contractions. They have to call the doctor right 
now." 
"His life is being wasted," said Mangnus of Chuck 
who lives in rented room in Prince George and who has 
trouble finding salt-free food to maintain a proper diet. 
He's lost weight and has side effects from medica- 
tion, Mangnus added. 
Chuck is able to come home the occasional weekend 
by bus - a trip that's eight hours long. 
Mangnus said selling their small hobby farm here 
isn't an option because of the recent drop in real estate 
prices. 
"We'd have to give it away," she added. 
Mangnus said the problem is not only physical and fi- 
nancial, but psychological when people are forced into 
moving away to obtain dialysis. 
"It's hard to keep a positive outlook. Your hopes get 
dashed," Mangnus aid. 
Since her husband's kidneys failed and he was sent to 
Prince George, Mangnus said she's learned a lot about 
the disease. 
But the most important thing she has learned is that 
there are a lot of people like Chuck who have had their 
lives disrupted because there is no northwestern dialysis '
service. 
"Just look at the map," said Mangnus. "Where else 
would we move to?" 
From front 
Action wanted 
to thaw freeze 
It means northwesterners have to move to an area 
where there is one. 
The proposal to locate a six-station dialysis unit in 
Terrace as a satellite to the main clinic in Prince 
George has been under development for years. Fort St. 
John in the northeast has had a satellite service to 
Prince George for some years. 
Planning for the clinic here accelerated about a year 
ago after the then-NDP government in Victoria accepted 
a needs assessment. That set the stage to determine con- 
struction, equipment and staffing costs. A never-used 
section of the second floor of Mills was tagged as the lo- 
cation for the unit. 
The detailed planning for the unit ran afoul of the 
nurses' work-to-rule campaign this spring and early sum- 
mer and was only revived again in early fall. 
Another Terrace Health Watch member, Don Rit- 
chey, said he's convinced the unit would have been up 
and running by now had there been a regional health 
care authority with the power'to make decisions. 
Instead, community health councils have been at 
odds with each other whenever a decision has to be 
made, he said. ,'It all simply comes back to that," said 
Ritchey. 
He said the need for a kidney dialysis unit in the 
northwest goes beyond any jealousies between health 
care councils. "We don't care where it goes," Ritchey 
added. "It should be in our geographic region." 
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"it'S a tough job, but somebody's gotta do it" 
Now when I found out that we were going to have a truckload sale on Chiropractic Mattress Systems by 
Springwall, I got right to work. I knew that to fully explain the features and benefits of all the Chiropractic beds, some 
serious quality control testing just had to be done. Now I could bore you with all the details about my hours and hours of 
research, but I will get right to the facts of my finding. First up, the International 532, a firm bed with excellent 
support is on sale for only $499- queen set. I had to double check the price, it's always been a great bed, but we have 
never sold it at that price before. Next in line, the International 608. If you're looking for a goldilocks bed, you know, 
not too firm - not too soft, this is the better bed for you. It's on sale for $699 - queen set - again our lowest price e*cer! -
Now the next bed is something totalk about, the Chiropractic Intimate Uniside has a mattress that you'll never have 
to flip. Think about it, you'll never have to rotate that mattress again- and we have it on sale for $749- queen set[ 
Now I wish I could tell you more but management cut my research tired shorter than I would have.liked. For some 
reason they didn't buy into my new self 
appointed title of "Official Expert Mattress 
Tester". I don't know why, I thought I had 
done a really good job. One last note, all the 
Chiropractic beds come with free delivery, 
free frame, free set-up, and free removal 
of old bed. Again, don't forget about our 30 
day sleep guarantee, so you know you'll end 
up with the right bed for you. So remember, 
I've done all the hard work for you and would 
be more than happy to share all of my in- 
depth research finding with you. ]~  ~x~ 
See you soon.- Kevin 
(•  • 
GM GOODWRENCH 
New penalties PRE-WINTER INSPECTION, 
INSPECT ION INCLUDES:  - ;, 
• Cooling fluid test for quality and level !~ii~i;:~! 
• Battery test ,:?ii~ • : :-.~;~ 
• Block heater/battery blanket continuil~iei!! 
, Brake and power steering fluid level ch~i~ 
• Serpentine belt check .... ~ i;:~---~ 
• Tire condition check '~..~!~.:~i 
• Exterior car wash .: :::~!~ 
. '  L • • 
hit wood exports 
NEW PENALTIES slapped on softwood lumber exports 
won't hit West Fraser as hard as other forest companies. 
A new 12.57 per cent anti-dumping penalty will apply 
to most producers shipping Canadian lumber south to the 
U.S. But West Fraser, which runs Skeena Sawmills in 
Terrace, will pay a lower 5.94 per cent dumping penalty. 
The mill was re-opened last week after a two week 
closure. Its planer did keep working during that period. 
West Fraser is one of six companies that were asses- 
sed specific penalties by the U.S. commerce department. 
West Fraser's penalty was the lowest of the six, which 
were averaged together to produce the 12.57 per cent 
penalty that will apply to all other producers. 
The dumping penalties, which the U.S. says are to 
punish Canadian mills for selling lumber to the U.S. 
below cost, comes on top of the 19.3 per cent counter- 
vail duty imposed in August. 
The softwood lumber battle has unfolded since the 
expiry last March of the Canada-U.S. Softwood Lumber 
Agreement. It set quotas, or limits on the amounts of 
lumber companies could ship south without ariffs. 
Most producers are now paying a combined tariff of 
close to 32 per cent. 
Forest minister Mike de Jong said the U,S. move is a 
major setback to talks between the two countries to 
reach a new and hopefully long lasting deal on lumber 
trade. 
"We've brought real substantive proposals that some 
people are describing as revolutionary and the response 
today is we get another kick in the teeth," de Jong said. 
The minister said the U.S. government is doing a 
"hatchet job" on Canada, 
"God, with friends like this...," de Jong told reporters, 
not completing the sentence. "It is frustrating." 
Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris said tile new rate 
had little to do with American claims that Canadian 
wood is subsidized and everything to do with wanting to 
freeze out competitors to American producers. 
"The longer they can keep us out, the more they can 
cultivate the share they've grabbed," he said. 
De Jong said he expects higher level talks soon be- 
tween Canadian and American officials. 
i _ w  - - i 
MCEWAN GM 635-4941 ! 
At your parllclpattng GM Dealership. Applicable to most vehicles. Shoo and environmenta) charges included. Dealer may sell for less, See dealer #or details. Offer ends December 21 2001 
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Forest company halts 
anti-Ford campaign 
WEST FRASER is asking its employees email Ford. "it got to the point they asked 
to hold off for now on a campaign aimed 
at Ford vehicles and products. 
The automotive giant angered West 
Fraser and other wood products compa- 
nies across the continent for taking out 
ads in an American magazine promoting 
steel over wood building products. 
Their response was to stop buying Ford 
products themselves for corporate use and 
to encourage their employees to do the 
same for personal use. 
=Ford has nov,, apologized for what it 
did and has agreed to run three ads in the 
same magazine, called The Family Hand- 
yman, extolling the virtues of wood. 
It's also agreed to work with wood pro- 
ducts companies on other, joint promo- 
tions. And that's sufficient for West Fra- 
ser to call off the boycott for now while it 
keeps an eye on the situation, said com- 
pany official Ernie Thony last week. 
"If they're out to slam us, why should 
we be supporting them," said Thony of 
West Fraser's initial response to Ford's 
ads. 
The ads were in the form of tips to do- 
it-yourselfers for home renovation and 
building products. When it comes to 
studs, "the better, more long-lasting ma- 
terial to use is steel studs," read one ad. 
"Steel studs have many advantages 
over wood. Steel studs are perfectly 
straight. They don't shrink or split." 
"They're light and easy to store, plus 
they resist fire, insects and rot," the ad 
copy continued. 
A memo to employees from West Fra- 
ser urged its employees to write, fax and 
us to stop sending them letters," said 
Thony of Ford's reaction. 
Susan Rogers of a marketing, promo- 
tions and lobbying organization called the 
Wood Promotion Network, which tipped 
off its members to the ads in the first 
place, said there's a broader issue at 
stake. 
She said Ford has a corporate record of 
giving to environmental causes, some of 
which have taken aim at the forest indu- 
stry. 
"We found there was a seething under- 
belly of dissatisfaction with Ford that has 
been going on for a number of years," 
said Rogers in adding that ads were "the 
straw that broke the camel's back." 
She noted that shortly after the Hand- 
yman ads came out, an ad in National 
Geographic was published. 
A sentence over a photograph of a per- 
son crossing a wooden suspension bridge 
in a rain forest read, "The deadliest crea- 
ture in the rain forest is not threatening if 
handled properly." 
Rogers now said there's a new attitude 
at Ford after Wood Promotion Network 
members began to contact Ford. 
A meeting between senior people from 
both the Wood Promotion Network and 
Ford was held two weeks ago. 
"Our point is that we are mutually 
economically dependent upon each 
other," said Rogers. 
Ford has now committed itself to joint 
promotions with wood products compa- 
nies to the point it has assigned a full 
time executive to the effort, she said. 
Natives plan own tour 
to talk about treaties 
A KEY native organization won't be par- 
ticipating in next year's referendum on 
land claims, but it will tour the province 
to tell people about the benefits of trea- 
ties. 
"It's morally repugnant," said Bill 
Wilson of the First Nations Summit of the 
referendum. 
The B.C. Liberal government is putting 
a series of questions to voters in the form 
of a referendum designed to give it a set 
of principles as a basis for treaties. 
While the Liberals say the referendum 
said of the overall plan. 
The stand-alone First Nations concept 
came after a meeting between it and Pre- 
mier Gordon Campbell. 
Wilson said the Summit had asked for 
an equal representation f native leaders 
and MLAs on a committee to travel the 
province instead of the legislative com- 
mittee which is now touring. 
That was refused but Campbell agreed 
to finance the Summit-only tour and in- 
formation, said Wilson. 
He has no great hopes the referendum 
won't question the reality of treaties, will be a valuable addition to treaty ne- 
Wilson isn't convinced. : : '~ i : i  :2: : !i' L gdtiati0n§, ~: : : ": 
minority to the whims of the majority," vote; Single-issue referendums seldom 
said Wilson. 
"It's a waste of time and money.' 
We're boycotting it," he added of the re- 
ferendum plan. 
"We're not spending a lot of time on 
something we know is wrong." 
The First Nations Summit, along with 
the federal and provincial governments, 
set up th~ now-failed treaty negotiation 
process in the last decade. 
But Wilson and the First Nations Sum- 
mit now hope a tour backed up by infor- 
mation, videos and CDs for school and 
other use will revive the idea that treaties 
are needed. 
"There are three choices - litigation, 
confrontation or negotiations," said Wil- 
son in stating he prefers the latter. 
"We need to educate the people." 
Wilson and others are still working on 
the details of the tour and of the informa- 
tion to be prepared. 
"We want to explain, not sell," he 
draw m6re than 25 per cent," said Wil- 
son. 
He's predicting most of those who will 
vote will be "zealots" opposed to any 
form of treaties. 
I l l l l l l l l  
THE PROVINCIAL government is wait- 
ing to see what kind of plan the First Na- 
tions Summit has for a province-wide tour 
and public education program on land 
claims before commiting itself to paying 
for it. 
While the province has agreed in prin- 
ciple to both, it first needs details as to 
the kind of program and shape of the tour, 
says attorney-general Graft Plant. 
"The idea in principle is a good one 
but there is the fiscal restraint he govern- 
ment now faces," he said. 
"There is value in the context of a re- 
ferendum debate on the principles around 
treaty making for First Nations to have 
their voices heard," Plant added. 
LANCOME 
P A R I S  
GIFT 
ONLY AT SHOPPERS DRUG MART 
From November 12 " to 25% 2001 
With any LancOme purchase of $27* or 
m0~ receive this irresistible gift: 
ROUGE SENSATION 
Hulti-Sensati0n LipC0t0ur 
DEFINICILS 
High Definition Hascara 
BI-FACIL 
Double-Action Eye Hakeup Remover, 30 mL 
VINI~FIT CRI~ME 
Complete Energizing ~isfudzer SPF 15, 15 mL 
EXFOLIANCE 
Delicate Exfotiating Gel, SO mL 
PRIMORDIALE INTENSE EYE 
First Line Age Defense Eye Treatment, 4 rot. 
RED LANCOME HAIR BRUSH 
LANCOME 
PARLE 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd, 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze  P laques  service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street ' ' 
• - Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
IA fu~eto l~ Phone 635-2444 * Fax 635-635-2160 
t/..~ &modo~ 24 hour pager 
;I H LvI ;Hi, IIg ;t'l  I LiJk I 
~t a [am~z~ SEATON TIMBER INC. [ 
] J ~ : ~  Hwy. 16 West, Smithers, BC, Canada I 
~.. Site Tel: 1250) 847-9888 Fax: (250) 847-5901 
ROLLING STOCK: '72 Cat 930 Forklift • '84 John Deere 640 Line Skidder 
• '77 Peterbllt 3525 T/A COE • '81 GMC Flat Deck Service Truck • '85 
Plymouth Voyager Van • TRAILERS: '94 Doepker Super-B Lumber, (2) 
trailers • '73 Brentwood Log Pole & S/A Jeep • '87 Unt Bilt Chip ° '85 & '79 
Columbia Chip. 78 Brentwood Log • '65 Columbia Low Bed, '65 Omaha 
Belly Dump • '77 Scona Jeep . B.Train Lumber (frames only) • Dolly 
Converter w/ 5th wheel • (6) Log Bunks, SAWMILL & PLANER MILL 
EQUIP: Morbark 48" Headsawo 48" Precision PCS55 Chipper w/Shaker 
Blower, 60' Vib. Conv., Morbark 58" Chipper • 40" Morbark Vib. 165 Chip 
Hopper. 30' Morbark Conv.. Del Schneider Hyd. Unit ° 60" Blower & 
Cyclone • (2) Elect. Transformers • 4' x 20' Waste Conv.• 1' x 40' Waste 
Conv.• 14' x 28 ' -  4 Chain Log Deck • 8'6" x 31 ' -  3 Run Green Chain, 4' 
x 20' Slab Infeed Conv., 30" x 40' Sawdust Conv • 1" x 120' Chip Com., 7' 
x 19' -  2 Chain Log Deck, 4' x 20' Waste Conv ° 1' x 40' Waste Conv,  4 
Hyd. cylinders, bearings, grinder for saws & knives, old headsaws, wire, 
panels, disconnects, switches • Woods 6" X 20" 4 Head Planer • 56" 
Blower & Pipe. Hanchett 60" & 54" Knife Grinders • (2) Saw Grinders • 
Teck cable, switches,.panels, disconnects * GENERAL EQUIP.: 80'x10' 
100 TonPort: Truck Scale, Gearmatic 119 L~ging Winch. (1) GD & (1) 
Ingemol ;Rand~.SHP, Qompi:. 10 HPAIr Comp, iMagnafome~HP,Oomp • 
Tdm:SawTables';~(2) Saw~iinders 8' WestemlSnoWpio'W;~ (3) 500 & 
(1) 3000 Gall.' Tanks, Esco Grapple for Cat D5,  (3) Welders * 18' Bucket 
for Case 1080 • Gravel Bucket for Cat e50, (8) Short Wave Radios. (7) 
Rolls of Road Building Paper, Misc. Tires, Lumber ° Office Equipment ° 
Misc. Parts: Hyd. Cylinders • Bearings • Gdnder for saws & knives • Old 
Headsaws • VEHICLE PARTS: '84 Timbco 2520 Feller Buncher (partially 
stripped) • John Deere 690 B Delimber (padially stripped) • International 
Garbage Truck • '61 Ford Flat Deck Truck, Konworth Dump Truck • '80 
Mack Garbage Truck, Cat D8 Dozer • Ramey Log Picker • Alrco Welder 
, Gallon Packer • Truck & Loader Parts oAND MUCH MORE... 
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: . . . . . . . .  i Listen To The Music 
![:~. Each Thursday from ~!ii~ i [  
~!~ November 8th-December 61tl ~ 
1 
i~  between 6 p.m. and 9 p,m. A|| 
=~i 1 McDona ds Terrace s donating a percentage of its. ' ¢ 
:~1~:~][~ sales to the Dare To Dream Foundation in support of 
~?,~~i. its Elementary School Band Program, Local musicians ~ 
:;:hi~:~*~:~:~ wdl be performmg on the above dates and hines. I~ 
a proud sponsor of 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your help to 
solve an attempted B&E and prowling near 2606 Sparks 
Street in Terrace, B.C. 
Shortly before midnight on October 19, 2001, two 
males were seen scaling a balcony at the Summit Square 
Apartments near 2606 Sparks Street in Terrace, B.C. 
The males were climbing the walls and balconies in an 
attempt to break into one of the apartments. No 
description was obtained due to weather and lighting 
conditions. 
The suspects were chased away by a local resident 
who saw them. 
Trespassing on private property at night is a criminal 
offence and police treat all prowling complaints eriously. 
Terrace Crimestoppers wants your information, not 
your name. Call if you know the identity of those 
responsible for this or any other crime. Any information is 
valuable and may lead to the arrest and conviction of the 
offenders. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000.o0 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime, II you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their identity nor testify in 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display, 
Call 635.TIPS 
MIKE'S TIPS 
RIGHT S IDE UP!  
Most  door  locks are 
des igned to be mounted  
on a door in a cer ta in  way. When the 
lock is insta l led proper ly,  the cuts on the 
key wi l l  f'a~ce upwards  w~en the ke' l  ~:~ 
m, sert, e~. .,~ . . . . . .  loc]~ : mounte~ upside, c1( ~wl( ' :" '  " 
will collect d i r t  in the  pin chambers  and  
will wear  out  p remature ly .  
, Commereiat, Rt~identiai, 
Automotive l.ocksmithing 
, Safes. Sales & ,%nice 
, Emergency Open ngs 
• I~nded & Insured 
* A?xSA & lqlWA High Security ~ks  
4624A GREIG AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1M[9 
PHONE (250) 635-5549 * Toll F ree  1 -888-560-5549 
'3 !i 
We know just where to look. With our knowledge of the neighbourhood we can give you expert 
advice,,,,,.,;o sell your home faster and find you a place where you can relax. To find ~P 's='~k ELY21 
~ the Local. Expert in your neighbourhood, visit www.century21canada.com ..=--- . .  a 
~#' :  or contact us at the[oca[experts@century21canada.com or 877-605-2121. The Local Experts- 
Each office is Independently owned and operated' ® and Ta Registered'trademarks of Century 21 Real Estate Corporation used under license. 
® T= Trademarks of AIR MILES inlernational Trading 8.V., used under license by Loyally Management Group Canada Inc. and Century 21 Real Estate Canada Ltd. 
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Re-organization a must, says Harris 
Health care hunt frustrates MLA 
SKEENA LIBERAL MLA Roger Harris is busy 
pounding on doors this week trying to over- 
come two pieces of bad news when it comes 
to northwestern health care. 
In rapid succession, health care officials 
here learned that advanced planning for a kid- 
ney dialysis unit at Mills Memorial Hospital 
and a request o speed up a replacement for its 
now-shut down mammography machine are 
both frozen because of the provincial govern- 
ment's core review of all capital spending. 
The kidney unit was to have been open next 
spnng and the mammography machine repla- 
cement has topped a list of capital items wan- 
ted by the Terrace and Area Health Council 
for some months now. 
Sounding somewhat exasperated and frus- 
trated, Harris said late last week that one of 
the problems is finding the right people with 
the right answers. 
"Either they're not talking to each other or 
they're talking to different people," said Harris 
of many conversations he has had. 
Harris talked to local health care officials, 
regional ones, various health ministry officials 
in Victoria and even to the deputy minister -
all in the hunt to determine what's going on. 
"The flow of information is hard to follow," 
said Harris. 
"I can tell you all this is a good reason for 
the regionalization - the  re-organization of 
health care. We have to get on with it." 
Harris said that while the kidney dialysis 
unit is under review, the health ministry is also 
waiting to get a more detailed breakdown of 
its costs. 
"The ministry has already given its appro- 
val in principle," said Harris. 
Reports throughout the north indicate that 
the Prince George Northern Interior Regional 
Health Board, which would run the kidney unit 
here as a satellite service, has set out a budget 
of $3 million for set up and first year of opera- 
tion. 
Yet the health ministry in Victoria has in- 
formation, now some months old, containing a
figure of $1.5 million. 
Harris acknowledged that people are rightly 
upset over the dialysis review. 
"Getting a renal service here is at the front 
of the page," he said. 
"Diabetes is on the rise," said Harris in 
adding there is more of the disease in the na- 
tive community and will be elsewhere as the 
population begins to age. 
To not have a kidney dialysis service in the 
northwest is, Harris continued, "a recipe for 
disaster." 
As for a now mammogram unit at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Harris said he's been told 
the health ministry has backed the idea of a 
mobile one which can be taken to outlying 
communities. 
But he also thinks such a plan, because it 
would be a regional service, has to be ap- 
proved by the heads of community health 
councils in the northwest. 
"1 can assure you 1'11 be working to get the 
answers," said Harris. 
Given that local groups are raising money 
and that the North West Regional Hospital 
District is ready to chip in with its standard 40 
per cent for new equipment, he MLA felt the 
total cost of approximately $180,000 is not an 
exceptionally large amount of money. 
Looking for 
something unique? 
check out  
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Arean  Banquet  Room 
Participating Businesses ~ 
Spring Creek Herbs 
Epicure Selections 
Olinda Chris Assoc, 
United Way (ICE) 
Alternative Renovations 
Balance Fashios 
Ticker's Watches and Clocks 
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Looking Fine 
Young Living Essential Oils 
Book masters/Toys4U 
Anderson Woodworks 
Mary Kay Cosmetics 
and more... 
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Call 635-9587 for more information. 
Find Variety • Buy Local 
From front 
Plug 
pulled 
And even if speedy ap- 
proval was gwen to re- 
place the machine, it 
would take weeks before 
the new one arrived. 
"By the time you pre- 
pare the specifications and 
the technical details and 
send them around and 
award the contract to a 
company, it could take 
four, six, perhaps eight 
weeks to deliver," said 
Kuntz. 
"We'll be down for sev- 
eral months, no question." 
A preliminary costing 
for a replacement of 
$225,000 has now been re- 
duced to approximately 
$180,000. 
The Dr. R.E.M. Lee 
Hospital Foundation is at 
the front of local efforts to 
help meet that cost as i s  
the North West Regional 
Hospital District, a regio- 
nal taxing authority for 
health care. 
"We've just written a 
letter to the Minister of 
Health emphasizing the 
urgency of replacing the 
equipment now," said hos- 
pital district chair Rich 
McDaniel. 
The district normally 
contributes 40 per cent of 
major health care capital 
spending. 
The plan, said Kuntz, is 
to purchase a unit which 
while based at Mills, is 
also portable enough to be 
taken to outlying commu- 
nities. 
That would be prefer- 
able, added Linda Hyde, 
Kuntz's counterpart at the 
Snow Valley Community 
Health Council which runs 
the Stewart General Hos- 
pital. 
Women from that com- 
munity now have to come 
down to Terrace for mam- 
mograms. 
"We do pay for those 
[transportation] costs, but 
some women keep putting 
it off," said Hyde of the 
trip. 
She noted that the 
northwest is the only re- 
gion in the province not to 
have a mobile mamma- 
gram service for outlying 
areas. 
The closest mobile ma- 
chine is in Prince George, 
but it comes out only as 
far as Houston. 
In the meantime, Kiti- 
mat General Hospital is 
ready to take women from 
the area who need mam- 
mograms. 
Hospital administrator 
Cholly Boland said last 
week that depending upon 
demand, a wait list may 
have to be set up. 
"We are ready'to add to 
our resources," said Be- 
land in terms of boosting 
semce to meet demand, 
He also discounted ru- 
mours making the rounds 
in Terrace that Kitimat 
had mammography equip- 
ment, but nobody to run it. 
"We had a long time 
employee from radiology 
retire a couple of weeks 
ago, but that did not affect 
our service," said Boland. 
He said theft position 
has been filled. 
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The#1 selling vehicle in Canada. 
Purchase for 
s23.988 *
, J  $955 freight included. 
or lease for *288 a month for 48 months. Plus *3.539 downpayment 
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$350 security deposit. 
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Dodge Caravan 
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TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4838 HIGHWAY 16W TERRACE 
638-8171 
Ph.: 635-3393 Fax: 638-8333 
4431 Lokelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Serving the Pacific Northwest since 1973 
% 
-Fu l l  F lo r l l l  and Ba l loon  Serv lce"  
L~oI~I next to the Royal Bank 4646 Lakelse Ave. 
635-631 2 
'TERRACE 
4916 Hwy 16W, Terrace, B.C. 
635-7187 
www.terraceautomaJl.com 
TERRACE 
4912 Hwy 16W, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6558 
www.terraceautomall.corn 
WE MUST REMEMBER 
We must remem~r, not forget 
The S~ts  ~at ate be~s yet. 
The people ~o g~ u~ ~ne~ v~s 
~ kn~ some ~a~ fi~ey w~k~ ar~. 
God v~Jl~ say "You wece ~ bra~. 
But yo~'lde I could n~ save." 
Fo¢ all the stt~gg~e you weal through 
YOU knew ti~e duty y~J must do. 
You ~oug~t to keep out coun W free 
Forever grateful ~e Wl, be+ 
YOU Ira~k~l f~r to jo~n the war 
Arid fought untd you ceuld P.O mote. 
You wa,led long for peace ~o c~ne 
U~en homm, ra~ beu~. ~t  r~t ~" some. 
In T la t~ F~ds your friends would go 
Where crosses stand and popp,es grow. 
We ~.at a pop~/now t~ pr~e 
TO ~0n0~r ose who brav~y d~ 
We need to pray for evem',om, 
That we w~ll I~  in peace, not w~.r. 
af T-t~av.= F~¢= 
Hovemb~ 11~4 
Gmde( Ildbu= 
@ 
635-7767 
FLOWER OF REMEMBRANCE 
By Peter Crompton 
On November 11th Canadians all across the 
country will stop and pay tnbute to the men and 
women killed in Canada's wars and military opera- 
tions. Some will remember friends and relatives 
long dead. Others will pause in tdbute but will really 
have nothing to remember. However I am sure they 
will all be weanng a Poppy. 
For millions of Canadians the poppy has long 
been the flower of Remembrance.It originally was a 
reminder of the b(cod red flower which grew in the 
fields where many Canadians died in a place called 
Flanders. It remains to this day the flower of 
Remembrance. 
Each November, over thirteen million poppies 
blossom in Canada. They blossom on the jackets, 
dresses and hats of nearly half the Canadian popu- 
lation and they have blossomed for almost 75 years, 
since 1921. 
The poppy is the symbol that individuals use to 
show that they remember those who were killed in 
the wars and peace keeping operations that 
Canada have been involved in. 
Remembrance Day and the Poppy also provides 
the oppodunity for all Canadians pin, and unity and 
to be proud of what our great grandparents and 
grandparents accomplished. There are many exam- 
ples of ordinary Canadians doing extra ordinary 
things, which are called to mind each 
Remembrance Day when we as Canadians wear a 
poppy, we are touched by the Canadian spirit hat 
=" TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
" ' Les t  We Forget ' "  
4610 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635 -6600 
has been immortaliz~.~ by John McCrea, the Wodd 
War One Doctor, who wrote in his famous poem in 
Flanders Fields....TO YOU FROM FAILING HANDS 
WE THROW THE TORCH; BE YOURS TO HOLD 
IT HIGH...These are strong words to live by. 
In Canada today there are many people who have 
experienced themselves the ordeal of escaping to 
freedom, some very recent, to them the Poppy can 
be a symbol of their freedom. But it is important for 
all of us to remember that unity of Canadians in 
wartime nables us to live in peace, and freedom 
today. It is a freedom that has not come without a
cost, a cost of over 100,000 young Canadian lives, 
most not much older then our sons and daughters 
who today are still at school and enjjoying a life in 
freedom. We must neve~ forget. 
t invite you all to join our veterans at our services 
on Thursday, November 11th, for those veterans 
you see at our service will not be remembering bat- 
ties won or lost or the slaying of the enemy, they ~11 
however be thinking of the young fdends, dose 
fnends they lost overseas many years ago. What 
better way to show our veterans that our ~ 
Community today does have a sense of Canadian ; -  
sp'rit and unity, and though most of us today cannot f/+ 
remember we can show we think and care about ';:: . '  
how our Freedom was obtained. 
REMEMBRANCE DAY PARADE AND SERVICE 
All Children on Parade are invited to the Happy Gang 
Centre on Kalum SL for food and a hot beverage. 
Parents are reminded to pick up their children before 
1:00 p.m. All members of the cornmunity are invited to 
loin the members of Branch 13 at the Legion Hall for 
an afternoon of entertainmenL 
/ = ~L  ! = ~ ~ ~ Branch No. 13 
TERRACE- Sunday, Nov. 11, 2001 
"10:15 am Parade forms at the Safeway 
Parking Lot. 
Parade Marshall: 
Comrade L. D. Kirkaldy 
Set. at Arms: 
Comrade Bdan Kirkaldy 
10:25 am The parade marches otf to the 
Tillicum Theatre. 
TILLICUM THEATRE SERVICE 
10:50 am Opening Prayer - Captain 
David Moulten 
10:55 am O CANADA 
O Canada! 
Our home and native land! 
True patdot love in all thy sons command. 
With glowing hearts, we see thee nse, 
The true North strong and free! 
From far and wide, O Canada, 
We stand on guard for thee. 
GOd keep our land glodous and free! 
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee. 
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee. 
10:58 am HYMN - "ABIDE WITH ME" 
Abide with me; fast falls the eventide; 
The darkness deepens, Lord, with me 
abide; 
When other helpers fails, and comforts flee, 
Help of the helpless, O abide with me. 
Hold thou thy cross before my dosing eyes; 
Shine through the gloom and point me to 
the skies; 
Heaven's morning breaks and earth's vain 
shadows flee; 
In life, in death, 0 LORD, abide with me. 
11:00 am LAST POST - Terrace 
Community Band - Bob Butchart 
THE SILENCE 
11:02 am LAMENT - Terrace Pipes & 
Drums, Anders Udsen 
11:05 am BUGLER'S REVEILLE - 
Terrace Community Band 
-Bob Butchart 
THE ACT OF REMEMBERANCE 
"They shall grow not old as we that are left 
grow old, 
Age shall not weary them, nor the years 
condemn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the 
morning. 
We wi~l remember them." 
ADDRESS by Legion Padre 
Rev. Lance Stephens 
MESSAGE by Legion President, Pat Smith 
HYMN - 
"0 GOD OUR HELP IN AGES PAST" 
0 God, our help in ages past, 
Our hope for years to come, 
Our shelter from the stormy blast, 
And our eternal Home! 
Time, like an ever-rolling stream, 
Bears all its sons away; 
Then fly, forgotten, as a dream 
Dies at the opening day. 
O God, our help in ages past, 
Our hope for years to come, 
Be though our guard while troubles last, 
And our eternal home! 
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 
CENOTAPH SERVICE 
Following the theatre service, the Parade will 
reform in front of the theatre and proceed to 
the Cenotaph for the laying of wreaths. An 
additional wreath will be laid by the RCMP 
and Terrace Fire Department to remember 
peac officers and flrefighters lost in 
September 11, 2001 in New york. 
Veteran Bill Bennet and Past President Pat 
Smith will take the salute enroute to the 
Cenotaph. 
LAYING OF THE WREATHS 
PRAYER by Rev. Lance Stephens 
Parade will return to 
the marshalling point 
" 
~ terracebuilders @ telus.net 
+;k,2+~ ~-soo-47o Do rr 
3207 Munro•, Terrace, B.C.- 
635-6273 
5130 Park, Terrace, B.C. 
635-2268 
4708 Keith Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. 
TEL: (250) 638-8746 
FAX: (250) 638-8715 
KAL TIRE 
"Lest  We Forget ' "  
Cedarland Tire Ltd. 
4929 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-6170 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :  
• - 
• A Complete Line of Equipment 
e [or Construction, Home & Industry' : 
• ~ FAX • • ~,,0=~ 635-3038 ,3,.2,,2 . 
• 2903 Kalum St. Terrace • 
•••oe•eeoeeoeeoooeeeooo•  
TERRACE 
k MacKAY'S FONERAL 
SERVICE LTD. 
and TERRACE CREMATORIUM 
~ N~c=t  S~ 1946 
BRON~E ~ & BKNK~BTre  
635-2444 
44121 Dmtg, Temme, B.C. vaG lX /  
4641 Lazelh 
Avenue, 
TERRACE, B.C. 
Call 
635-7117 
j~  R Bottled Water 
~ .Dispenser 
Sales & Rentals 
635-2341 
FREE DEUVERY IN TERRACE & KITIMAT 
1-800-474-7873 
V 
Branch No. 13 
TERRACE CLOSE UP  ' ' 
• PAVI  N G Business Services  TANDARD 
63 5"9676 453s Craig Ave., Terrace- 635-7840 3210 Clinton S~?t. ,  Terrace, B.C. 
;~ . '1o6E108B Terr~Cce " ' LEST  WE FORC~ET" 638 7283 
They shall grow not old, as we lhat are left grow 01d; 
Age shall not weary them nor the year's condemn. At the going down oF the sun and in the morning. 
'WE WILL REMEMBER THEM" From your comrades of the ...... 
THE ROYALCANJ I)IANLEGiON TERRACE Q Branch N0.13 
c K&~d, c?l ~ TT l i c~ I ~ 
Bes ide  Saan Store  
635-5232 
www.keen leys lc le .com 
Terrace, B.C. 
~ ~ ~  Automotive Fuel 
U ~ l J ~  Conversions & Service Terrace: 635-66 i7  Smithers :  847-9172 . . . .  
" "We ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.e~-~. / ' "  Kitimat: 632-3333 Prince Rupert: 624-6400- 
) 
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Boot 
drive 
ready 
to go 
By JENNIFER LANG 
FIREFIGHTERS have a 
saying about muscular 
dystrophy, says Capt. 
David Grubb of the Thorn- 
hill Volunteer Fire Depart- 
ment - Until there's a 
cure, there's us. 
Since 1954, Canada's 
firefighters have headed 
out, boots in hand, to raise 
money for the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association of 
Canada. 
The long-standing cam- 
paign provides 80 per cent 
of the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association's annual fund- 
ing, Grubb said. 
For the first time ever, 
the Thornhill Volunteer. 
Firefighter Association are 
taking up the local cam- 
THORNHILL VOLUNTEER firefighter Capt. David Grubb displays one of the 
boots that he and others will be filled this month as the firefighters' annual 
drive to help muscular dystrophy victims gets underway. 
i72 OFF SALE 
Selected 6reok-up Clod~in 9 * Seleoed Sensung Rod Combos 
~ i l l l f  SelectedHooksFly Lines,& More!Materials' 
Xwy 16 Wear 
Keit~ ~" i,S,keeni ~ ! 
Agar . Pohl8 .,., [~  ] 
Mkl~lr RI~' Tldde ;L  mi  
5008 AGar Ave. Terrace 
638-1369 
8am.Bpm a Open 7 DAYS A WEE KK 
paign, normally spearhea- 
ded by Terrace firefighters. 
Terrace's firefighters 
are instead this year hold- 
ing a different boot drive 
to aid victims of the World 
Trade Centre disaster. 
They'll be out Nov. 16 
and 17 raising money for 
the International Associa- 
tion of Fire Fighters relief 
funds for New York City. 
Grubb said Thornhill's 
firefighters fear the Musc- 
ular Dystrophy Association 
may lose much-needed 
support his year. 
"Nine people in our re- 
gion receive money and 
assistance from the Musc- 
ular Dystrophy Associa- 
tion," Grubb said. 
He adding each will re- 
ceive an estimated 
,$72,000 each over a life- 
time in services and sup- 
port. 
"We feel it's a very 
worthwhile need," Grubb 
said. 
Muscular dystrophy is a 
tmuromuscular disorder 
that causes muscles to 
weaken and degenerate. 
About 10,000 people 
across the country, includ- 
ing 1,000 in B.C., are re- 
.gistered with the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association of 
Canada. 
The association helps 
people with a range of 
neuromuscular disorders 
,and dystrophies. 
The firefighter boot 
'drive is its main money- 
raising campaign each 
year. 
"We feel very strongly 
about his," Grubb added. 
In 1999, firefighters 
across the country raised 
more than $1 million. 
Between Nov. 19 and 
24, Thornhill's firefighters 
will ask local businesses 
to place a boot on their 
sales counters to raise 
money for muscular dys- 
trophy. 
As well, the Thornhill 
Volunteer Firefighter As- 
sociation are donating 
their proceeds from two 
'local dances they provide 
door and refreshment ser- 
vices for - the Nov, 3 drag 
racing association's ban- 
quet and the Dec. 1 truck- 
er's annual Christmas 
party. 
To join the campaign, 
call 638-1466. 
Prowlers 
sought 
POLICE ARE looking for 
more witnesses after two 
men were seen scaling a 
balcony at the Summit 
.Square apartments Oct. 19. 
The suspects were 
chased off by a resident 
and were believed to be 
attempting to bredk into an 
apartment, according to 
Terrace Crimestoppers, 
It happened near mid- 
night and the resident got 
no description of the sus- 
pects because of the dark 
rainy night. Anyone with 
information can call Crime 
Stoppers at 635-T~S. ' !,' :- '~k ,' ' :  
/ 
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2002 CHEVY S ILVERADO 
EXTENDED CAB 2WD'LS  -:.~,.. 
dt;w lt;:)'¢ ~flJ TO ] I I~D!r;~ 
• 270  HP  Vortec 4800 V8 Engine • 4-SpeedAutomatic 
Transmission with Overdrive and Tow/Haul Mode 
• 4-Wheel Disc and 4.Wheel Anti.Loeb Braking System 
• 40/20/40 Split Front Seat with Custom Cloth Trim 
• AM I FM Stereo wRh CD Player • Alaminum Wheels 
• Tilt Whee l  and  Cruise Contro l  • Power Door  Locks 
with Keyless Remote * Tinted Glass 
18 Month SNARILSAM: Purchese Pdc• 
S428 or S31,468 
Per month/S2,805 Down payment, Includes freight of $1,000 and PDI, 
$500 Secut~ly deposit requl;ed Licence, Insurance and taxes extra, 
2002 CHEVY S ILVERAD0 
EXTENDED CAB 4X4 
• 270 HP  Vortec 4800 V8 Engine * .t-SpeedAutomatic 
Transmission with Overdrive at td  Tow/Haul Mode • 4-Wheel 
Disc and 4-Wheel Anti-Loek Braldng System * 40/20/40 Split 
Front Seat with Custom Cloth Tr im.  Autotrac -Automatic  
4-Whee l  Drive • All WeatherA i r  Cond i t ion ing  • AM I FM Stereo  
with CD Player * Tilt Wheel • Tinted Glass 
e~Mc~ aSliml.~ j t Pu~chllt Price 
,-468 o, s33 995 
Pit month/t2,aee Down D IF~el~l, llCk~d¢l ftl,aflt M $$,00o |hd P01, 
1550 SIculrty ¢?e PQ|I, rI niulle d, Leer'Ks, 'l~lUllnCl in(I t l l l l  mull 
ASK YOUR BC CHEVY TRUCK DEALER ABOUT THE LATEST OFFERS 
ON 2002 S-IO, ASTRO, AND EXPRESS• 
CHEVY S-10  CREW CAll 
• Standard 190 ill ) Varlet 4300 V6 i",nglne •Z85 Increased 
Cupaetty Suspenshm • Insla-Trac Pash.But ton "/)'acllon 
System • Automatic "l'ransmL,~sion with Overdrive s Power 
Door LochsAVindowsfl'dt Wheel and Speed Control 
CHEVY ASTRO 
•Vorlec 4300 V6 SF1190 tip Engine • 4.SpeedAutomolic 
Transmission • 4.Wheel AnlbLock Braking System •Air 
Condiliontng • Power Door I.oehs und Windows *AMII:M 
Slereo with CD • S Passenger Seating • Towlng/Frollertng 
Capacity Large.~t in h.lidsize Van Class 
IIIIIIU I 
CHEVY EXPRESS 
• 4.Speed Automallc Tr0nsmission wffh Overdrive 
• 4.Wheel Anti-Lock IJroking System •Air Conditioning 
• 12 Passenger Sealing, Child Safety Door Lochs 
• I'ASSLock Securily System • Iledinlng High Back 
Buchet Driver and Front Passenger Sects 
SEE YOUR LOCAL BC CHEVY TRUCK DEALER FOR DETAILS, 
' -~ . . . . .  ".  We'd like you to know mole: 'Based on 38 month kmae for 8ilveradd-Extend~ Cab 2WD L8 FI7B and Sllvsrado Extended Cab 4X4 RTA, Total obfigatlon la $18,2141519,504, Annual 
~q i~ kilometer limit 20,000 h'n, $0.t2 i0or excess kilometer. Option to purchase at lease end Is $17,683/$19,335 (plus applicable taxes), Other lease options available, *tFrelght Included, 
'0 l eal LIcence, Insurance, and taxes not Inoluded. Dealers are tree to act k~dlvldual prices. Offers apply only to new or demonstrator models of vehicles equipped as described and applies to 
~ I l~  I (lUaiitled retail customers tn aCtYuioo Dealer Marketing Association area only, Dealer order or trade may be neees.ry, Limited time offers which may not be combined with other offers. 
: (L"b~,,. ~ ~ /  ~ S~e y~ur Dealer |oi" conditions and details, visit ¢Nttt, gmeaneda.com or call f.800.GM.DRIVE. "While supplies last, Offer applies to the purchase or lease eta new or demonstrator 
",rt~adio sd 2001 or 2002 Silver 0, $.10, As,re ot Express. Limited lime offer, . . 
I::. 
B USINESS REVIEW 
Chamber honours its best 
at Oct. 27 gala banquet 
HAWKAIR AVIATION 
Services came up a double 
winner at the Oct. 27 Ter- 
race and District Chamber 
of Commerce business ex- 
cellence awards banquet - 
taking company of the 
year and customer service 
honours .  
The  company,  wh ich  
has just celebrated its first 
anniversary, was a winner 
in 2000 when it was 
named newsmaker of the 
year. 
Ken Earl of the North- 
ern Savings Credit Union 
was named business exec- 
utive of the year and 
Skeena Liberal MLA 
Roger Harris was named 
newsmaker at the year at 
the banquet attended by 
approximately 220 people. 
Chamber members were 
first given the opportunity 
to nominate businesses or 
people in 12 categories 
and were then asked to 
vote on the choices. 
Banquet master of cere- 
TERRAC 
monies Gerry Marlin noted 
there were 139 nomina- 
tions this year. 
"You've been recog- 
nized by your peers and 
you should feel proud of 
yourselves all the way 
around," he said. 
George. Clark was 
named contributor to the 
arts for his contributions in 
that area. 
Kermode Auto Sports 
(Matt Bone and John Ra- 
poso, owners) was named 
rookie business of the year. 
There was a tie for tour- 
ism excellence with the 
Riverboat Days Society 
and the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country Club 
sharing honours. 
The home-based bus i -  
ness award went to Mike's 
Computer Services while 
business community boos- 
ter of the year was Terrace 
Sight and Sound. 
Ruins Board Shop was 
HAWKAIR'S ROD Hayward, Trina Oldale, Char Toews and Paul Hawkins dis- 
play their company of the year and customer service honours at the Terrace 
and District Chamber of Commerce's business awards banquet Oct. 27. Bot- 
tom left is business executive of the year Ken Earl and on the right is Skeena 
Liberal MLA Roger Harris who was named newsmaker of the year. 
Out & 
About 
named retailer of the year 
and Mr. Mike's West 
Coast Grill was named 
corporate citizen of the 
year . . . .  
Student of the year was 
Sandi Harrison, a third- 
year student at the Uni- 
versity of Victoria. 
• Master of ceremonies 
Martin and other presen- 
/ii!i!!:ii!! 
~ !  i i:i fill !]!'!iii~i~i~i 
lers said the business corn- She said the evening 
munity here remains trong was sold out and that re- 
despite the state of the quests for tickets were 
economy, coming in the day of the 
Banquet  organ izer .  ,event. , . . . . . . . .  
Sheila Love said s h e ~ i , ~ ~ d ~ ¢ ~ , . ~ _  - - - ~ - - -  
pleased with the response the  chamber has mounted 
to the banquet and the a banquet and awards cer- 
awards by the business ernony to recognize the 
community in light of the achievements of the local 
economic situation, business community. 
She'll serve 
tourism body 
THERE's a fresh Terrace 
face on the board of direc- 
tors for the Northern B.C. 
Tourism Association. 
Annalee Davis is a 
longtime resident of Ter- 
race and the Nass Valley. 
Along with her husband 
Dick she's owned and 
operated Don Diego's  
Restaurant in Terrace for 
17 years. 
" I 'm 
looking for- 
ward to the 
challenge," 
Davis said 
of the vo- 
lunteer po- 
sition. 
The as- 
soc ia t ion  
c reate  s 
market ing 
~ ~ . . . .  :, ..~.:: 
Annalee 
Dav is  
strategies with organiza- 
tions such as the Terrace 
Tourism Council to in- 
crease tourism to the 
northem B.C. 
Davis said cultural tour- 
ism and partnerships with 
First Nations communities 
is a unique strength she 
' hopes to promote. 
"I think this area has 
huge potential for native 
tourism ideas," Davis said. 
She also hopes to pro- 
mote more of the adven- 
ture tourism in the north. 
With increasing de- 
mand for outdoor adven- 
ture, Davis sees enormous 
opportunities for busines- 
; ses here to capitalize on 
the growing market. 
• "All the communities in 
the north are looking to- 
i wards that," she said. 
The Northern B.C. Tour- 
ism Association meets four 
limes per year. 
Instrument landing 
still waiting for word 
System to cut missed flights in bad weather 
THE AIRPORT is still 
waiting for a new runway 
approach to be designed to 
improve the chances of 
aircraft landing in incle- 
ment weather. 
And it's also waiting to 
hear if new equipment has 
been bought which will 
enable that new design to 
be put into use. 
Airport manager Rick 
Reed said the new design 
and an instrument land 
system (ILS) will do away 
with the current step-down 
procedure pilots fly when 
approaching the runway 
through the Kitimat Valley 
from the south. 
That step-down proce- 
dure' calls for pilots to fly 
at a certain height at a 
certain distance before 
descending to a lower alti- 
tude which they then fly 
for a certain distance. 
They repeat the proce- 
dure several times as they 
close in on the runway and 
it's necessary to keep a 
safe distance from sur- 
rounding terrain. 
It's similar to a stair- 
case, making it a compli- 
cated affair, said Reed. 
A new approach using 
ILS will mean pilots can 
descend in a similar fash- 
ion to a person using an 
escalator by following a 
beam from ground-based 
equipment. 
"By using this glide 
path, pilots can go straight 
in to the runway," said 
Reed. "Your attention is 
focussed on flying the 
airplane." 
Pilots now can only 
descend to 527 feet at 
which time they have to 
see the runway. If they 
can't see the runway, they 
perform what's called a 
missed approach. 
The intent of the new 
design and the new equip- 
ment is to lower that 
height at which pilots must 
see the runway to 200 feet. 
Estimates are that up to 
75 per cent of missed ap- 
proaches will now be avoi- 
ded. 
That would further do 
away with the reputation 
the airport now has of 
being unreliable in bad 
weather. 
An earlier approach de- 
sign was scrapped because 
tests showed the signal 
strength from ground-based 
landing systems equipment 
didn't meet aviation start- 
dards. 
That's because rocky 
terrain surrounding the air- 
port obscured the signal, 
said Reed. 
He described the plan- 
ned new approach with an 
ILS as creating a tunnel 
through which an aircraft 
can safely fly. 
Also involved in the 
plan is moving a piece of 
equipment called a Iocali- 
zer already at the airport 
which tells pilots where 
the airport is located. 
It's now positioned off 
of the runway and needs to 
be moved to line up on the 
runway to work in concert 
with ILS equipment, said 
Reed. 
There's no indication on 
when the new approach 
design will be finished. 
"There are only two 
people in the Pacific re- 
gion - western Canada - 
who do design work and 
we know Kelowna is also 
on the list for a new 
design," said Reed. 
In any event, the arrival 
of winter weather ealistic- 
ally means installing an 
ILS and moving the Iocali- 
zer would have to wait for 
spring, he added. 
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Due to lhe Rememberance Day 
Holiday on November 11, 1999 The 
~l"J I[=1~i ~lfflF¢~--- S will have early deadlines to 
N] tt kRD meet their press deadlines 
All Dis__iiiiiii~h~ Classified Display 
and Word Classifieds for lhe 
NOVEMBER 11 T" 
Terrace Standard is 
THURSDAY, NOV. 8 at 
4:00 p.m. 
OFFICE HOURS: 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 9:00 A.M. - 5..00 P.M. 
P.ONE 638-7283 
FAX 638-8432 
STAND)kRD 
3210 CUNTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. VSG 5R2 
, a~Cl l~CU r l -acuca l  r~urslng rrogram 
Beginning January 21, 2002 
Application packages will be available at each Northwest Community College campus between 
November 13 and November 30, 2001. The following admission requirements must be met in 
order to apply: 
• BC Grade 12 (or equivalent such as CCPAdvanced Level Certificate or GED), plus the following 
courses with a grade of"C" or better 
- Biology 12 (NWCC CCP Biology 050 or equivalent) : ' 
- English 12 (NWCC CCP English 045 or 050 or equivalent) 
- Mathematics 10 (NWCC CCP Mathematics 030 or equivalent) 
• an assessment test (English and Math) , 
• CPR Level "C" Certification (must be kept current throughout the program) 
• Occupational First Aid or Standard First Aid (must be kept current throughout the program). 
In addition to the above academic requirements other admission criteria may be applied to each 
application, such as: 
• community representation (tomeet he need for qualified health care workers throughout the 
College region) 
• total grade point average (taken from submitted transcripts) 
• prior volunteer and/or work experience in a health-related field. 
NOTE: This program is expected to be ongoing and those that may not yet meet he admission 
requirements for the 2002/3 program can prepare to apply for the next program in 2003/4. 
Contact an Educational Advisor at your nearest College campus for more information or visit your 
local campus for an application package during the application period, 
Hazclton (250) 842-529 l, Houston (250) 845-7266, Kitimat (250) 632-4766, Masset (250) 626-3627, 
Prince Rupert (250) 624-6054, Queen Charloue City (250) 559-8222, Smilhers (250) 847-4461. 
....... ~"' ~',..~ ::,i,:-~-,~;:,~ Stewart (250) 636-9184, Terrace (250) 635-6511" "~ ~ ..... ;~ ' ~" i .......... : . . . .  : ,, 
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Introducing our new Chicken HcGrllr" sandwich. We've taken a seasoned 
all-white meat chicken breast and added crisp lettuce and fresh tomato. 
It's a great nflv tuste for healthy appetites that you're going to hvel 
Che k out ou, 
30 Second Drive-Thru "McDonald's, Terrace 
Guarantee. 
m 
0 2001 McDonald's Reetaurants of Canada Umfled. A! participating McDonald's Restauranls. ~h,~ . 
For the exclusive uw of McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Umiled and its franchisees, 
, ) 
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Let SCI go bankrupt, 
I '~cu~eni'AVIXING SPIRITS BRIGHT" 
I , Hazelton mayor says 
IT'S TIME to let Skeena 
Cellulose die, says the 
mayor of Hazelton. 
Alice Maitland said she 
won't join other northwest 
mayors in lobbying for an 
extension of the creditor 
protection that has so far 
shielded SCI from bank. 
mptcy. 
The Nov. 8 court ap- 
pearance is expected to 
see provincial and munici- 
pal officials square off 
against he TD bank in try- 
ing to get a further 90-day 
extension to allow nego- 
tiations towards a final 
sale of SCI to Mercer In- 
ternational. 
She said she and many 
Hazeitons area residents 
feel there's no sense in 
trying to keep the compa- 
ny alive. 
"We think iCs maybe 
time to let the poor thing 
die," she said. 
Maitland said the Ha- 
zeltons area has suffered 
Alice Maitland 
the most because the Car- 
naby sawmill and associa- 
ted logging has gone down 
frequently. 
"We're always the first 
down and always the last 
up," she said. "We're the 
last people to benefit from 
any prosperity that flows 
around." 
Bankruptcy and a 
break-up of SC! would in- 
stead allow small busines- 
ses to tap wood that SCI 
had locked up. 
There are small value- 
added mills that employ 
just a few people each in 
the area that are doing 
well, she said. 
"Then you don't have a 
whole community tied for 
its life to a company that 
you can't predict what 
they're going to dOs" she 
said. "Then our community 
will know we're really 
poor and we have to find a 
way to survive and take 
responsibility for our 
lives." 
Maitland said she won't 
argue with the TD bank in 
favour of bankruptcy. 
She said she's also op- 
posing the idea of north- 
west towns banding toge- 
ther to invest in the new 
company. 
"I think we've taken 
enough chances and put 
our necks on the line too 
many times for other 
people," she said. 
Four locals arrested 
on cocaine charges 
FOUR LOCAL men face 
cocaine charges after they 
were stopped in a vehicle 
in what police are calling 
a "high risk" take down 
Oct. 19 on Hwyl6 between 
Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
Police say they found 
three-quarters of a pound 
of cocaine approximately 
150 metres away from the 
vehicle. 
The stop and then the 
discovery took place 
around 10 p.m. that night. 
"We knew that they 
were coming and they 
were stopped. We had 
been waiting on the high- 
way for a while," said lead 
investigator Cnst. Max 
Fossum of the events. 
The cocaine was found 
in a large plastic bag with 
smaller packaged quanti- 
ties within it, he said. 
Police believe the co- 
caine was intended for re- 
sale and arrested the men. 
They were released the 
same night. 
Police also seized the 
2000 Ford crew cab pick- 
up truck in which the men 
were travelling. 
The men range in age 
from 20-36 years old, po- 
lice said. 
No names can be re- 
leased unti l  charges are 
sworn by federal Crown 
Counsel but RCMP antici- 
pate that process to be 
complete later this month. 
Fossum expects to 
charge the men with pos- 
session of a narcotic with 
the intent to traffic. 
S~oJdRm~ ~ $24.99 
~ 16. SmdmIy ~ ~J, S1.~06~ 
(ly lmds: ~t 527.99 
S~ddl~:~ S21.99 
~.~ 
Newspapers  
want  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
So if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers. 
B.C.  PRESS COUNCIL 
201-1290 Broad Street, ' 
Victoria, B.C. VSW 2/15 
Ph. 250-384-3344 
Fax: 250-:384-:3346 
E-mail:council@l~resscouncil,org 
Web: bq~resscoundl.org 
! !CoK!IDOLLAR BINGO !ALAC0! 
il J 
School Parent 
Council 
I1 Mount 
Elizabeth 
Secondary Terrace Minor 
School Baseball 
Parent Association 
Council 
Terrace Minor ; 
Hockey Order of 
Associat on Royal Purple 
I Secondary I Terrace Minor 
I School Parent I | Hockey I s 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
I II I 
i, i ,+ Terrace Minor Benevolent I Hockey | Protective I  Association I Order of Elks I 
I "~  I 
112 
ii i Terrace Little 
I Theatre Sc<iety I 
I Kinette Club of I 
I Terse I 
Terrace 
AntiPoverty 
! Group Soclet~ 
Terrace-Kitimat 
Airshow Society 
I1 : II1% 111 = 
J Group Society 
I Gymnastics I IR°yalCanadianl | ~  
I Legion Branch i I club I 1 Women'u I " s  I I  Council i 
20 21'!+'~'~+"bshames 
Mountain Ski /Salmonid I 
Club I Enhancement I
l ~iocie~v I 
I TerraeeL'.'e I 
I Kitsumkalum I ITSelf+ mtetyl 
| Muks-ku~l  I | Kinette Club of I 
| Siste,hood and I i Terrace I 
I El~ere Socm~, I 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4',30 p.m, 
,+ p I Terrace Canad,~ 
Air Cadet 
Te'~/:c7 
Nisga'a 
Sac=ely 
Big Sisters of 
Terrace 
I ~ s~,,~ 
I Nisga'a Te.ace MinoR' 
[ Society Softball Assooatlon 
16 17 
Terrace Crime Totem Sad(lie 
I Stoppers Club 
Ter ~<e Hosl~ice 
Soc0ely 
I Society J ~x:~e, Alsoo~o~ 
Mills Memorial Terrace Se~'c~ 
Ho pital i anO Reso.,e 
Auxilliary i errnode Fnendsh¢ 
Terrace Nisga'a I 
Society I I Teua<:e Skating 
I L Club 
I 
Games 1:00 p.m. 
Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed., Thurs., Frl.& Sat. - Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
I (Late Night Bingos Are Now All You Can Play Main Cards Only. Wed.&Thurs. $8 ea., Fri.& Sat. $10 ea.) 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
LEASE FOR 
s229 
PER MO. 
148 MONTH LEASE 
$2 ,835 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
FINANCING FROM 
1.9 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
s19,080 
LEASE FO R 
s375' 
PER MO,  
/4B MONTH LEASE 
$2 .850 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
OR PURCHASa FOR 
s28,760 
2001 J.D. POWER 
AWARD WINNER 
Best Compact Car in 
Initial Quality in the U.S. 
two years 'n a row. 
The Toyola Corolla was the highest anked 
Compact Car in the I.D. Power and Associates 
(2000). 2001 U,S. InilJal Qualil~ Studies. 
2002 Coro l la  CE P lus  
1.8 L, 4-cylinder, 125 HP, VVT-i engine, Low Emissions Vehicle (LEV), automatic transmission, fuel economy 
7.715.4 L/100 km 37152 mpg CitylHwy, AM/FM CD, centre console box, colour-keyed bumpers. 
EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Remote keyless entry, power door locks, full wheel covers, 
air conditioning, 60140 split rear seat, splash guards, body side moulding. 
2002 Echo  4 door 
2002 S ienna  P lus  
3.01., V6, 210 HP, VVT.I engine, automatic transmission, driver and 
front passenger air bags, 50/50 split rear seat, AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, 
removable middle seat, air conditioning, full wheel covers. EXTRA 
VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES-' Power windows/doorlocks/ 
mirrors, cruise control, keytess illuminated entry, retained accessory 
power, bodyside cladding graphics, engine immobilizer. 
YOUR TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
DRIVETOYoTABC.COM 
some k ind  o f  wonder fu l  
LEASE FOR 
$199 
PER MO. 
/48  MONTH LEASE 
$2 ,600 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
FINANCING FROM 
39 ~AC e 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
s16,%0 
2002 RAV4 4 door  
Air conditioning, power windows/remote mirrors, keyless entry, 
cruise control, colour bumpers/body side mouldings, roof rack, 
front and rear splash guards, soft tlre cover. 
LEASE FOR 
s327 
PER Me,  
148 MONTH LEASE 
$S,225 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
FINANCING PROM 
39 .:. • .: O 
OR PURCHASE PeR 
s30,580 
iT PAYS TO READ THE FINE PfilNT: Lea.,, md finance often kr qualified mail ~stmn im~ on now 2002 medals said and divmd blare Nwm5w 30, 200L ore payments ef $220 far the 2002 Corolla Plus 9012EP (6) head on 49.minth walkaway kiss with $2,635 deont, htzl ease i~igaSins Era 513327, Lease paperers of$109 i ~ 2002 Edra OTI23P (B) based in 48. 
month walUwq fsasl with $2,600 dawn. Total kaso blignSinS Era $12,152. Lore ~ If $370 far k 2002 RAV4 HH20VP(O) brad in 48mr~ walbawq faro with $2.950 down. Tetal lesaa EHigE50US an $20,050. Lice fiiyraints d S327 fw ~ 2002 Sima Plus ZF19CS based in 48.mnth walkiway Iilml wld155,225 dim. Total faro IkiioKons ira 520.02L Rnindn~ 
plan it 1,9% for ~dlz Plu= and 3.9% fw Simni Plus End Eda available fain Tq¢o Canada, OAr.. Lira pipaints based on a madawa if06,000 lint. Addidsall chaZes ira 10¢]1m. LiconN. insurl~, and appik:dde bixas ira utxl, PumSasl pdus includes a n~roion far fmoht and pnxfaihl~/inspacSwl ef $005 fal Condl! Plus, 5045 ~ Edl, Sl245 kt RAV4, and $1245 far Sienna 
PI~ OtSet payment piles ivlilibli. 0iallf ~y lease sell kr Ira. SEtH usn65OnS II~ly, and Iffm maly ~npa wldond neti~ See pus pl~cipitJng Tspbi 0C O¢ihm ~ 111111 detlils. 
/ / : .  ,~.+ 
ij::i!:i 2 
Go to  www,  toyota .ca  fo r  more  in fo  
'i z 
TERRACE MOTOF 
'i!~ii ! <i :~:  ~= 4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635.6558 
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Around Town 
Stamp honours Legion 
ON NOV. 11, Canadians remember the sacri- 
fices made by our Armed Forces in wars, con- 
flicts, and peace keeping missions. 
This year, Canada Post is issuing a comme- 
morative stamp honouring the Royal Canadian 
Legion. 
The 47-cent Royal Canadian Legion stamp 
will be available for sale after Remembrance 
Day. 
And here in Terrace, the main post office 
invites the community to come take part in 
celebrations for the stamp's issue. 
That takes place next Wednesday, Nov. 14 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Profiles in courage 
and sacrifice 
B.C.'S KNOWLEDGE Network TV channel 
broadcasts a range of special Remembrance 
Day programming all this week and on Nov. 
11. 
A Soldier's Voice, airing tonight at 8 p.m., is 
a documentary about 11 Second World War 
veterans and their reflections on life on the 
battlefield, and the lasting effects of war. 
That's followed by Behhzd Enemy Lines at 9 
p.m. and Unwanted Soldiers at 10 p.m., two do- 
cumentaries on the role Canadian secret 
agents played during the Second World War. 
Tomorrow night's The War Brides looks at 
the stories of some of the 48,000 European and 
British women who married Canadians during 
the 1940s and came here to start new lives 
after the war. It airs at 8 p.m. 
A Time For Courage, the story of one of four 
Canadian women who ferried planes overseas, 
airs at 9 p.m. 
On Saturday, look for a profile of the man 
who created possibly the most famous war 
poem ever. John McCrae's War: In Flanders 
Fields airs at 7 p.m. 
Each of these programs will be repeated on 
Nov. 11, starting at 2 p.m. with Behind Enemy 
Lines, and ending with Unwanted Soldiers at 
10p.m. 
Remembrance Day 
service and parade 
TI-IIS "YEAR'S Remembrance Day service and 
parade will look and sound a little different 
this year. 
The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 will 
be recognizing the victims of the Sept. 11 at- 
tacks on the United States. 
Pat Smith, past president of the legion, will 
be including some remarks about Sept. 11 and 
the current efforts of the Canadian Armed For- 
ces in his address during the service at the Til- 
Ileum Theatre. 
"I think it's the right thing to do," Smith 
said, adding, "it will be a different mood." 
Local fire depart- 
ments and Terrace 
RCMP have been 
asked to lay a 
wreath at the Ce- 
notaph in memory 
of their fallen col- 
leagues in New 
York City. 
Terrace's oldest 
veteran, 94-year- 
old Bill Bennett, 
will join Smith for 
the salute en route 
to the Cenotaph 
during the parade 
after the service. 
The legion marks 
its 82nd anniver- 
Pat Smith sary in Terrace 
this year. 
The legion's Remembrance Day program 
t begins at 10 a.m., when the parade forms at 
' the Safeway parking lot. 
At 10:10 a.m. the parade marches to the 
Tillieum Theatre for a prayer service. 
At 10:50 a.m. Capt. Dave Moulton leads the 
opening prayer. 
That's followed by the singing of the natio- 
nal anthem, O Canada, the hymn Abide With 
Me, and a moment of silence. 
Legion Padre Rev. Lance Stephens will 
give an address, as will past president Smith. 
The service concludes with God Save the 
Queen. 
The Remembrance Day parade takes place 
following the service, It will start in front of 
Safeway and head toward City Hall along La- 
kelse Ave. 
The laying of the wreathes at the Cenotaph 
• will begin around noon. 
Rev. Lance Stephens will then lead a 
prayer. 
After that, the parade returns to the mar- 
shalling point. 
Poppy talk 
ON REMEMBRANCE DAY, the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion asks you to wear a poppy. 
Money donated during the Legion's poppy 
campaign is' placed in public trust funds that 
assist veterans and their families, 
BROTHERS IN ARMS: Bill and Murray Kennedy in 1945. Bill, left, 
joined the Canadian Army. Murray joined the Navy. Both were 
By ALLAN KENNEDY 
I N 1939 AND 1940 a cou- 
ple of things happened to 
our family that had a pro- 
found effect on us. 
I was eight years old atthe 
time, but I can remember 
some things very well. 
My brother Murray joined the 
Canadian Navy, my brother Bill 
joined the Canadian Army, and 
my father died - in that order. 
My father worked for the CPR 
for 29 years and six months and 
because he didn't quite get his 30 
years in, mother did not receive 
any pension. 
She got free transportation on 
any CPR line for her and us three 
kids at home, me and my younger 
sister and my slightly older sister 
until we were 16 years old. 
That left us in a position that 
was considered as very poor at the 
time. 
Now, it would be called "very 
dire straits". 
My knowledge of the war at 
that age was that there was some- 
thing very bad happening over the 
water, and that my brothers were 
going over there to set it straight. 
There was no sense of this 
being a great adventure for them, 
in our family. 
My mother knew from her 
knowledge of the First World War 
that one or both of her sons might 
not come back. 
She did not say this to us kids, 
but I knew from her attitude - and 
her sometimes worrying out loud. 
I don't remember the word, pa- 
triotism, but the phrase, "Doing 
their duty", I heard her say once. 
I spent the whole time during 
World War II worrying whether 
my brothers would survive - or if I 
would survive, once they came 
home and found out how much of 
their fishing tackle I had either 
lost or broken while they were 
gone! 
As it turned out, both of them 
were so happy to be home they 
didn't care and laughed when I 
told them many years later how I 
had worried. 
None of us who have not ex- 
perienced the horror of front-line 
battle can pretend to understand 
war and its consequences. 
I do know what it's like to lay 
on the ground in the mud and 
have my spasming muscles try to 
push my sharp, broken bones 
through my skin. That's just from 
a fairly common industrial acct. 
dent. 
I know also that the last thing 
in  my mind would have been 
heroism, patriotism or any other 
such fancy word for what is actu- 
ally pain and fear. 
My brother Murray's ship, the 
HMCS Prince David, was the first 
part of the Allied invasion on D-Day, as their younger brother 
Allan recalls. PHOTO CONTRIBUTED 
The 
W 
and-us 
One man recalls how his family 
survived the Second World War 
passionate and forgiving of most 
any living thing. 
i I I  III II I I  
My grandfather was given title 
to about 280 acres of heavily tim- 
bered land, about half-way be- 
tween Dryden and Kenora, on 
what's now the Trans Canada 
Highway, for his military service 
in the Fenian War in 1866 - the 
last skirmish between the U.S.A. 
and Canada around Niagara Falls. 
landing craft carrier in on the Ca- 
nadian Sector on D-Day. 
When he returned home, he 
was reluctant o talk about it, but 
I did manage to get one of his 
tnemories of that day. 
His ship dropped off all of their 
landing craft, fully loaded, and 
not a one made it back. 
So the Prince David stood off 
and shelled with their big guns 
when ordered to. 
The ship was also used as a 
"Alone of us who have not experienced the horror 
of front-line battle can pretend to understand war 
and its consequences." 
With great difficulty, at times, 
he held on to tile land until he 
died in 1908, willing it to our fa- 
ther, who was then 26. 
Like his father, he also held on 
to it through thick and thin, in- 
eluding the Depression of the 
1930s. 
My mother told me dad had 
said we could all starve to death 
before he would let us go on the 
Dole, as welfare was called then, 
nor would he consider selling that 
land. 
It was his plan to log it when 
his boys came home from World 
War II. 
Then my father died intestate, 
My mother knew nothing of his 
business, 
transport for the dead, back to 
England. 
Murray knew his brother might 
lie among the dead. 
He would walk along the rows 
of bodies until he saw a pair of 
size 8 boots, and flip the tarp 
back to see if it was Bill. 
It never was. Both my brothers 
made it out alive. 
But for a 20-year-old kid to put 
himself through that had, I think, 
a very negative ffect on him for 
the rest of his life. 
I worked with Murray for years. 
I got to know him as well as any- 
body, possibly with the exception 
of his wife. 
Despite the things that he had 
seen and done, he was still com- 
Allan Kennedy 
One day she received a tax no- 
tice of $13. She simply didn't 
have the money to pay it. 
Nor did she have the money 
the next year, when another tax 
notice arrived. 
The government sold the prop- 
erty to a pulp company for $26. 
My brothers' reward for doing 
their thing for their country was 
280 acres of clearcul stumps. 
When told that under the cir- 
cumstances we could probably get 
the land back, my brother Bill, in 
his anger, disbelief and disap- 
pointment, old them to shove it. 
i l l l l  II l 
The reason I am writing this is 
that 1 belong to the Never Again 
school of thought. 
I think every Canadian should 
never be allowed to forget what 
happened in our two Great Wars. 
There has been so much writ- 
ten and filmed and discussed by 
much smarter and more educated 
people than myself. I thought 1 
could come up with an original 
thought. 
But there is one thing that al- 
ways puzzles me: after the war, 
my brothers and I worked with 
many former German soldiers in 
the woods. 
The ones I worked with were 
pleasant, considerate people who 
would do anything in their power 
to avoid hurting you - as we also 
did for them. 
There are also hundreds of 
safety laws that apply to every- 
one, so as to not endanger your- 
self or anyone lse. 
Then why is it that tomorrow, 
our leaders can supply us with a 
rifle or whatever and train us to 
kill these kind of people - and 
give you a medal for doing it? 
Allan Kennedy is a long-time 
Terrace resMent and former log. 
ger, 
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CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Vendants is back Nov. 7-10. Ladies 
night Thursday. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Usten to Tashe play the smooth 
soulful sounds of today's pop and country hits. Watch 
theglane. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Country rockers Risky Business 
Nov. 6-10. 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night dub. No cover, t~raoke Sundays and Mondays, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Friday Night Kar- 
aoke returns Nov. 16, 8 p.m. Jam sessions featur- 
ing a live band every Saturday night, 5 p,m. start. 
Members and bona fide guests. New members wet- 
come. 
THEATRE 
Skeena River Players is holding auditions for 
Drew Hayden Taylor's Someday, a comic drama for 
First Nations actors. Four roles available: three 
women (20-ish, 35-ish, and 55-ish) and one man in his 
20s. Understudies and backstage positions also avail- 
able. No experience necessa~.Audition dates are Nov, 
t3 and 14 at 7 p.m. At the First Nations Education 
Centre at Clarence Michiel Elementary School (back 
entrance). For details contact Marianne at 635-2942. 
Perforn~ances inApril at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre and a 
northwest tour in May. 
Terrace Uttle Theatre's season opener, A Hotel on 
Marvin Gardens, a fast.paced comedy about a cut. 
throat game of Monopoly on April Fool's Day. Some 
mature language. Nov. 15-17, 22-24 and Nov. 28-Dec. 
1. At the McColl Playhouse at 8 p.m. Tickets at Uni- 
globe Travel. 
MUSIC . . . . .  
Thursday nights from Nov. 8 1o Dec. 6 M©Do- 
nald's hosts local school bands from 6 to g p.m. A 
portion of proceeds will go to the Dare to Dream 
Foundation's elementary school band program. 
Muzuva and guests Nyednedzi play the Elks Hall 
Nov. 10. Come hear the joy and energy of African 
dance, the infec~ous melodies and pulsating rhythms 
of Z~mbabwean music. Show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets 
at Sidewalkers, Misty River Books and at the door. 
Sponsored by the Terrace Musicians' Association. 
Skeena Junior Secondary Fall Concert. Featuring 
a wide variety of music performed by the new Grade 8 
concert band, the Grade 9/10 concert band, and the 
junior and senior jazz bands. Come out and hear these 
hard working, young musicians, 7:30 p.m. Nov. 15 at 
the R.E.M. Lee ~be.  Admission by donate. 
The Terrace Art Gallery hosts Two Flutes and a 
Violin (Diane Berry, Gall Olson and Dorothy Gies. 
brecht) Friday, Nov. 16 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets at the 
door. 
Thomhill Junior Band Concert at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Saturday, Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m, The school's 
concert and jazz bands will be joined by a wind era&ru- 
ble and a sex quarteL The band is raising money for a 
trip to Musidest Canada in Calgary next May. 
! 
. . . . .  11m Ten&re Stand&el Is now i:. ~ 
Jonline ~~~:~;,s~',,:~,~:,':'~~ ~. :i"~;'i" 
www, lerraceslan ard,com 
Clte~ out our ~dte ~ call 638-72B:3 for ~hmrt~lng Information 
The All Rrst Nations 2001 Mass Choir performs 
choral music at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Nov. 21 at 7 
p.m. Village choirs from across the northwest &retak- 
ing part. Tickets at the door. 
CINEMA 
Pacific Cinematheque travelling picture show, 
fall 2001 tour, On altemate Mondays at the "fillicum 
Twin Theatres in Terrace. Show Ume - 7:1S p.m, 
Nov. 12, Before Night Falls, a passionate U.S. film 
about exiled Cuban author Reinaldo Arenas, ir, pd. 
soned under C, as~o for his poetry and his homosexual- 
ity. Actor Javier Bardem received an Academy Award 
nomination for this role. 
VISUAL ARTS 
Drop in Drawing and Artist's Circles on alternating 
Wednesdays, 7 p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery. For 
inspiration, networking and feedback. Call Aron at 
638-8884. Art Gallery hours: Wed. to Sat. from 
noon to 4 p.m,, Friday from noon to 6 p.m. and Sunday 
from1 to 4 p.m. 
Make the SCENE: Call 638.7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event to the Standards #ee 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
Thursday. Events will run two weeks in advance- 
! i l l  us. cum~r:z Ilfli011NHIIl I~ lB /~i~: i  
ii!l  I:.ii 
I~l I I I 
info@ ter raceautomal l , com 
STANDARD The Terrace Standard 
advertising @ terracestandard.com 
Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
Look what's coming to 
the R.E,M. Lee Theatre 
Exclllr~_ events coming to.YOUR Theatrelll 
Please !gin us, 
November 
Thin'. 1~- Skeena B~ Fa i tC~ ;:~ 
Fd. tG," . Hart Rouge.an e~c'~ng modem folk trio 
Sat, 17". Tho~ill Band Dessert Concert 
Wed, 2/"- First Nations Community Choir 
(tua#ty ~ in roUr commanit~ 
For mere infomation, please P.all Kada 635.2101 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
F.rwln's House of 
Rme Jaw~lery 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Uttle 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
: The; TerrBoe ,Standaid ~iieis: the c.o~munily ~)ie'ndM ii)S~a i pubii'o:: ~e~;~e (to its/earl-'.,:; 
:.: ereand commUnity organiZationS~ ThiS: colizmn is intended/or n oitiprbfit 'organize,:: 
tionS :and eWn ts i~iih:0ui:~n admisgfoni:charg& : Spa~e permitting, 'I iiems wiff :rur~i two: ! 
weeks before;:ea'ch evenL:Deadlih~:Js .5 p:m. Thb~sdaj~s: SubmisSions ishould bel iy'ped i 
'or printed neatljZ . E, mail iSUbmissibns hoUidn 't :cOhtain iattachment& :FoP/c0mp/ete' ? 
::/istingS, Msif Wi'Wv'terracestandard~com :::::/i/: ::;i i i: !/i : ~ : : : i  : ;  il i' : i 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8 
Terrace and Area Health Council meets in the 
Vera Henry Education Room at 7:30 p.m. 
Cancer Support Group for family and 
friends at the Stepping Stones Cluhouse. We 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND meets 
every Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. at the Caledonia 
high school band room. Call Carol at 635-4729, 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets the third 
Tuesday of each month: New members between 
meet every second and fourth Thursdayof the the ages of 9 and 19years:.old are welcome Call 
month at 7 p.m. Call Craig at635-00494orinfo. Laurie at 635-9401 for.more.information ....... 
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 9 
Smithers author Shell& Peters reads from 
her recently-released collection of short stories, 
Tending the Remnant Damage. Terrace Art 
Gallery (lower level of the library), at 7:30 p.m, 
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 14 
Join us st the main post office In celebra. 
',ion of the issue of the Royal Canadian Le. 
glen stamp. The 47-cent stamp is a speciall 
issue. 
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 21 
Canadian Women in Timber's 11th Annual 
Christmas Bazaar from 5 to 9:30 p.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West Banquet Room. 
Flreflghter Boot Drive for the Muscular 
Dystrophy Association of Canada, Local bu. 
sin&sees are asked to place a boot on their sales 
counter to raise proceeds for the foundation, 
This year's campaign is sponsored locally by the 
Thomhill Volunteer Fir&fighter Association. Call 
638.1466 to get involved. 
NOVEMBER 23 AND 24 
Mills Memorial Auxillary's Craft and Bake 
Sale. In the education room of the hospital. From 
I-4 p,m, Friday and from I a,m, to 4 p.m. Satur- 
day, There will be something for everybodyl 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
BREASTFEEDING SUPPORT GROUP for 
morns and morns.to-be. Informat~ and sharing. 
Snacks and juice. First Tuesday of each month in 
the Mills Memorial Hospital Education room 7:30 
p.m. Babies/Children welcome. For more irdo cad 
Cathy 635-7397 or Nancy 635-5607. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS, Learn to 
speak in public with aase and confidence. We 
meet on the first and third Tuesdays of the 
month from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the Telemedia 
Boardroom (back alley entrance). For more info 
contact Karen at 635-2994. 
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL SUPPORT CIR- 
CLE meets weft/Tuesday fro~ 6:.30.8.'30 p.m. 
at 1581 Kulspai Crescent in Terrace. For in- 
formation, call the Northwest Band Social 
Workers Assodat~ at 638-O744. 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic is open 
wefy Tuesday night from 7-9 p.m. In fo~ 
and o o ~  o~ t:,irth central and l~th co~mol 
SU l~ At the hea~ ~ on Kal.m. Fu more 
info or to voaun~- ~ 638.2027. 
REIKI EXCHANGE for all Re~ pra~ 
ne~s to ~ held the third Tuesday o~ each mor~ 
fro,m 7-9 p.m, at the S~ Health Unit audi. 
tuium, For mme info cal Maim at S~S.~ 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held Tuesdays 
and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at the Happy Gang 
Centre. For more info call Marg at 638-6364, 
SEATED STRETCHING CLASS from 1-2 
p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit Auditorium at 
3412 Kalum. Call Anne at 638-2272 for info. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN CENTRE hosts Zazen 
meditation every Tuesday evening at 7 pm at the 
centre. For info phone 635-3455. 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets the 
third Tuesday of every month from September 
to June at 7:30 p.m, at Stepping Stone Club. 
house, 3302 Sparks St. For info call 638-2202. 
WRITERS SUPPORT GROUP meets the 
last Tuesday of the month at Groundworks Care 
at 7:30 p.m. Informal get together to share in. 
formation and give encouragement. For more 
info ca~l Chantel 638.7978. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Enter a float In the Kermode Christmas 
Parade of Ughts. The Terrace Tourism Council 
is asking businesses and organizations to parti- 
cipate in the Dec. 1 event. To find out how to 
enter, contact Terrace Tourism at 635-0832. 
Coffeebreak, a community women's Bible 
study, welcomes all women interested in finding 
out what the Bible has to say. A new study on 
Genesis starts Nov.7. Child cam and stury ma- 
terials provided. Meet at 3602 Sparks St. 
Wednesday mornings from 9:30 to 11:15 a.r~. 
Call Lucy at 635-9610 for info. 
The Kermode Friendship Centra's tutoring 
times for students from K-12 take place Tues. 
and Wednesdays from 10:30 ¢m. to 5 p.m, 
and Saturdays from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Contact 
Corinne at 635-4906 for informat~n. 
Free Library Programs for kids, Ta}es for 
Twos, Toesdays 10-11 a.m. starts Nov. 13. Ixe- 
sto~me for ages 3-5 Wednesdays 10, 
a.m. or Thursdays ame time. Beginning Nov, 14 
and 15. Register now at the Terrace Public Li. 
I~ry. Class size u~ited. 
Ore Step, a women's drop-In group. Wed- 
nesdays from 1:30-3 p.m. at Ksan House Sode- 
ty, 4724 Lazelle Ave. For info~natk)n or to at. 
range chikJcm sut~,  cal 635-2373, 
November is Diabetes Month. Volunteers in 
Terrace w~ll be cam~ door4o-deor to rabe 
mooey for reeeatd~ and programs. Please he~p 
~ a cure by g~g gene~u~. 
Adult mentom m needed for a new pi~t 
'rWlW_¢ CLnn mav'r,  ug~w.r~.~ pt0jectatalocalsct~oithisyeaLVolu~emwlll 
aab~ Nam~ 
Zoe B~d~h 
Date & Tzme of Birth: 
October 15, 2001 
~'dgbC 6 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Fete 
~¢, :  T r'.,c~.. C t~: 
& Peter B~dle~. 
Bab~s ~, -  
L~-a~6~e Saa~ 
& T.ne of Birth: 
October Z& 2001 = 5:1.~ p.m. 
Weight 7 Ibs. 1~ c¢ Sac Fable 
Parents: Le~s.~k &Lisa Mm~ 
t 
Baby's ,'~m~ 
~iu.~xxnder 
Dzte & 1",me of Bird~ 
Oc~d~r T, 200! z 10:20 pJ~ 
Vdgh~: 8bs. 3 o~ Sac Y.~e 
~ TenT. Reima& 
l~b)'s Nine: 
Jeremy Owen 
Date &Ttme of Birth: 
October 28, ZO0t at 8:33 p.m. 
Weighu 6lb~ 15 o~ Sex: ~hle 
~ls :  Robert ~dllams 
& Aleds MikobF:z)k 
Babys Name: 
NohnA. 
l)~te & Time of Birth: 
Oaober 26, Z0OI ~ 12:0H ~,m. 
l~l~U l I I1~. I oz.,~e~: 81~le 
& Richard Rit,,r~l 
Baby's Nt~t~ 
~ ~ i l l - r e c e l v e  the i r  f i rst 
 Gund Teddy Bear 
I I It's mine! 
ACTORS Keely Wallace, Julie Jacobs and Sharon Baker tussle over an 
airhorn in a scene from upcoming Terrace Little Theatre season-opener, 
A Hotel on Marvin Gardens. The play, directed by Diana Braathen, draws 
humorous parallels between a competitive game of Monopoly and life. 
i 
Night falls hard on Cuban exile 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SOME PEOPLE, it could 
be argued, will be unhappy 
no matter what circum- 
stances they find them- 
selves in. 
That's the lingering im- 
pression left by Before 
Night Falls, the next 
movie on view at the Pa- 
cific Cinematheque's Tra- 
velling Picture Show. 
Reinaldo Arenas, was a 
poet, novelist, and homo- 
sexual. For these three 
facts, he was persecuted 
and jailed under Fidel Ca- 
st~o's regime. 
Arenas came to the 
United States in 1980, 
 
. +++ ..... 
A SCENE from When Night Falls. 
also a painter. 
Schnabel's 1996 film, 
Basquiat, looked at the ill- 
when Castro exiled con- .- fated story of a graffiti art- 
victs and other so,called ~ ist named :Jean .+:Michel ~
at the Tillicum Twin .. 
Theatres Nov. 12 at 7:15 
p.m. 
The Travelling Picture 
show is sponsored by  the 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 7, 2001 - B3 :' 
Author reading 
FANS OF locally-inspi?ed critical praise for her ma- 
fiction are in luck. turity as a skilled writer 
Friday night, Smithers- and storyteller. 
based author Sheila Peters BC Bookworld escribed 
will be reading from her the labyrinthian stories in 
new collection of short Tending the Remnant Dam. 
stories set in the north- age as "amazing" for their 
west, Tending the Remnant complexity and technical 
Damage. prowess. 
Peters, an English in- Connections Magazine, 
structor at Northwest Corn- meanwhile, says Peters 
munity College, reads at "an utterly aeeompUshed 
the Terrace Art Gallery at storyteller working at the 
7:30 p.m. Nov. 9. limits of what fiction can 
Her debut has earned do." 
Theatre group 
hosts auditions, 
aids local writer 
FORMER federal NDP 
hopeful and current Skeena 
River Players president 
Larry Guno is writing a 
play about the residential 
school experience. 
Guno is still at the early 
stages, but playwright 
Yvette Nolan, who held a 
play creation workshop 
here earlier this fall, called 
his efforts a "very exciting 
project with enormous po- 
tential." 
Guno will be collabora- 
ting on a first draft with 
Nolan, and Skeena River 
Players artistic director 
Marianne Brorup Weston. 
Once complete, Guno's 
play could help fill a void. 
"No one has written the 
residential school play 
yet," Nolan points out. 
"There is a serious lack of 
First Nations plays out 
there. 
Residential schools for 
aboriginal children opera- 
ted in Canada until the 
1980s, leaving a legacy of 
despair and pain for many 
of those who were forced to 
attend them. 
It's serious subject mat- 
ter, but "don't expect a 
dark or tragic play," cau- 
tions Brorup-Weston, who 
formed the fledgling first 
nations theatre company 
last year. 
"The intent is'to tell the 
She says she hasn't been 
this worked up about a 
theatre project in a long 
time. 
Guno's first draft won't 
be ready for about another 
18 months. 
Meanwhile, Skeena 
River Players is well into 
what's shaping up to be an 
exciting first year. 
Following the success of 
last spring's The Rez Sis- 
ters, by celebrated Cana- 
dian playwright Tonls0n 
Highway, Skeena River 
Players is mounting a pro- 
duction of Drew Hayden 
Taylor's Someday. 
This humorous and satir- 
ical work looks at a mid- 
dle-aged morn whose child 
was apprehended and sent 
to a white home. 
Thirty-five years and a 
lottery win later, she roves 
to track down her daughter 
through the help of a detec- 
tive. 
Auditions take place at 
7 p.m. Nov. 13 and 14 at 
the First Nations Education 
Centre at Clarence Micliiel 
School (rear entrance). 
There are three parts for 
women and one role for a 
man. 
No experience is neces- 
sary. Acting lessons are in- 
eluded. 
"Just bring your talented 
selves and check • it out," 
undesirables, e0ming to a .,Basquiat who quicl~ly rose 
tragic~end in New •York to fame after he was dis- 
City a decade later, covered by Andy Warhol. 
Arenas, who joined the Before Night Falls plays 
revolution as a teenager, 
was later reviled by the re- 
gime he and other Cubans 
helped put into power. 
The movie is based on 
Arenas' .own memoirs, and 
his words form the narra- 
tion. 
The actor playing him, 
Javier Bardman, gives a 
powerful performance.. 
Look for cameos by 
Johnny Depp and Sean 
Penn. 
Terrace and District Multi- 
cultural Association. 
It runs every other Mon- 
day until Dec. 10. 
story of a riot which took 
place at a residential 
school - and parts of it are 
very, very funny." 
Brorup Weston says. "If 
you have the ability and 
commitment, we'll do the 
rest." 
The movie is directed 
by Julian Schnabd, who is 
I I  I I I PI INI I 
Vitamins for your Toyota. 
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( ~  OYOTA EXPERIENCE 
The par l  you  canal  rep lace  
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Nothing keeps your Toyota 
performing at its best like the 
expertise of a trained Toyota 
technician. So visit your local 
Toyota BC Dealer for regular 
maintenance. It's always a 
great time to take advantage of 
Toyota everyday value pricing. 
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SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PORTS 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Imagery 
here's a man standing in a river so 
T dark and green it seems to be fading 
to black. There is a pool of light 
where his reflection should be. Light 
from the same source defines the 
shape of the rod in his right hand, then traces a 
length of fly line that disappears out of the 
frame into infinity. The man's hand rests atop a 
brown angling bag held in place by a thick ad- 
justable band of heavy brown fabric draped over 
his left shoulder. A thick cord crosses that strap 
and the gray, white, and black Cowichan swea- 
ter from the right then disappears under the 
man's left arm. 
Barely visible under both cords, a crossed 
length of yellow plastic rope with leather sus- 
pender loops taped to its ends holds up a pair of 
brown waders. The waders are cinched to the 
man's waist by variegated green cord. 
Under the light, the man's hat is a faded 
green. On its own the image is masterpiece; I 
know the subtext; to me it speaks volumes. 
The river is the Bulkley, somewhere near the 
Rainbow Ranch. I know this because Myron 
Kozak took the picture, and that is where he 
would have run into.Finlay, whose image, un- 
mistakable ven from the back, he captured. 
And since this was the Bulkley, Fin's good 
friend John Baigent must have been nearby, be- 
cause I wasn't there, and the few times Finlay 
fished the Ranch it was with either John or me. 
In fact, this might have been the cold day in 
November when Finlay, who pioneered the use 
of the floating line for steelhead, caught his 
first, a large buck, on a waking fly. i 
After the way that fish attacked it - a story 
he related often in exactly the same way with 
exactly the same amount of enthusiasm - Fin- 
lay was convinced the scruffy, loosely tied deer 
hair bee, or a fly like it, was the right medicine 
for Bulkley steelhead. As a result I found myself 
tying dozens for him. 
The fly line snaking through the guides and 
drooping from the tip guide is a Scientific An- 
glers' double-tapered floater for a six, because it 
was the only line Fin needed to catch lots of 
fish. At the end of the line, invisible in the shot, 
is ten feet of Maxima ten pound test, because, 
Fin said, it sinks better when you want it to. 
The rod is the one John Baigent had built up 
for Finlay: a Winston carbon fibre pole dyed 
green and wrapped simply and well by a friend 
of John's. It's the same rod that Finlay used to 
catch so many spotted cutthroat trout and char 
on the Kitimat, Lakelse, Skeena and Copper; 
the same tool he used to pry steelhead and sal- 
mon from the same rivers, and the same rod that 
lies in splinters in my fly tying room after it ex- 
ploded in my hand on the afternoon of the fog- 
filled fall day of Finlay's funeral. 
The brown bag is the one I bought for Finlay 
at Ruddick's shop to replace the beaten up old 
Hardy model that no longer kept out the water. 
Inside it is a can of Coke, a candy bar, two Al- 
toids Peppermint tins (one filledwith Skinny 
Skunks, the other with a variety of tiny soft 
hackles), a spool of ten pound leader, and an 
apple core, since the picture was clearly taken 
in the afternoon. - 
The cord is connected to a wading staff, the 
one put together f om the two thick poles Finlay 
found inside the remains of a tent somebody had 
discarded on the rip rap overlooking the Copper 
River above Channel Three. Despite my doubts 
about entrusting one's security to a staff fash- 
ioned from salvaged aluminum, Finlay taped 
the two poles together, jammed a yellow bi- 
cycle grip he found in his shed to one end and 
used it until he could no longer fish. 
The waders were made by Orris. Their thick 
canvas didn't seem to slow Finlay down all that 
much, even though he wore them from his late 
seventies until his early eighties. The suspen- 
ders wore out necessitating the fabrication of 
new ones from yellow plastic rope, electrician's 
tape and the leather eyelets from the pair that 
came with the waders. 
Like the suspenders, the wading belt was a 
replacement that worked better than the original 
and was fashioned from a bungee cord. Finlay 
was a Scot who survived the depression and the 
war. He was frugal, yet generous to a fault, and, 
having spent a big chunk of his llfe doing with- 
out, hated to throw anything away, 
And then there's the Tilley hat, brown and 
bent out of shape, and' worn with a rakish tilt. A 
Tilley can be worn in all kinds of weather and 
worn everywhere and Finlay did. His daughter 
Mary wears it on walks now, she Said at the de- 
dication of her father's cairn recently. The cairn 
sits beside the Lakelse River. Bruce, Finlay's 
son, gave me the picture there. A picture of a 
man skilled at capturing steelhead by one 
skilled at capturing light. Both gone now. The 
image is luminous. The circle is complete. 
Bantams play on home i, e 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 1 
WHEN IT comes to rep hockey there's no Ill doubt that having experienced players return 
for a second season is a distinct advantage. 
And for the Inland Kenworth Bantam rep 
team in Terrace, returning players is some- 
thing they're not short on. 
With seven players back on the roster this 
year, coach John Amos is confident hat the 
team is in for a solid season of hockey. 
"Our biggest asset is our two returning 
goalies," Amos said. 
Brad Norwood and Tyson Tugwell are both 
only 15 years old but they each stand six feet 
tall. That means there's a lot of goalie to cover 
the area between the pipes. 
"They're both talented and they're both 
big," said Amos. 
In minor hockey it's common to have one 
first year goaltender and one second year goa- 
lie, but with two experienced players keeping 
the pucks at bay, the bantams are in good 
shape. 
"They're both talented and 
they're both big" 
Tyson Tugwell grew up in Terrace and 
worked his way through the ranks of minor 
hockey since he was five years old. 
His calling as a goalie came early in life. 
Tugwell's older brother played hockey and 
with no goalie around to shoot pucks at, he'd 
bundle his little brother Tyson up in pillows 
and practise taking shots at him. 
"I kind of got the hang of it early," he said 
laughing. 
Brad Norwood has also played goalie since 
he was a youngster. 
Both teens were picked for the under 16 
zone rep team last year and they and got a 
taste of what it takes to play high level hock- 
ey. 
"In an average game I'd have 60 or 70 
shots," Tugweil said. That compares to 20-30 
pucks to stop per game in inter-city rep play. 
And with five more returning players on the 
team, there's a lot of experience to go around. 
"We're expecting them to pass on their ex- 
perience to the guy~ who are first year and 
some kids who are first year rep," coach Amos 
said. 
Six of those seven players played on the 
under 16 zone team last year. 
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KEITH MELANSON and Joan Kucharyshen sweep 
during the first game of the interzone mixed curling 
playdowns here Oct. 27. Their team, the McDougall 
rink, advances to the provincial championship. 
Local rink takes 
on the province 
IT ONLY took two games 
for Terrace's McDougall 
rink to win the interzone 
mixed curling playdowns. 
The playdowns were 
held here Oct. 27 as the 
home rink took on the 
Rick Fewster foursome 
from Prince George. 
The local team is 
headed up by skip Kevin 
McDougall, third Kim 
MacDougal l ,  second 
Duane Melanson and lead 
Joan Kucharyshen. 
The first game of the 
best of three showdown 
shewed fairly even play 
between the two teams up 
until the eighth end. 
But in the ninth end the 
McDougall crew scored 
four points and opened up 
a five point lead with only 
the tenth end left to play. 
The Fewster team con- 
ceded leaving the score 9- 
4 for the McDougall rink. 
The second garae saw 
Terrace down 3-2 after six 
ends. But they come back 
with a vengeance in the 
seventh end when the got 
a four under and stole one 
more in the eighth to put 
them up 7-3. 
McDougali stole two 
more in the ninth and the 
Fewster team conceded. 
The final score was 9-3. 
Tlie McDougall rink ad- 
vances to the provincial 
mixed championships in 
Smithers Nov, 9-11. 
L . - . , , . , .m la l l l  
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GOALIES Brad Norwood and Tyson Tugwell stop the pucks for Terrace Bantam rep 
team. Look fo~,~them between the pipes this Friday and Saturday night at the Terrace 
arena as they take on the Prince Rupert rep team. SARAH A. ZiMMERMAN PHOTO. 
They played with the most talented players 
from the northwest region and got a shot at 
provincial level play. Amos hopes they'll build 
on that experience this season. 
Amos was an assistant coach for the zone 
team last year which means he knows the 
strengths of certain players on the other ban- 
tam teams in the region. 
This weekend Terrace is on home ice tak- 
ing on Prince Rupert. 
"They have three kids that were on the 
same northwest team so it should be interest- 
ing," Amos said about he Prince Rupert team. 
"We're optimistic and we're looking for- 
ward to seeing them," he added. 
The bantams take to the ice Friday at 10 
p.m. and Saturday at noon at the arena. 
Sports Scope 
Qualifying tourney set 
BASKETBALL teams around B.C. and Alaska are 
gearing up for the the llth annual All Native Quali- 
fying Tournament. 
The Nov. 22-25 tournament pits teams against each 
another for a chance to play in February's All Native 
Basketball Tournament. 
Last year Terrace had two teams representing the 
city - The Terrace Spirit Riders women's team and 
an intermediate men's team, The Predators. 
This year's qualifying tournament hosts four divi- 
sions once again: Senior, Intermediate, Masters and 
Women. 
The top two teams from each division at the qualif- 
ier advances to the main tournament. 
For more information about he qualifying tourna- 
ment call Conrad Lewis at 250 627-8997. 
Zone trials here 
BADMINTON enthusiast here looking to participate 
in the 2002 B.C. Winter Games will have to take part 
in the Zone 7 trials first. 
The trials are open to players who reside in the 
zone, are at least 12 years old as of Feb. 21, 2002 and 
under 15 years old as of the same date. 
Games are set to go Nov. 25 at Thornhill Junior 
School at 10 a.m. 
Oualifiers from the trials proceed to the B.C. Win- 
ter Games in Williams Lake Feb. 21-24, 2002. 
For more information call Ken at 635-6814. 
Kermodes to play in high 
school soccer champs 
CALEDONIA Senior Secondary's boys soccer team 
proved they've got what it takes to get to provincials 
Oct. 27. 
That's when they met Smithers in the northwest 
zone soccer final. 
Playing away from their home turf, the Kermodes 
outplayed the Smithers team and came out on top 2- 
1. 
Terrace's Kelly Doll racked up two goals in the 
first half winning the game and earning him the title 
of the toumament's Most Valuable Player. 
Under the guidance of coach Nick KoUias the boys 
will be in good hands as they meet he best teams the 
province has to offer. 
The team heads off to Burnaby Nov. 22-24 to play 
in the B.C. high school boys championships. 
l ernloaes 
come 
close at 
tourney 
THE CALEDONIA boys 
volleyball team is playing 
solid volleyball these 
days, but that wasn't quite 
good enough to clinch the 
top spot at a tournament 
they hosted Oct. 27. 
Teams from Prince Ru- 
pert, Kitimat, Terrace, 
Smithers and Houston took 
part in the tournament 
here. 
The Kermodes won the 
A Pool beating Houston 
Christian School, Bulkley 
Valley Christian School 
from Smithers anti Prince 
Rupert Senior Secondary. 
. The Mount Elizabeth 
.Senior Secondary Eagles 
from Kitimat won the B 
Pool ousting Centennial 
Christian School from Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert's 
Charles Hays Secondary. 
The finals saw the 
• M.E.S.S. Eagles lake on 
the Kermodes for the third 
week of tournament play 
• ill a row. 
Despite displaying ex- 
cellent communication 
skills and strong playing 
ability, the team just 
couldn't beat out Kitimat's 
Mount Elizabeth Senior 
Secondary Eagles in the 
final. 
They didn't go down 
without a fight though, 
• The final saw the two 
rivals go to a third set tie- 
breaker, but it was the 
Eagles who came out on 
top beating the Kermodes 
15-13. 
So far this season the 
Mount Elizabeth Senior 
Secondary Eagles are the 
strongest eam in the zone. 
Over  
:.:., 
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~ BC Newspaper Group 
ACTION AD 3TES 
638-:Z2 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, 1Yard Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 D,m. for all display and classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Maste~card number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
. , ~  (Standa~U &Advar~ser) $14.4~(~..gs asl~ 
3 wee ks  (Stz, ndard & Adve~so~') ~6.~ ~'tvx:.l,Ta s1') 
*Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORDPLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12,46 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUf~CHURCHES/NON PRORT GROUPS) $8,12 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.56 per column inch 
BARGAIN CORNER ADS Sale Items $50 or less adverllsed In 
the Terrace standard only. No on account charges, cash only, no 
. . . .  phone calls. $4.67 (+.33GST) 4 weeks (10 words max) 
For regional coverage place your dlsplayad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Classif ications! 
616 C(~RCIAL  
105 ANNCXt~EME~'S 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I I0 ANNP*'ERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MI,SC, FOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 M(~LE HOMES 
130 COMING E~e1~fTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
13S E~GAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
W[DOI~GS ACCOMMOOATK3N 
1,4S IN ~IAM 66O STO~AC, E
t 50 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
155 OBITUARIES ACCOMMODATK3NS 
1,60 TEHDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
] 6S THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
pBLr, ON4L REAL F.STME 
210 BUSINESS PIERSONALS 705 ACREAGES/LOT5 
230 LOS/& FOUNt) 715 COMMERCIAL P~OPERtY 
240 PERSC~ALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
~ 73S HOUSES 
315 AUCI~NS 745 MAPLES 
330 COMPUTERS 75S OPEN I 'K~SE 
355 FURNnURE 770 WANTED 
360 G/~GE SATES AI/TOMO/'~ 
3,6S MISC. FOR SALE St0 CA~S FC~ SAt.E 
380 nMBER 81S TRUCKS FOg SALE 
39S WANTED 820 VANS FOe SALE 
PETS I f~Ug REOF.4rON~ 
410 FA,~M EQUIPMENT 8.~II AIRCRAFT 
425 LIVESTOCK 
435 PETS 858 AI'V'S 
862 BOATS / MARINE 
IN0USI~V' 866 MOIORCYCLES 
460 EQtEPMB~ 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S 511"I WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
F./~OYMENT 882 RV RENTALS 
5 t 0 BUgNESS 890 ~'40WMO~LE.S 
ORORTUNFllES 
520CAREERS SERV/C~ . . 
530 EDUCATION 9t O ~ SEa.VICES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
570 TUTORING 914 CIeLD CARE 
580 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RE/VTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APArtMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 
608 BAS/.MENT SUITE 944 MISC. SERVICES 
612 CABNS/COI"[AGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and fo determine page oca on. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis el children, marital stalus and 
employment when placing =For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid tar the advertisement and box rental 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisemenl will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received, 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. . 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by Ihe advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by lhe advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name.. Address 
Phone. Start Date . # of Insertions ~Ter race  Standard #.....__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date__.~___ 
Q V ISA ~J MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
,11 
- 16 
14.71 
27..02 
16.05 
28 .36  
C l ip  & Ma l l  Th is  Form To:  
Terrace Standard  
12 
17 
' 14.98 
'27 .2g  
16.32 
28.62 
3210 C l in ton  St,, Terrace,  B.C .  V8G 5R2 
13 
le  
1 5,2B 
27 ,55  
16 .59  
20 .89  
S IT NDARD 
.5 
10 
4 
9 
14  15  
19  
16.52 
27 .82  
16.85  
29 .16  
14.45  
2~.7.5 
16.78  
28 .09  
17 .12  
29.4  .'~ 
For Iongor ad, )lease ul;e a separate  shoe l  
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-,8432 
105 " ,  
ANNOUNCEMENT 
I ¢ i,z.~ss :~ it [.x,,a h'~ ; I~-- 
I While you were in your mfher's ...... I 
womb you could hear n010nly ~,~|  
your mother s voice 0nd bead- : i~ i  | 
heat, bul music, as well. ]he : :~ i ;  | 
w0mh can be o noisy pl=e. : ................ I 
~mce ero-L~ Zdu<ot;c~ As~. I 
Box 852, Temxe, YSG 4R 1 I 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC I & HEALING CENTRE 
Open Channel, A~ra,Tarot, t 
Palm Readings. Mmphysica] Courses • 
LAURELL BALLARD Mscd.Phd. I 
MENN0 DREIDGER 
GOLD-DIGGERS Fleamarket 
moving to Legion Hall, Terrace, 
B.C. Grand opening Nov 4, 11- 
6pm. Table rentals 250-638- 
7943. Closed Nov 11th. 
YOU WERE seen hitting my red 
mustang on Thurs, Oct 11. I 
can identify your vehicle' and 
have your description. Come 
forward now to avoid hit and run 
charges or wait until I spot you 
around town. 250-635-6758 
130 COMING 
• EVENTS 
. : .- . 
CHALLENGES IN your life? 
Turn stumbling blocks into step- 
ping stones using simple, pow- 
erful spiritual exercises. For free 
book, ECKANKAR, 1-800- 
LOVE-GOD, ask for book #F18. 
www.eckankar.or.q 
] 55  . . . .  OBITUARIES 
Dobbie-Ger~ude (hrislina 
Born August 17, 19]5 and 
passed away peaceful[y on 
October 29, 2001 at C0wichon 
Lodge, su,0unded by her t0mi~'. 
Predeceased by her husband 
Charles and eldest douDhtel Delia. 
She leaves behind son George, 
daughl0rs; Delores Hew and 
Yvonno Powel (Sheman), 11 
grandchildren and 16 great 
grandchild 0n 
A Mern0riul Selvice was 
held ol Chapel of First Memoriol 
in Duncan on N0vem~er 2, 2001. 
"11 ii 
i q~ i Humon Resources Developpmen/des 
Development Canada ressources humaines Caneda 
Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) is 
accepting applications to provide onB or both of the BOXES 
following services for unemployed people in 
Northwest service area: CANVAS ALTERNATIVE build- (CARDBOARD) 
Employment Assistance Services program ing systems. Made in Winkter. 
: Self-employment Benefit program Manitoba. Hay, livestock barns, FOR SALE  
Application packages may be picked up atyour local shops, riding arenas, garages. 
HRDC office on November 1st, 2001 or please pro- Sizes up to 125 ft. Reasonably 
vide your Full mailing address by fax (250)635-4073 priced. Call toll free 1-800-652- 
or mail. 2638 or B.C. agent southside 10is5 Feeds. 1-250-694-3900 Fax- 
Separate applications must be submitted for each phone. 
program the proponent plans to deliver. 
NVARC PROCESS camera 
Deadline for applications is: November 3Oth, 2001 14X18 6' horizontal 5X | ~ J  
by 4:30 p.m. at: reduction, 3X enlargement. •
i o  Lzu uAKUI HRDCTerrace $750 obo. Ron 604-591-9465 
4630 Lazelle Ave. beemer@direct.ca J 3210 Clinton Street 
Terrace, B.C. VERNON AUDIO Heaven for L 638 7283 J 
V8G 1 $6 the finest in home theatre, mu- " 
Ann: EAS/SEB Project Officer ~a .d~.  sic systems and accessories. 
Lot onto www.audioheaven.ca. 
Toll free 1-866-589-3868 
. . .  . , . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
. . . . .  s ,~,,,,~,= .~;,,,, ....... • SILVER BIKE for ages 9- 14 ~lil ~ i ! ! i J l l  
- -  wo.,a uRe,o years old. Found Copper Moun- ' Greig Ave: 
I l l (R INK  IHE IR  tain area. Call 250-638-1538 to III at 
in Terrace for thdr  , ~ommerc ,a ,  ~, *. 
kind expressions of 
cuerm~'tl 'hv in  the  thee n INTRODUCTIONS ARE you .p . . , - . . l . .  i l l  . l= .  s - - . .  - - f  . . . . . . .  
~.=.._=. =.._=_.._j , - . . . , _ . . - ,  s ingief visit tne newest meet- • • t,,v,i u~,vv,~u ,,uzuu,,~ i " . . . . . . .  ng p,ace: wwwOream 2 t111 
( In.  tQtnRro rl~ia. Mates .comm_,_ ,~__ ,~ ;Ill " COAST . . . . . . . . . .  ~b l l i  
The  Ter race  Day  ( :a re  S~iety  ~ '~ ' I A V ~ ~ ,,'~'~n nr~rh-p Ph: (250)638-0285 
/ would fike to thank everyonewho attended our Fun House on October 29, ~ , l l l ~ ~ N ~  III 
I 2001, r was a great suocess, Thanks to afl who turnedout, ourwonder~l | 111 / ~ 0 " " ' O ' - V ' g * - - . . _ ,  Ill' 
/ parents, volunteers, and the many local businesses, i 
I AiI ''l~°'s c°ntributlons re°de this p°'s'ble' s ' . ' ' ' '  ' r~"~ to " "  . I:li 
l Anderson  & Miohelle l )amo~ for  the i r  hard  work .  I I ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  ," I '  
J Mcnonald~,Zelle~SubwaY, eafeway, Ii~llsrlsnz, lmagesbYKarlene. / 
\Creative/.one, Vldee SteP, Tenace gewllngLsnes,¢spperslde Fleds &/  
City el Ten'ace Paltks & Recreation ,~  
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592 
ruled best service and most o¢~rate 
pal/allies ia[anode in 1999 +2000 
• Career 
• Relationships ~ 
• " Spouse habils,'~;r_~L9 
• Picking Lotto # s 
• ~ in 2000 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99 / . . in  = 18+ 
155 OBITUARIES' 
rd Stewart Ine*Tumer  
,. £ Jober 2,, 2001 
III1 of her 
,r hearts ~ ~  ! 
ured the J ~  
but was ~ : ~ : ~  
• am him. ~/ ",~ 
~ral port ": ' 
~f Terrace from the 1950's until 
travels to Mexico, Arizona and 
q where they had first met and 
of life has now been completed. 
~morial service will be held 
First Memorial Funeral Services 
II place her beside her husband 
Vestminlster. 
d by her three sisters and their 
dren and their spouses, 15 
real-grandchildren, as well as 
my years, 
CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
cn 1 (18yrs÷) 1-866-913-8122 
from $2.O0/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-870-7647 $3,99/min 
Website: www.discreettalk.com 
GET BACK on trackil Bad cred- 
It? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We tendfl If you own 
your own home - you qualify. 1- 
877-987-1420 www.ploneer- 
west.com Broker/lender fees 
may applyl 
INTUITIVE READINGS, certi- 
fied professional life balance 
coaching and behavior analysis 
with Be Sontag. Complimentary' 
30 rnin coaching sessions avail- 
able, by phone 250-846-5912 
MYSTICAL CONNECTIONS 
expert and curing psychlcsl 
$2.gg/min. 6am - 2am Psc[tic 
time. 1-900-677-5872 or 1-877- 
478-4410 for Visa/MC/18+ 
www.rnvstlcal-connectlons.oom 
SINGLE, WHITE, 42 year old 
male looking for casual relation- 
ship with single female 24 to 40' 
years old interested in cooking. 
( I am a professional chef) 
Please call 250-635-7651 
355 FURNITURE 
dEN-AIR self convection oven, 
all accessories, grill, canning 
equipment and rotisserie. Ex- 
cellent condition asking $1000 
obo. Call 250-635-6126 
MISCELLAI~IEous 
~ FOR SALE 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell inventory, laminate 
$.75sq/ft: oak pro-finished 
$2.00sqfl: birch or maple un-fin- 
Ished $2.00sqtt: Cherry un- 
finished $2,9gsqft: 6" or 8" 
rustic fir $.80sqft: 5"wide maple 
$2.99sqfl, oak/maple floating 
2,ggsqft. tons morel 1-800-631- 
3342 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
RE: The Estate of LOUISA 
EUZABETH SUTHERLAND 
Deceased. Formerly of 
Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of Louisa 
Elizabeth Sutherland are hereby 
notified under Section 38 of the 
Trustee Act that padiculars of their 
claims should be sent to the 
undersigned Executor at 3341 
fliver Rd., Terrace, B.C. V8G 3P2 
on or before Novemb0r 23, 2001 
after which date the executor will 
distribute the estate among the 
)arties entitled to it, having regard 
to the claims that have been 
received. Pastor Am01d Miller 635. 
7575, Executor. 
i 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
PERFORMANCE 
Project: 
Mills Memorial H0spilal 
Psychiatdc Ward Renovations 
Owner: 
Terrace and Area Health Council 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
ves 2W7 
Conlractor: 
Wayne Watson Construction Lldl 
730 Third Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3C5 
Architect: 
Royce Condie Archilacl Inc. 
#200 - 3219 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4R3 
Date of 5ubslanllal performance has 
been e51abllshed al: 
October 29, ';00t 
In accetdance with: The British Cdumbla 
Buildars Lien Acl 
iii i 
COLUMBIA NOTICE OF ROAD CLOSURE r=.a 
The Ministry or Foresls, Ka(um Foiest Oistdct wtshes to advise users ot the Copper I 
River Forest Service Road that the mad will be closed to all vehicular traffic at kifome- i 
ire 8,5, The period of ctosur0 will be November 5, 2001 to November 13, 2001 and is I 
to allow for bridge replacement. I 
For further Information regsrding this closure, contact Don Vetoer ot the Kalum Forest I 
District, 200 • 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia (250) 63,8-5t00, | 
/ POL 
FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
NOTICE OF PLAN EXTENSION 
Notice is hereby given thai Bell Pole Company has received an 
extension to the term of the Forest Development Plan No. 13 for 
Forest License A16836. This Plan will cover the following geo- 
graphic areas withln the Kalum Forest District: 
Exstew River 
Lifffe Oliver Creek 
Newtev, n Creek 
This Forest Development Plan shows the location and orderly 
development of proposed harvesting, road development, main- 
tenance and deactivation activltiesfor Ihe period 1999-2005. 
The current erm of the Forest Development Plan is from June 26, 
2000 to June 25, 2002. The extended term will be from June 
26, 2000 to June 25, 2003. Enquiries regarding this Notice of 
Extension may be directed to lan Smilh, R.P.E, Area Manager at 
Bell Pole Company, p.O. Box 280, Terrace, B.C. VeG 4A6, 
phone (250) 635-6295 or fax (250) 635-2233. 
III 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
, ~ ; ~  #3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. L~% 
Phone 250-635-7649 ~ ~ , :  
REPOSSESSION/BAILIFF SALE 
1999 Chevrolet Malibu 4D Sedan, P/S, P/B, cassette, C9 (equipped 
for the disabled) 
1995 GMC Light Duty C/K2S00, P/S, P/B, cassette 
1992 Ford Light Duty XLT Lariat, P/S, P/B, cassette 
For appointment to view, please contact Roger Smith 
i i i 
~ ~BE(I"ISH INVITATION TO TENDER M~a(  ( ~  
LOLUMBIA Tree Planting Project 5B2003-O02 Fuesks 
Sealed tenders Oar the planting of epproxlmately 200,000 trees on 224 hoctues at 
various locations throughout the North Coast Forest District will be received by the 
District Manager, North Coast Forest District, 125 Market Place, Prince Rupert, 
B.C,, veJ 159 until 3:00 p.m. local time, December 12, 2001, at which time all ton- 
tiers will be opened kl pubUc, 
Site viewing is optional at the Contractor's discretion, It will be the responsibility of 
the successful bidder to become Ismitiar with all conditions of the proJecl area that 
would affect the implementation f the contract works, A ministry-hosted silo viewing 
will not take place." 
Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and conditions pecitled [n 
thetonder package The lewes priced or any ender w not neceasadly be 
accepted, The treatment urals under this contract are Isolated in na u e ahd are 
socesslble by aircraft or boat only, therefore the successful bidder will haye suc- 
cessfully completed at least one tree planting contract In Isolated coastal ocations. 
3"his solicit aticn ts subject o chapter 5 on the Agreement on Intema~ Trade. 
To obtain further information or a tender package, please contact Glean PIggot, 
Zone Forester, or Stevon Bowker, Small Business Resource Technician, a1250- 
624-7460, or via lacsimao at 250-624-7479. 
The Province certifies that the soP,ices purchased pursuant o this agre0rnont are 
for the use of, and are being purchased by, the Province of British Columbia, wilh 
Crown funds, and are therefore not subject o the Federal Goods and Services Tax. 
i 
Take notice that SPRING CREEK AGGREGATES LTD. of 
Terrace, B.C., occupation Contractor, intends to make appli- 
cation for a Licence of Occupation of land qenerally situ- 
ated approximately 8 km north of Terrace and more spool f- 
ca ly described in Ca) below: 
Ca) Plan of Part of District Lot 1399, Range 5, Coast District 
containing 2.01 ha 
The purpose for which the land is required is: Sand and 
Gravel removal purposes. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to 
British Columbia Assets andLand Corporation, Skeena 
Region, P.O. Box 5000, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 Telephone 
(250) 847-7356. 
Be advised any response to this advertisement will be con- 
sidered part oFthe public record. For information, conlact 
FOI Advisor, British Columbia Assets and Land Corporation, 
Skeena Region, 847-7352. 
File Ha: 6405914 
Dated October 26, 2001 OSCAR FARKV,0~ 
Signature of applicant 
I 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
Department of Forest 
Resources 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Nisga'a Public Lands Layout 
The HLG invites Bid Tenders from firms speda zing in the 
layout development of proposed harvest cufblocks. This 
work consists of 195 hectares of proposed harvesting cuF 
blocks; complete required assessments, silviculture plans, 
logging plans and timber cruising. 
Proposals will be received by 2:00 p.m., November 19, 
2001 at the address below. Late proposals will not be 
accepted. Proposals must be submitted in accordance 
wltht the terms and conditions specified in the information 
package. The lowest price or any proposal will not neces- 
sarily be accepted. 
To obtain further information, please conlad: 
.Redney Moore - NLG Resource Officer 
Telephone: (250) 633-3064 
Fax: (250) 633-2051 
E-mail .RodM@nisqaa.net 
Nisgo'a Lisims Government 
Department of Forest Resources 
Attention: Driector of Lands & Resources 
2000 Usims Drive 
New Aiyansh, B.C. 
III I i l l  
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510 BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
KERMODEI BEAR christmas 
cards are now for sale at the 
Terrace art gallery. Share our 
"Spirit Bear" with friends and 
relatives across the world. Hap- 
py holidays Lambl 
"RECOGNIZED FOR Quality & 
Commitment" Kitchen Craft 
cabinetry, Craftline countertops, 
Murphy wallbeds. Competitive 
prices - 10 year warranty pro- 
duct, free estimates & design. 
Phone 1-800-336-t639. Fax 1- 
888-553-2343. Visit website 
www.kltchensbc.com. Dealer 
opportunities available through- 
out BC, 
WANTED LEFT- handed 375 h 
&h magnum. Please call days 
250-635-1288 
WANTED TO buy: Old pocket 
watch (in running order) Call: 
250-845-7171 
SOUTHSIDE HEREFORDS 
selling Nov 3/01 Vanderhoot 
Auction 10 reg Hereford heifers 
bred hereford. 60 good hereford 
heifers bred Red Angus. 10 
young bred cows. 1-250-694- 
3500 
"COFFEE BAR with high volume, 
lottery sales. Excellent potential' 
sales. Continually growing. 
$33K. Phone 250-635.3046 
leave messacle. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms, Call 1.800- 
505-8866 
FOR SALE 1986 790 John 
Deere Fatter buncher, as is, 
where is, in fair condition. 
$35,000 obo. 250-847-2403 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment..Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available. Dave Cmssan. 250-, 
567-2607 6 km Mopes Road. 
Vanderhoof.B.C. 
::,:; :: ' :i : ~;:I` :~ i :  i : 
BC LIVESTOCK in Kamloops 
will have 1000 bred cows and 
heifers for sale Saturday No- 
vember 10th, 2001 at 11:00am. 
Our top features of this sale are 
a complete cow herd dispersal 
sale of 550 cows for Etdorado 
Ranch of Kelowna. Also a com- 
plete dispersal for the Hat 
Creek Ranch or 200 cows. Plus 
50 cows from Bohnet Ranches 
and 140 bred heifers from Nor- 
man Kerr (Norman's heifers are 
from the original Harper Ranch 
herd.) For more information on 
this sale call BC Livestock in 
Kamloops at 250-573-3939 
CUSTOM CUTTING & butcher- 
ing. Hamblin Farms Meat Shop 
now open. Sausage making, 
curing & smoking. Naturally 
raised meats for sate, Houston: 
250-845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992 
CUSTOM MADE bridle/halter, 
3/4 leather. Stainless steel 
hardware. $125. Two chlldrens 
saddles, one smooth leather 
$150, one rough out $75. 250- 
698-7627 evenin.qs 
MEAT GOATS for sale. Will 
deliver large orders, Also selling 
one Jack donkey with buggy 
, & harness. Call 250-842-5B72 
REGISTERED HORNED here- 
ford bulls, long yearling, bush 
raised in Vanderhoof. Phone 
250-567-9337 
1967 FORD F700 12ft steel 
deck, c/w arch winch, headache 
rack. Good running condition. 
Inspected in 2000. $4000. 1- 
250-698-7627 
1983 TIMBERJACK 520 Cable 
skidder, excellent shape, 250- 
847-3913 
38" RIDE on asphalt miler. 
Only 150 hrs. $4800. Older 
model Allied concrete breaker 
for skid steer or backhoe. 
$3000. Phone 250-624-5964 
BRADBURY 4 post hoist c/w 
wheel free, $1795.00 Karcher 
pressure washer $1595.00 (c/w 
hose reel. $1995.) air pressure 
undercoat pump, $675. For in- 
formation phone 250-847-9128 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
firewood for sale. Phone 638- 
7290. 
NET $2800 a month secured. 
P/t- no selling. Clientele provid- 
ed. $9995 Investment. For free 
into. 1-800-321-6126 (24 hrs) 
NORTH CENTRAL Bailiffs Ltd 
Bailiff sale. For sale contents of 
a machine fabricating shop 
Smithers. Including shear- 
er/press lathes, drill, punches, 
welders, forklift, shop tools. Call 
North Central Bailiffs, Terrace, 
Gary 250-635-0115 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
it,/to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada~USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
RUBY REI) is 
FOR SALE! Ill 
A unique clothing store with ill 
an established clientele ill 
located in busy do~town ]iJ 
mall. Current 0wnefis too Ill: 
, busy to operate, Ill 
: Contact Helen at Ill: 
636:- 2428 
FRANCHISE oPPORTUNITY 
Shefield & Sons ® - Tobacconist 
Skeena  Mal l , .Terrace 
Established business with Lottery 
centre, sales 1 million + 
25 Year National Chain, 112+ stores, 
on-site training and continual support 
call weekdays 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. (p.s.t.) 
1-800-663-4213 
The Treaty Negotiations Office 
operates an adjustment project 
for workers or small business 
owners who are negatively 
impacted as a direct result of the 
Nisga'a Final Agreement. 
Applicants must not be eligible 
for other provincial, federal, or 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
Programs. 
For more information, contact: 
Larry Merrill, InterConnect 
205 - 4650 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Toll Free Phone: 1-877-635- 
7995 . . . . .  
Phone: (250) 635-7995 
E-Mail Address: lconnect@ 
telus.net 
' i  . ~ i ~ ,  ~ ~  
i ~~!!~: : . "  ".': ;:i ~, ~~~~, . . ,~o ,E~: ' , ! ! ;  
~..:~:~ : ~ • 
z esstona[ eL- ~,"  !~i: ~• /t) 
• ~'~ . . . .  otning 
il  cISELYRI , 
~l~ ~'  Youi ~o~ngPfofessionais sine6 i997 
~I~ Truck & N~w 32 & 28 ft Tfa#ers at Your Semce! 
• Across town or the country 
~ • Will assist or load for you 
@ ~  • Reasonable Rates 
"1-866-615-0002 
~1 ~ 1 ADVANCE=q BOOKING DISCOUNT 
   i6i5:0002: ii6 6969 
i Jenning's 
/I 
OUTDOOR SPORTS 
For all your Firearms Work 
Minor or Major  
P.O. Box 29, Pritchard, B.C. V0E 2PO 
Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577-3249 
HORT ST HHILE RV, 
SERVICE & REPAIR 
• ~ V e  come to gee..." 
Darrell Phillips 
Bonded, Ucensed 
Government Gas Certified 
E-Mail: northwestmobilerv @ osg.net 
Tel: (250) 635-2132 • Fax: (250)638-2145 
Serving Terrace and the Northwest 
Richi~rd Straat Call 638-7969 
I I ~  FrecEsdmates ~ I I  ortoll free 1-866-71B-1895 
I I" C~°m ~'"e"° '~t~°='"~ Z~°m~s'l I and ask for Alma 
i {P,osE:ess.~097 . . . .  CELL:SlS.72201I S,'ES~EAOERFO,,I~E,~RS 
' , ' Double,D Landscap,ng 
~ Farms PRUNING 
POWER RAKING 
J ii :. i /RR IGAT ION ;~  i:~ ) REGULAR DREW DELOREY ,",,~AIN'rE~'.~NCE 
I ' " Terrace, BIC': ~ ' i ;: i 635-2548 FENCE INSTALLATION 
Quinl~ Freeman " GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
PRESSURE WASHING 
I RobFreeman (250) 635-2652 
S.W.H.  
MasomT & Construct ion 
R~.~C~, ~IMN~, BRICK, ~ONE, ~'~CO, ~dNffN~ 
~ : ~Ryw4t~ ~ENOVA~ONS, P~NTRY, CERAMICS 
i: ~ ~/r~x Hady 638-1095 
3254 Kofoed Dr., 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 3P7 
IANS PIANOS 
Norrhwe=r since 1980 
Pimo Tuning 
~=pt~ Rcb~lrding 
Regulating & Sd~ 
Jos~ Coeumns 
(250) 635.9275 
I 
ii 
i 
i III i In~r"v- . in ~ut~Urdi:e~dD~Sl~mer. II 
,,NO, V. UWeErt II I 
; I  E-Mail Ivlambert@telus.net I!1 s .ow n=mov=  I 
;'! 8 7 i 24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A IFEEK 
EARN UP to $4000 - $8000 
cash every month sen/Icing 
100-200 snack vending boxes. 
Work from home fit or p/t. No 
selling. Investment $6500 
(some financing available) 1 
dealership available In you city. 
604-871-5580 
TRAIN TO work in the comput. 
er industryl Network Technl. 
clan, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad. 
mlnistrator. For program or 
student loan info call our CDI 
College- Abbotsford Campus- 
toll free 1-888-229-1555 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work at home online. $500 - 
$1500 PT $5000 FT. Website: 
www.endlessmonies.com. Toll 
free: 1-800-549-8126 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work on linel Free vacation. 
$500+ pt. $5000+ FT. 1-888- 
234-8977 or www.123ta- 
kechar.qe.com 
A'n'ENTION: WORK online f/t 
or p/t. www.anonfinebiz.com 1- 
800.:304-2524 
CASUALS REQUIRED - Home 
Support Workers. Caring de-  
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients In their homes. Ve- 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC 250- 
638-4013 
EXPERIENCED DRIVER re- 
quired for winter season for 
Iowbed and logging haul in Fort 
Nelson area. Contact Cutbank 
Holdings Ltd, At 250-774-6229 
or fax 250-774-6294 
EXPERIENCED RECEIV- 
ER/MERCHANDISER required 
for medium sized retail busi- 
ness. Competitive wage and 
benefits package based on lev- 
el of experience. Send resume 
with references in confidence to 
Terrace Standard: File #125, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 5R2 
i i 
Northern Henring & Safely Training 
WCB OFA Level I 
FrL, Nov. 9 Sat., Mov. 24 ................................... $85 
LEVEL I ADULT (ARE 
Thurs., Nov. 8 ............................................................. $95 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., Nov. 25 .............................................................. S85 
WCB 0FA Level 3 rJemoc, r.h,...,,aor 
Nov. 12-23 Jan. 7-18 ........................................ $659 
WHMIS - Anytinle via computer ...... i.......................... $50 
Transportation of Dangerous Goods $75 
Nov 9 .......................... R/ ................................ 9-4 pm 
Spanish - Level 2 $59+gst 
Nov 13.29 ............. Tues/Thur .......................... 7-9 prn 
OFA Level I $89 
Nov 15 ...................... Thur .................... 8:30-5:30 pm 
Worksafe - OH&S Committee Tralnlng $99 
Nov 16 ........................ Frl ...................... 8:30-5:30pm 
Sewing It Right $58 
Nov 17 ...., .................. Sot ............................... 9.noon 
Foodsate - Level 1 $99 
Nov 17-18 .............. Sat/Sun ........................... 9-4 pm 
MS PowerPolnt- Level I $169 
Nov 19-28 ............ MonAVed .., .................... 7-10 pm 
Alternate Fuels (Propane) $350 
Nov 19-21 ............ Mop-Wed .......... 8-518-5/8-12 pm 
Alternate FueLs (NakJral Gas) $350 
Nov 21-23 .............. Wed.Erl .............. I-5/8-5/8-5 pm 
OFA Level I c/w Adult Care $99 
Nov 23 ........................ Fr/ ...................... 8:30-6:30 pm 
Mlxology $189+gst 
Nov 23-25 ............ Ftll'~rl/~n .......... 6-1019-519-5 pm 
~JperHost $83 
Nov 24 ....................... Sot ............. '. ....... 8:3d.5:30 pm 
Start Herel (a computer starter coume) $69 
Nov 27-29 ............. Tues/lhur ........................ 7- I0 pm 
Alrbrakes $199 
Nov 27-Dec I ........ Tue-,.rot ......... 6:30-I0:3018-4 pm 
,,,,.,,, 
Fx. C~IMN~ 
FLIGHT DECK Restaurant tak- 
ing applications for part.time 
cook. (approx 20 hrs/wk) Duties 
include short order cooking, 
handling cash, and cleaning. 
Minimum wage to start. Own 
vehicle a must. Drop off 
resumes. Fax to 250-635-4403 
FOOD DEMONSTRATORS 
needed for grocery stores nowl[ 
Call toll free 1-877-811-3366 
FRAMING CREW required for 
steady work in Edmonton for a 
high end custom home builder. 
Top rates, quick pay program. 
Bonus and relocation fees avail- 
able to the right candidate. Call 
Adam. 780-929-2218 
CRANE SERVICE 
TECHNIC IAN 
I 
4th year Electrician required for working in 
Prince George, Surrey and Central British 
Columbia. Must have Crane and Field Service 
Experience. Starting rate of $29.75 per hour 
plus benefits and company pension plan. 
S~bmlt resumes to P&P Industries Inc.  I60 
Qloeenswa$, Pr ince George, B.C. V2L 5G3, 
We are now accepting applications for: 
Experienced Supervisor 
& Waitperson 
Please mail or drop off resume to: 
 coMM0"" E CO"OM,C- 
,~r~- -~:  DEVELOPME NT O FF!CE R 
This is a full time position. The position may be renewed on a 
one year basis depending upon funding and results. 
The successful candidate's major objectives will be: 
• Assist the Houston area in diversification of its economy. 
• Assist in Ihe implementation of the Community Economic 
Development Slrategy 
• Develop and implement community economic development 
proposals 
To qualify, you should have 2 years minimum experience in 
the field of  community economic development, a working 
understanding of gov't agencies and programs as they relate 
to economic development and the abilily to research and 
prospect potential lousiness investors. Good interpersonal, 
communication, organizational and facilitation skills ore 
important For this position. 
This position is located in Houston, B.C. Salary range is 
competitive depending on level of experience and education. 
Submitresumes and references, by November 15, 2001 to: 
Jerry Botti, General Manager 
CFDC of Nadina 
Box 236, Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0 
(Fax) 250-845-2528 
jer~,.bo,i@cfdcnadina.ca 
Only ~se considered [or an interview ill receive aresponse. 
III 
NTEER 
F BUREAU 
COORDINATOR of 
VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS 
Part-time (with some flex hours) 
8:30 a,m. - 4:30 p.m. Men. - Thurs. 
(May develop into full-time) 
($15.O0 per hour, 3 weeks vacation) 
Motivated, energetic, self-starter, able to take 
initiative 
Excellent communication sklUs (written, telephone, 
in-person, public speaking) 
Organizational and multi-tasking skills 
Must be a team player that is also able to work 
independently 
Enjoy working with people of all ages and abilities 
Skilled at u~ing Microsoft Word/Work, Publisher and 
the abilily to learn new computer programs 
Ability to compile dat~, and write reports 
Must have a vehicle 
Supervisory experience and bookkeeping skills 
would be a great asset. 
Please Include references 
Closing date November 7, 2001 
SonJa Slana 
Volunteer Bureau 
#2-3215 Eby Street (Lower level City Hall) 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 7, 2001 - B7 
: 5~0 HELP • 
• WANTED :: 
608;BASEMENT 
: :r: SU ITE  ?:, 
• : .  ' , . . 
HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED one 
day per week. References re- 
quired. Phone 250.635.0938 
leave massage. 
INLAND KENWORTH Parker 
Pacific Quesnel is currently 
taking resumes for Heavy Duty 
Truck Mechanic. Applicants, 
should have a good engine and 
electrical background plus MVI 
certification. Competitive ~,age 
and benefit package" Send 
resumes in confidence to: 
Inland Kenworth, 3150 Highway 
97N, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 3J4. 
Attention: Cord Vamplew. 
570 TUTORING 
JOURNEYMAN, CABINET- 
MAKERS & helpers required for 
busy Millwork shop. Familiar 
with architectural woodwork. 
Please send resume to: Dane- 
raft Industries, #5-929 Laval 
Cr., Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5P4. 
Fax: 250-372-1990 Dancraft 
@talus.net. 
' 580 WORK.  
.... WANTED:  
' " : i , 
KERMODE FRIENDSIP Socie- 
ty Temporary Position Recep- 
tionist. There is an opening for 
a lemporary Receptionist posi- 
tion. The successful candidate 
will manage front desk day-to- 
day activities of the Society and 
work closely assisting with the  
adminlstrative duties of the 
staff. Qualifications: Minimum 1 
year Office Administration; Ex- 
perience with general reception 
duties; Knowledge of word pro- 
ceasing and spreadsheets; Min- 
imum 2 years office experience. 
Only those candidates who are 
shortlisted will be contacted for 
an interview. No telephone calls 
will be accepted. Interested ap- 
plicants apply in confidence by: 
November 6, 2001 to: Ric Mill- 
er, Executive Director, 3313 Ka- 
lum Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
2N7. Fax: 250-635-3013 
628 FORSALEOR 
: RENT: : :  
' : , .  " . . 
NANNY REQUIRED for 2 child- 
ren. Monday to Thursday. Are 
you dependable, responsible, 
energetic, loving, playful and 
have own transportation? Must 
posess First AID/CPR Certifi- 
cate. References are a must. 
Repiy to File #124, Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, B•C. V8G 5R2 
OWN A computer? Work from 
homel Wherever you live. Earn 
$500 . $1500 Part-time or 
$2000 - $5000 Full time. 1-888- 
385-7053 www.dreamincomeat- 
home.cam 
PART TIME cook, experienced 
preferred but not necessary. 
Wages depend upon experi- 
ence. Ask for Dale. 250-635- 
6667 or fax 250-638-0442 
SHAN YAN Restaurant Is ac- 
cepting resumes for the position 
of Part.time waitress. Please 
send resume to Shan Yan Res- 
taurant at 4606 Grelg Ave, Ter- 
race. No phone calls please. 
SIGN MANUFACTURER needs 
energetic apprentice for grow- 
ing shop in southem BC interi- 
or. Applicant must have some 
electrical experience. Electrical 
apprenticeship the objective but 
must be willing and want to 
learn all phases of sign fabricat- 
ing including glass bending• 
Send resume by mail to: The 
Manager, 4A - 1744 Kelly 
Douglas Road. Kamloops, B.C., 
V2S 5S4. or fax to 250-851- 
2890 
TAKE A free vacationl Access 
to a computer? Work at home 
online. $500. $2000 pt, $5000+ 
full time. Toll free 1-877-418- 
1741 www.123ez.qold.com 
WANTED EXPERIENCED 
dairy herdspersons, milkers, 
ranch hands etc. For job details 
see web site: www.agd-labour- 
pool.cam or call jobline: 604- 
855-9261. Forward resume: Ag- 
ricultural Labour Pool by fax: 
604-855-7189, emaih info 
@agd-labourpooLcom or mail to 
#106-2669 Langdon St., Ab- 
botsford, B.C. V2T 3L3. or 
phone 604-855-7281 
WORK FROM hemal Be your 
own boss. Earn up to $500 - 
$1500 P/T or $3000+ F/I" per 
month, www.crystallconcapt.- 
cam 
YOU + computer= $$$• Work 
from home. $500 - $50OO/mo• 
www.cashlessnomore.com r 1- 
888-373-4924 Free Vacation 
Lit YouBET! 
! (Youth Business & E,Irepreneurshi P Training) 
.......... _ . :+  ...... - l e r roce .+.+-  ............. :.: ............... - ..... 
  ;ons : ,  + 
' Starting November 
[i~ . Are you 15-297 
~ g  Your Own Business? 
$ Call Oeloorah, Nor~~nin  9 Group Ltd. 
! 1-877-780-6060 
608 BASEMENT 
SUITE 
• 676 WANTEDTO 
. .  . , 
RENT : ',-: 
[ JChubb 
l~¢ . r l ty  Sys tem 
Chubb Security Systems is seeking a professional 
Sales Representative and serve our customers through- 
out Northwest B.C. Based in Terrace, you will be respon- 
sible for sales of electronic security products and services 
within the region in serving both our existing and new 
clients. 
The successful candidate will have a proven sales 
record, strong customers service skills, excellent commu- 
nication skills, experience with PC's and Microsoft Office 
programs, be independently minded and able to work 
with little supervision i  a goal oriented environment. 
730 FOR SALE BY 
: IOWNER: I Y .  
Position is salary plus commission, includes use of com- 
pany car, benefits, pension plan and a bonus structure. 
Established in 1818, Chubb Security has growa to be a 
world leader in electronic Security that protects both peo- 
ple and property. 
While we thank all those that apply for your interest, 
only those candidates selected for interview will be con- 
tacted. Resumes will be received, Attention Chr/s Sitter, 
District Manager, until November 15, 2001. 
CHUBB SECURITY SYSTEMS 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace. B.C. 
Tel: 638-832I  Fax: 638-1338 
Executive Director 
The Executive Director is responsible for the effective 
coordination of the senior employees, consultants and 
administrative staff necessary to implement the 
negotiation strategy developed by the Gitxsan Treaty 
Society. 
Qualifications: 
• Exceptional organizational, financial and 
management skills, including leadership, problem 
solving, decision making and communication. 
• Excellent computer, interpersonal and 
communication skills 
• Ability to write comprehensive reports and 
proposals. 
• Very good knowledge of the Gitxsan culture, history, 
political Issues and language 
• Extensive knowledge of the Treaty process 
• Highly motivated and able to work independently 
• Post Secondary Education with minimum 5 years 
related experience. 
Salary: Based on experience and qualification 
Closing Date: November 30, 2001 
Attention: Ken Buchanan 
Mailing Address: Gltxsan Treaty Office 
Box 229, Hazelton, BC, V0J 1Y0 
Facsimile: (250) 842-6709 
WAITRESS, BARMAIDS, 
cooks required for well estab- 
lished restaurants In Alberta. 
Hardworking and upbeat an as- 
set. Excellent advancement op- 
portunities and wages. Please 
call Chef Michael. 780-778- 
8600 
I TUTOR math, physics, and 
engineering for grades 11 and 
12, and post secondary. $15/hr• 
Call Sidney 250-635-2695. Free 
science fair consult for grades 
11 and 12 
25 YEAR OLD, german, male, 
6 yrs english school, 6yrs sec- 
ondary school. School, busi- 
ness education, free time car 
mechanic, last 2 yrs demolition 
worker, seek any kind of sen- 
ous work. Write to: S. Sick- 
mann, Fr.-Fr.-Str.15,21502 
Geesthacht, Germany 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS Ex- 
perienced Carpenter available 
for concrete framing and siding 
etc. General contracting and 
building maintenance. For more 
info call home- 250-638-8210 
2 BEDROOM ground level 2 BEDROOM ground level su- 4 BEDROOM 2200sqft du- 2 BEDROOM mobile home in 
apartment. Available irnme- ite, includes f/s, dishwasher, plex,large rec room, 2 full baths, quiet park close to schools and 
dlalely. F/S, laundry facilities, w/d &ng fireplace, fenced yard storage shed, sep yard, comes hospital, f/s, w/d, no pets, no 
no pets or parties. Ref re- ovedooking the Skeena River. with n/g dryer, f/s. No pets. Ref padies. Refs req. $475/mo. 
quired. Damage deposit. $550. Cablevision included, reel. Phone 250-635-9416 250-635-4038 
$500/mo includes hot water. Available immediatiy. Call 250- 4 Bedroom lower unit of duplex 2 BEDROOM MOBILE home 
250-635-1126 638-8093 In Terrace. N/G heat, W/D in- on lot in Thomhlll area. Ref req. 
6-PLEX UNIT, 2 1/2 bedrooms, AFFORDABLE, COZY 1 1/2 cluded. No parties, no smoking. + DD. $500/mo. Available ira- 
1 1/2 baths, t/s, w/d, close to bdrm suite. Cable included. Written references and deposit mediately, no pets. Call 250- 
req. Phone 250-798.9554. 635-6361 schools & hospital. Elect heat. 
No pets no parties. Refs req. 
$610/mo 250-635°4038 
FOR RENT in Thomhill one 
bedroom furnished apartment, 
single occupancy only,. No 
pets. References required. 
$360 + $180 sec dep. Phone 
250-635-2065 
NEAR NEW, bright, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required• $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Ref reqd•Available immediately. 
250-615-7665 or 250-635-5653. 
SMALL QUIET apartment in 
Thornhill ideal for single or cou- 
pie, no pets. Available imme- 
diately $400/mo plus deposit, 
Call 250-635-3166 
TWO BEDROO~I economy 
apartments on Braun's Island. 
$375 & $400. Pets welcome. 
250-635-9102 
Cell- 250-638-2805 
SMART PAINTING Expert. 
enced painting contractor will 
paint fall and winter interior est. 
dential and commercial paint- 
ing. 10% paint discount from 
supplier. Seniors 15% labour 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedlam Apts I
• $500 per month I 
Free hot watedrecreation I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
• Security entrance I 
Call collect (25,0) 877-6773 J
discount. Professional 
work. Reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. References avail- 
able. Call Kad 250-615-0199 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM apartment down- 
town $450/mo. Utilities includ- 
ed. Phone: 250-638-1702. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
250-635-6428 or 250-838-0015 
or 250-615-0345 
2 BEDROOM apartment, nee, 
• 1"  : i l - t  I i  ; -*" *: i - t  + q 
and laundry facilities; Av<~lla'bi4; 
immediately $450/mo. 250- 
615-9772 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Available November 1st. Close 
to downtown and schools. Ref 
req. $600/mo includes uUlities. 
259-835-6241 
2 BEDROOM duplex, Quiet and 
clean. For a couple or single 
~erson_ F/_s~w/d. 2_50-635-6141 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Aport., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown, l i 
" No pets. I 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
quality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
.Taking Applications 
• Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• LaundP/fadlitles oneach floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available Nov 1st• Ref req. No 
pets, no smoking. $650/mo in- 
cludes utilities. 250-635-2910 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
cable, heat, hotwater included. 
In downtown area. No pets. Call 
250-635-6415 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
W/d included• In town, 
$550/mo, refs req. 250-631],- 
O438 
References req. Available No- 
vember 15th. 250-638-8250 
BRIGHT 3BDRM suite, f/s, w/d, 
no pets, no smoking. Close to 
town and schools, fenced yard. 
$600/mo. Dam dep. 250°638° 
1584 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Quiet Iocalon. F/s included, 
recently remodeled. $400/mo, 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
638-8544 or 250-615-7734 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in thomhilL Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. 
Phone Rob 250-638-7290. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Available immediately 
$550/month. includes utilities, 
cable, and f/s.Call 638-8544 or 
638-1967 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. In Horseshoe area on bus 
route. Includes all appliances 
w/d• Available immediately. Non 
smokers. Call 250-638-0702• 
$525/mo utilities included. 
3 YEARS OLD 1238 SQ. FT. 
beautiful home on 160 acres 3 
bedrooms, full basement, very 
private. Call 635-7721. 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with basement. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. No pets, 
and references required. Rent 
to own or rent. call 638-7140 or 
632-5918. 
3 BEDROOM house for rent. 
area, near schools in town. Nice 
and clean. Available now, 250- 
635-4987 
RENT FREE for December. 3 
bdrm townhouse• Close to 
downtown and schools. 4520 
Scott Ave. F/s included. W/d 
hookups• Call 250-635-4980 
1 bedroom suites with view and 
yard on Queensway. $425 - 
$450 & $475/mo. F/s, Garbage 
pickup included. 250-635-7844 
or 250-635-2837. 
2 BEDROOM duplex at 4733 
Straume• F/s, w/d. $480/mo. 
250-638-8639 
2 BEDROOM duplex in Them- 
hill. N/g or elec heat, water in- 
cluded in rent. Phone 250-635- 
5600 
2 BEDROOM duplex, 3307 
Kenny. Gas heat, fireplace, full 
finished basement. Ref req. 
$700/mo 250-798-2039 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
north of Terrace, DD and ref 
req.$500/mo 250-635-2898 or 
250-638-1212 
2 BEDROOM house In Thorn- 
hill. Clean, well maintained. 
Carport & basement, f/s, w/d, 
energy efficient n/g furnace, No 
pets, no parties. Suitable for 2 
people. $600/mo + secudty de- 
posit. 250-835-7467 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house, hardwood floors, fire- 
place, double carport, dead end 
street on bench. 250-638-1705 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 5 
bedroom house in Horseshoe, 2 
baths, large work shop, family 
room, close to school and 
downtown, Asking $900/mo. to 
view 250-635-2747 or Rusty 
250-635-6361 or 250-635-5754. 
AVAILABLE NOV 15th, for a 
mature, clean, quiet working 
person(s) a bdght 2 bedroom 
suite, close to town, schools, 
utilities included. Call alter 
6:O0pm. 25D-615-0131 
BRIGHT ATI'RACTIVE, Well 
maintained 3 bedroom Thomhill 
duplex• Close to Golf Course 
and school bus. Available now. 
to non-smoker. F/s, w/d hook- 
up, storage, ample parking. Rel 
req. $700/mo. Phone Edka at 
Royal Lepa~o 250-535'-2404 
CLEAN AMD bright 3 bedroom 
one bath duplex for rent. F/s, 
w/d, dishwasher fenced back- 
yard. Horsehoe area. $750/mo 
+dd.  Call 250-635-3555 after 
6pro 
CLEAN, QUIET adult, oriented 
condo in Woodgreen condomin- 
iums, Terrace. Natural gas fire- 
place, oak kitchen cabinets, ce- 
ramic tile and carpeting, ap- 
pliances included. Laundry facil- 
ities and covered patio. 
$625/mo. Call 250-632-6726 
CLEAN, WELL maintained 2 
bdrm house in Thomhill, f/s, 
w/d, ng heat. Suitable for 2 peo- 
ple, no pets, no parties. 
$600/mo. ÷ security deposit. 
Call after 5prn. 250-635-7467 
COZY TWO bedroom house. 
Available December 1, 2001• 
$400•00 per month plus utilities. 
Call 250-635-9676 for more in- 
formation. 
COZY TWO bedroom house. 
Available December 1/01, rent 
Is $400 per month + utilities. 
Call 250-635-9676 for more 
information. 
EXECUTIVE DUPLEX fur- 
nlshed/unfrunlehed. 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 1/2 baths. 2 n/g fire- 
places, 5 appliances and car- 
po~"  r : 'Available .immediately, 
250-638-i885 
For rent small house at Lakelse 
Lake. Private setting, suitable 
for a bachelor. Available 
November 1, 2001. F/s, w/d, in- 
cluded. Preferred non-smoker, 
ref req. $550/mo and security 
deposit. 250-798-2456 
LARGE 2 bedroom main floor 
of house. W/d, f/s, dishwasher. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
$750/mo. 250-635-9202 
NEW ONE bedroom house lo- 
cated in Horseshoe area. N/g 
fireplace. Available Immediate- 
ly. Ref req. $475/mo. 250-615- 
0432 
OLDER 3 + bedroom house in 
Thomhill. $450/m0. Phone 250- 
635-4453 
ONE bedroom cabin $415/mo. 
Available immediately or Nov 
.......... :' ': 1st, Electdc heat. 250-635- 
" " . . . . . . .  COMMERCIAL SPACE for rent 2 BEDROOM Townhouse in 4- 2319. 
I CUNTON MANOR or lease. 3000 sqft. Can be di- plex. Clean, quiet. Fddge/ 
J WEARETAI(INGAPPIEATIONS vided. Phone: John 250-638- stove. No pets. references re- ~ BEDROOM house 
J r-ORA BACHEI.ORSUI11~ 1702 quired.250-635-3796. $395/mo, 2 bedroom trailer J 8420,00  month, ~ ~ 3 BEDROOM duplex. F/s,  $350/m0 and 2 bedroom duplex 
600sqff Gobind Mall. Available carpets throughout. Across from $450/mo in Thomhill plus dam- 
! ANDONE BEDRODMAPT. Nov 1/01 Please call 250-635- shoals. $575/m0• 250-638-1702 age deposit, no pets. 250-635- 
9530. S500.00  nlonl~. 5981 or 250-635-3409 ~ 
Oneblock[~mswknmlngl:xx:~. area. N/g heat. Large blly 
No Pets, references required, fenced back yard, fruit trees, in quiet neighbourhood near 
Phone 635-3475 $750/mo• Call 250-626-5599 Uplands School. 2 bathrooms, 
w/d, dishwasher, high vaulted 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ceilings with rook fireplace, 
shoe. Fenced yard. Clean pets 16X25 sundeck. $750/mo in. ,0 il OK" N/g hsat and fireplace" cludes hydr°" 250-635"1214 
OACHMAN Available Dec. 1/01. $750/mo. II APARTMENTS II ~,o .0+o~ WELL MAINTAINED 2 + 1 bdrm sxs duplex in the Horse- 
shoe. F/s, w/d hookup, 
I I ]  & 2 Bedroom Apts. ~11 him Non-smoking. $590/mo + $675/mo. Non smokers with 
II On Site Management I I  dd. Refs req, 250-838-1061 good rental refs can call 250- 
JJ Securi~ Entrance with II 3 BEDROOM plus house. Full 638-8639 
basement. F/s, 2 fireplaces, for- 
I I  Undercover Parking I I  mat dining room. $800/mo 250- 
[J & Elevator. Jl 635-~ 
II Laundry facilities on I I  clean, newer carpets., Includes 2 BEDROOM completely rena- 
l/s, w/d hookups, storage room, vated very roomy basement su- II each floor Jl 
[I On Bus Route Ill fenced yard. $600/mo ite located near school, park 
rl No Pefs II December lst.Available 250- and hospital. Elec heat, f/s, 
638-1115 or 250-615-9772 $600/mo. DD and ulllifies extra. 
JTo View a Cleon & Quiet Ill ~ Call 250-635-5019 
! I Building o. lfie BerKh Jl rent, 3 bathrooms, large fenced 1638 8554 II yard, quietrasldentialnelghbor- Hut, Capacltyt20-160, Kitchen 
- hood. $1000/mo. Call eves 250- and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
[ REFERENCES REQ, UlRED g 6 3 8 - 1 8 6 0  Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
i . . . . . .  ' I r . ~.~,=,-....=t,,~ ==,= - and Evening rates, 250-635-   01111111] 7777 e-mail kinsmen @osg.net. 
+~;~ Bartending Services Available. 
Summit Square . 
Apartments family or office parties, etc. 
Seats 84 in rows (lectures) or 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Bulk:ling Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
" Ask for Monlca Warner 
• :..644 MOBILE: .i.!- 
" '~:  HOMES : , .... 
Call: 635.4478 
I 
60 at tables for meals. Call 
Huflh for details• 250-638-7798 
"THREE - ~iEDROOM mobile 
home with addition in Jackpine 
fiats. Fenced and gated. F/S, 
dishwasher, pafio, and shed. 
Nice and clean. Outside dog 
,okay. Non smokers please. Call 
:635-3756. 
TWO BEDROOM doutile wide 
mobile In quiet adult park on 
IQueensway, w/d, f/a, No dogs. 
Ref req. $475/mo, 250-635- 
7411 
2 'AND 3 bedroom mobile 
homes in Thomhill. Nice, clean 
condition. Pdced from $550/mo. 
250-638-1885 
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1ST 
almost new 14X70, on farm, 15 
sin, east of Topley, 2 large 
bedrooms w/spacious kitchen & 
living room. Propane heat, f/s, 
deep well water, opportunity for 
garden Spot. Ref req. n/dogs. 
$500/mo + utillites. 250-696. 
' 3293 
3 bedroom mobile home in Pine 
Park, Fddge, stove, washer, 
dryer, fenced yard. Natural gas 
heat included for $650/month. 
Available immediately. 250. 
635.2126. 
VERY CLEAN 2 bedroom trail. 
er in Thomhill. F/s, w/d, ng heat 
$550/mo. $275 sac deposit. No 
pets, smoking or parties. 250- 
635-2946 .. 
ROOMMATE WANTED. 2 
bdrm house, large fenced yard, 
newly furnished. Quiet neigh- 
bourhood. $400/mo including all 
utiliites• Phone Gary 250-638- 
7686 
HAWAII AFFORDABLE fun in 
Paradise. Rent a cozy beach 
front condo, or a plantation 
mansion on the Big Island• Con- 
tact Cadboo Connection, ask 
for Shannon. 250-747-4488 
SKI SUN peaks BC (45 sin 
from Kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accomodation. Fully 
equipped 1,2,3.& 4 bdrm con- 
dos & chalets, hot tubs, saunas 
& jacuzzis. Ski in/out or 10 sin 
max (walking) to lifts. Kids 12 & 
under ski free with adult full 
pdce ticket. Stay 6 nights and 
get 1st night freel Some restfle- 
tions apply. Lift packages avail- 
able. 1-800-585-8834. www.lo- 
polthemcuntain.ca, email: sun- 
peaks@direct•ca 
SKI SUN peaks resort .BC ,Vial t, 
our websile at: . . . .  
www.sunpeaksreservationS.~: :' ' "' 
corn or call Sun Peaks Online at 
1-888-578-8369. Hotels, con- 
dos & chalets. Ski in/out, hot 
tubs. Great Accommodation• 
Great rates. Great Service 
WANTED: CABIN for lease at 
Ski Smithers. References avail- 
able. Call Lauren 250-627-1939 
Prince Rupert 
2001 MODULINE 14X70 with 
10X20 factory addition 
(1100sqft). Sunken living room. 
Large kitchen/dining room with 
skylight and island. 2 bdrms, 1 
deluxe bath with 2 sinks, Jacuz- 
zi tub and separate shower. Pa- 
tio doors to 10X20 treated sun. 
deck. #39 Sunny Hill Trailer 
Court. Asking $79,000 OBQ, 
250-615-0191 
house, 26 acres. Steel shop 
36X50, barn, fruit trees. Asking 
$269,000. 250-638-8188 
room, split level in Jackplne 
Flats. Hardwood floors, Jacuzzl 
tub, double garage, $169,900, 
250-639-1687 
Modem multi-level two bed. 
room, two bathroom. Complete. 
ly renovated, 1200 sq. ft. f/s, 
dw, fp, a/c. Assessed @ 
$83,400, asking only $75,000, 
Will consider lease to own, 
Phone 250-638-0978 
trade for newer house In Ter- 
race area. 1984 14X72 manu- 
factured mobile home In Ter- 
race. 3 bedroom, new hot 
water tank 2001, 3 appl(ances, 
2 large sheds. Roof redone Oct 
2001. Asking $55,000.obo. Call 
250-635-3146 leave message. 
GREAT STARTER home 6 
year old 1/2 duplex at 4830 
Graham Ave. 3 bdr, 1 1/2 bath. 
Appraised at $118,000 three 
years ago. $99,)00 c 
Lisa 638-8639 to view. 
0 abe. Call 
SALE OR trade modem three 
bedroom home. Large lot, de- 
luxe workshop, will trade for ru- 
ral acreage. 4607 Tuck. 250- 
635-7771 
WON FIRST place garden 
contest. Rare river front proper- 
ty on 1 acre in town. Has 4 
bdrms, 2 baths, many upgrades 
to this home large multi-layerecl 
deck with hot tub ovedooklng 
the water. Beautifully land- 
scaped yard with fountains. I I  
you are one of the few who 
dream of living on the water 
with some of the best fishing In 
the wodd at your back door, 
give us a call at 250-635-3502 
to view or ddve by 2807 Skeena 
Street $289,000.O.B,O, 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 7, 2001 
ail l  n i 
HOUSE OF COMMONS I 
Andy Burton I , . ,    o.oo. ,o, 
Membgro~.parliament I sale on bench, asking 
for Skeena I $138,000. Call 250-638-8444. 
Const;tuencv (~rfi<e | 
4654 Lazel[e Ave. | 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 I LARGE TWO to six bedroom- 
Phone: (250} 635-1~01 | house on two acres in Jack 
Fax:(250) 635-4109 | Pine. Landscaped. New barn. 
Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 |' Fenced for horses, $155,000. 
E-mail: andy@andyburton.ca | 
Websife: www.and}~burton.ca . . . . .  | 250-635-5910 
KITiHIAT 
Single Ticket $20 • Family (4t ickets) $60* 
Redeem this coupon to 8AVE $e OFF 
on single price general admlsslon ticket el: 
Sights & Sounds (Terrracei 
Action Sports & Oycle (Kltlmal) 
'914 CHILD CARE 
. . • . : " . .  
i FORD 
I *NO DISCOUNT ON FANILY PACKAGE 
| Not vaUd with any other offer, No cash value 
Service cha~ge may apply 
II Subject to availal~e seating • No phone o~ders 
All taxes included 
~ I i l  I I J I ~ I m  i I I i I I I J 
visit www.oldtlmershockey.com for more Info 
TAMITIK ARENA, 
Friday, Nov. 23, 2001, 7"~00 pm 
Single Ticket $20 • Family Pack of 4 Tickets $60 
(A11Taxes Included • Service Charge May Apply) 
TICKETS A VAIl.ABLE AT~ 
Sights & Sounds (l'errrace) 
Action Sports & Cyclo (Kilimat) 
SPONSORED BY: 
STANDm=mARD 
Drop off your entry at 
Canada Safeway, 
4655 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 
FOOD&D~IJC 
Draw Date: Thursday, Nov, 22, 2001. 
Winners will be notified. 
N. , ,  Comza nit]I N w#paperJ etwork 
taassmea &averuslng 
Reach 2.3 m on BC Yukon readers for 
.,,o: 11 million resdets naUon.wide for $1411 
BUSINESS FOR SALE EDUCATION 
SELL YOUR eUStNESSI A NEW CAREER? Train lo 
• Use the most powerful 
dassifled system In Canada bo an ApsUment/ 
and reach millions o5 Condominium Managor. 
readers. Intrigued? Contact Many Jobsl Job placement 
this newspaper and ask assistance. All.Areas. 
aboul Network C(asoi(Ieds. 
Government Rag]armed Or call toll.free 1-866-669. 
9222. Program. Inlormetionl 
BUSINESS htochure (604) 601.5456, 
OPPORTUNITIES 1 • 8 0 0 • 6 6 5 - 0 3 3 9, 
CONTRACTS NOW www.rmO.ce, 
AVNLABLE Ior the 2002 
soasen fo grow Echlnacea. COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Guar~leod~ces.Rxmore INSTITUTE, Earn Your 
Inlo call Get Real Nsturat. Professional tieillllcale. 
Home & Body Pmdncts, 780- Wod~ inan '~gemy ofpdvafe 
499-7111 or 1-180.997. 
4376. pr;~ctlce. On campus 
ZESTO'S OVEN eAKED or dlslanco learning. 
Subs & California Style R~shat~nsNowt~cepled. 
Wraps ere Ioaking for Calalogue 1.800,665.7044. 
motivated franchisees, Join www.c~sdo~,alning.c~. ' , 
Ihls dynamic and last 
gtowlng Canadian EMPLOYMENT 
Company. 1-888.922;.2204. OPPORTUt~ITIES 
www,zeslos,cem. 
IMPORTS 
ATrENTION: Morn and Mr. 
$$S BIG • PROFITS• 
US$0,000 could return Morns, wofkslh~meen4ine. 
US$45,0On÷. Call lot repod No recoeslo~ betel 
today, find out what markel $fS./hour pad.time; 
is ready for Ihe next big $25.1hour fulbtlmo; 
move, Call now. 1.888.394- www.emellinlonow.com. 
7672. 
ATTENTION INVENTORS - 1-888-431.4333. 
We have all Ihe solutions SERVICE MANAGER 
815 TRUCKS FOR 
SALE  
you needl FREE needed Immedlafoly Ior 
inlormation. CALL TOLL- 
FREE 1-866-877.2836.24 growing Import dealer, hip, 
hrs, Edmonton area. Excellent 
$$ COLLECT CASH & pay plan and bens([I 
GROW RICH $$, PIInk-O package, Box R 604, Led~o 
Money Machine, Huge Representative, 4504- 61 
Eaml~ Potential Mth~m 
Inveslment $9,995, CALL Ave,~ Ledu¢~ AB~ T9E ~ZI, 
8hano NOW before your A O C E P T I N (2 
neighbour doest Toll-Flea 
APPLICATIONS for a t-SSS-032-9~, 
licensed GM iochnlclan, 
CAREER TRAINING 
Ploaee (op~ard ssume to', 
8E an iNTERIOR 
OECORATOR with our 8eiviee Manager, c/o 
unique home.study course. Woslem Chev Olds Pontiac 
Coil for your Free brochure. Buk'k, Box 3~, ~nheller, 
1.8OO.267.t829. Sheffield 
School ol Interior Design. AN, TOJ OYO. Fax 
1333,38 McArlhur Ave., t-403-823-7237, Emall; 
Ottawa ON KIL 6R2, weslemo'~vO~.cm. 
I I 
To plaoe a 
Ne~r~h.med A ,
• [ c~ ~ new~pa~er or 
$309 (5o )559... 
ck.91eds~z:co~ munitynewt corn ~. 
i 
EMPLOYMENT HELP WANTED RECREATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES ATTENTION: Odwr TraNn9 VEHICLES 
ARE YOU SEEKING Programs, Including 2ti02 14x70 HARBOUR 
employment?Agreattumber proless~onal driver HOMES. Loaded with 
company Isnow hlringl We classroom Instruction & op['one. Only $34,900 F.O.B. 
offer lull.time positions loaded mountain Iralnlng. while they last 25 years 
Monday thmgh Friday, both Funding source & career 
day and afternoon shl~. We counseling. Job placement Unandngl Trading Post 
have e compotit[ve wage available. 1 877-763-8040, RV, 44275. Yale Road, 
(upwardsol$11.50/hour MJSleemReld&Okanngan Chilliwack. 604.792.3448. 
aller one month Uni'~rst~Coge~.. . D#7360. 
oi, ployment), a training DOG LOVER81 Enjoy a. STEEI4BUlLDINGS 
program, safe working healthy &profitable career FUTURE STEEL 
environment, excellent esag¢olesdonaldoglze]ner, 8UILDtNGS- Durable, 
ben,file, aDd olher many Gov't occredlled program. Dependable, Pre-engineered 
greet Incantlvos. Apply in Next course March 4th, All.Steel 8lruotures. 
~enn of by fax: lS Mccool • Sludent loans. As seen on 
Crescent, Crosstield, A~beda TV (Today 8how, NSC). Custom.made to suit your 
or conlacl Nell Jesse, 1.800-961-6616Ben K msn needs andrequlremenls. 
phone 403.946-7222. &. The Wonderdogs, Factor)'.DIrectaBordable 
Fax 403-946.0005. Emell: www.wonderdogs.b¢.ca, pdces. Carl 1-8(~668-5111 
njesse@palliserqumber.com. OFFICE POSITION, FOUR exLt32forfmebmhure. 
W e b s I t o : seasonwlldemesstoudsm TRAVEL 
www,~liser.fumber.com, ranch, 2 hours north ol TIMESHARE RESALES. 
LOOKING FOR o power full WhMer. Boddngs and bard Worldwide Se]ecllon, ERA 
career? Chock out ouldoor trade conlacL Match dlonls 
power equipment I chnUan. wfth customized o venlums, STROMAH Since 1979. 
O~yserc~ditk~te.Re91ster book clients, complete CALL NOW[ euyera call 
now for January 2002. contracts, maintain 1-800-613-7987. ,Oars call 
Felrvlew College. High ma~ketthgsystem, l~olo¢~to. 1-800-201.0064. 
demand. 1.888-999.7082; Sled $lO/hr, Mix ol www.Ornes~mlir~m~n, 
www.falMew~lege,cum, expaflenco and education 
• desired. Fax resumes: (298) TRUCKS 
FOR SALE MISC. 2'38.2241, 'O DOWN O,A.O.' 
SAWMILL ~1995.00/dl new LOAN8 Guarenleed ue~lappr0vals. 
Trucks, 4x4'a, crew ceba, Super Lumbermale 2000, PAYDAY LOANSI BAD des,Is, sport ~liUes, cam & larger capacities, more 
options. Noi~xl IMus~les, Credit? No Ciedit? No problem. Borrow up Io $600 vans, Rspo's, broken leases, 
manufacture ofaawmitla, until payday, Have a job? heavy d~y ~onL  Take 
edgers and akidders. Free Gel a loan Guaranleedl over payments, Free 
InformaPon, f.SOn-SSS-6899, 1 hour Approval f.866-3, delivery, Call Lawrence 
exL4OO,OT, PAYOAY 24 ~ralY day,, 8ioda BC'o largest tinance 
COMPLETE HOME www, prl~recl.com, broker, 1-800-993-3673. 
E N T E R T A I N M E 14 T MOTORCYCLES Van~r 604-327.6377. 
PACKAGE: 2/"IV, 700 walt YOU'VE RIDDEN the best; A WORKING PERSON'S 
dolby-dlgithl stereo, 6 
speakers, DVD player AND now fix the rosll TRUCK/CAR LOT, Are you 
VCR, Only$68,381month, SnowmobRe, ATV, sell.emf~yed(or~)?lsno 
powebeet m~lonanco and prod of Income pmbtem? 
Limited Time. eigger TV"e repair, Felrvlow College, No down payment? D~dlnod 
available. 1.000-267-9466 Falrview, Alberta. Funding by your hank of your 
www'ua2F¢~im~cum' available, One year 
GREATEST DEAL In oertllicate, J nuary2Oti2. dealership? Wo can 
Canada, 800 MHz computer, 1 • 8 8 8.9 9 g • 7 8 8 2 ; helpl Reposes.Ion or 
$3t,lmonthl No money www.iol~lev~e~,~m, bankrupl¢les eocepled. We 
down. No peymenle until PAY TELEPHONE DENY, win lend you cur n~ney from 
2002, Cell f-888-855-5527, PHONE ME,,, 24 HOURSIII 1,9 ~r Ferds, Dodgen, GM'e. 
Apply online o,a.c., Let, a~Any~b9,e~ytime" One of Cenada's only true 
wym.lbuckaday,com. Call reel My numb,re re cuslemei ervlce oriented 
HBkLTH 1-900.45t.4411 or t.900- dealer group,. You don't 
S U G A R L E 8 S 45f.2929. 18¢,*$3,tig/mln, have to drive your broken. 
COOKBOOKS, DELICIOU8 IIook forward Io your cell down car or track anymore, 
dessedsswe~tenedwflh(~ OAflADA'~ TOP We will help you make II 
juice, Vdane 1($15.46) PlUS P8YCHIC.q,,~e You Read'/ hapl~l Call cow for far,of 
V0tume II ($28,25). Send to Believe In Psychics Idotm~on, Jotmt~ of Paut 
cheque to: Hum P~lshtng, Again? Call Now, You Won11.800-6S0-4829, 24hre ? 
385 ~ Avmue, Ot~ Be 17,sapp~todJ 1.900-4Sl- deys~vk. We lend Imm t.g, 
ON, KI8 2J3 7070 ~.gf/m~ule IS). www.c~diHdng.com. 
12X60 MOBILE home with ad- 
dition in Sunny Hill. 5 applianc- 
es, will consider trade for newer 
pick up. Asking $12,000. Owner 
will carry financing with suitable 
down payment. 250-638.0730 
12X68 2BDRM, 4 appliances, 
with addition, and storage shed. 
Terrace Trailer Park. $18,900 
obo. 250-638-6267 
1971 12' wide mobile home. 3 
bedroom, w/d, f/s in quiet park. 
$10,000.00 obo, 250-635-2126 
2 BEDROOM 12X48 trailer in 
trailer park on Kofoed, In Thorn- 
hill. Fenced yard, w/d, f/s, dish- 
washer, small microwave. Ask- 
ing $10,000. obo, 250-638- 
0993 
FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cus- 
tom homes, residential packer- 
es, no commissionsl Only at 
SHELDON CUSTOM HOMES, 
3075 Sexsmith, Kelowna, Toll 
free 1-888-765-8992 DL10146 
FOR SALE OR WILL CONSID- 
ER TRADE FOR NEWER 
HOUSE.(PREFERABLY TER- 
I 
2000 GMC K1500 
NOW $27,995 
2000 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 
NOW $32,995 
1999 Volks Golf 
Wolfsburg 
$19,995 
1999 Honda Civic SE 
$1 6,995 
1999 Honda Civic 
$1 5,995 
1998 Neon 
$13,995 
1998 ~ X N 6  
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverado 
WAS $27,995 NOW $25,995 
1997 Ford Aerostar AWD 
$14,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS $24,995 NOW $22,995 
1997 Volks Jetta 
$15,995 
I I 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext Cab 
$16,995 
1995 GMC SLE 4x4 Ext Cab 
$19,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
MOW $5,995 
1993 Buick Century Custom 
$19,995 
1992 Ford Explorer 
NOW $8,995 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia 
WAS $8,995 NOW $6,995 
1992 Toyota Camry 
$10,995 
1990 Honda Accord 
$6,995 
1990 GMC Jimmy 
NOW $8,995 
1989 Ford Aerostar 
$4,995 
1988 Toyota Corolla 
$5,995 
1984 Honda CRX 
$1,995 
1984 Toyota LE Van 
$1,995 
[ "Tcrraec 
4838 Hwy 16 W, Terrace ee~es2 1-800-665-1990 (250)638-8171 
www, bchonda,com 
I 
~ 8 8RV S .... 
,: M.OTORHOMES • 
RACE TOWN/BENCH AREA) 
home. 2 bdrm, 2 barb, bu,t in Sl(i $umm|t  
dishwasher and microwave, f/s, 583  Longtrock 
w/d, r/g fireplace, built in china 
cabinet, master bedroom has *2 895.00  
large jacuzzi tub and separate ! 
shower, 6 person hot tub on 
large deck. Shed included, im- 
maculate condition. Asking 
$75,000 For more info 250-635- 
6477 
REDUCED 1995 Double wide 3 
bedroom, 5 appliance, 2 full 
baths, 3 skylights, $66,500. 
Available immediately. Call col- 
lect 1-604-675-9243 evenings. 
1989 FORD Tempo. Automatic, 
4 door. 151,000km. Asking 
$1500. Call 250-635-4378 
1999 Polaris 
RMK 700 
$7,199.00 
1998 Skidoo Skendic 
Longtr0ck 
*2,995.00 
91 Ski Doo 
Safari LX 
$1,795 .00  
1995 HONDA Accord std.93000 
km, winter start, air and theft 
alarm. Winter and summer tires. 
Askin.q 11,500. Call 635-3203. 
1996 PONTIAC Grand Pdx SE. 
P/w, p/d. Very good condition, 
150,000km. $14,000. Call 
daytime 250-639-3230. Eves 
250-635-3287 
USEDCARSINBC.COM Daily 
specials. Over 400 vehicles 
weekly. $0 down, finance or 
lease, credit applications ac- 
cepted by phone. Cars, trucks, 
vans, SUV's 1-604-769-3009 
Bank sap NO? 
say 
Yes! 
• All Credit Applications Accepted. 
• Easy, Fast and Confidential 
l 
• No Hassles dlll~ 
or Embarrassment .¢*:~|!~ 
• YE5 to poor credit _ ;.'~'~.~% 
i or no creDit, ~)~"~J~IL, 
• • O R L o n  u ! ~  , m 821 
- 'Must have job: ~ .  
you work you dr;vet . ~  
I 
buy your 
"gW, ITf 
USED" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
TOTEM FORD 
250-635-4984 
1-800-463-1128 
1980314 TON Dodge automatic 
I crewcab. Natural/rag gas, dual 
wheels, a]c, replaced engine. 
11 1/2' camper with EZ loader. 
$6950,Can be sold separately 
250-635-2442 
1987 CROWN Victoria 302 
Auto $700obo. 1988 GMC 1ton 
4X4 Reg cab 350, 4 sp, $2400 
obo. 1989 Ford 3/4 ton 4X4 
Reg cab 351 Auto $2700 obo. 
1990 Ford 3/4 ton 4X4 Reg cab 
302, 5sp, $2700 obo. 1993 
GMC 1 ton 4X4 Rag cab 6.5L 
Diesel 5 sp. $11,600 obo,250- 
635-7006 
1992 FORD 3/4 ton. 250 Diesel 
supereab, air, cruise, tilt, 5SAd. 
trailer towing pkg, running 
boards, boxllner. Exc. cond, 
$13,500. 1-250.698-7627 
1994 FORD F150 Extended 
ctlb, 4X4, 5speed. canopy, 
am/fm, disc player, excellent 
condlUon. $14,800 obo. 250. 
• e38.174e evenings. 
1976 MOTORHOME, sleeps 6, 
very good condition. Low mile- 
age, 350 Chev. Light plant in- 
cluded. Asking price $5900. 
250-638-8756 
250 BRAVO snowmobile, shod 
track, Excellent shape. Stored 
inside. $1500. obo. 250-692- 
4241 
SNOWMOBILE 1996, 580 
Powder Special. 2" track, hel- 
met and cover included. Asking 
$3000. 250-635-O495 
MATURE MOTHER of two with 
grandchildren willing to baby sit, 
in my home or yours. "Reason-' 
able rates" 250-635-3682 
NEED QUALITY PART TIME 
childcare? In your home morn- 
ings, 2 - 3 children, Horseshoe 
area. Call 250-635-2192 
NOW OPEN LITTLE RU- 
GRATS DAYCARE. Located on 
Halliwell. Close to Uplands 
School. Red Cross First Aid, 
long time resident of Terrace. 
Taking registration now, Call 
Robin 250-635-_4947 ..... 
f Looking for " 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of Ihe ' 
• Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
• and Is funded bythe M[n!shy of Social, 
~,~velepment aM Economic ~ecud~/ 
862BOATSI /y :  :: 
MARINE: 
2- 1992 SEADOOS XP Water 
Craft. Good condition. Comes 
with a dual EZ loader trailer. 
Asking $5500. Will trade for 
snowmobile. 250-615-0191 
22 FOOT aluminum boat with 
cabin, inboard/outboard with 
trailer. 165 HD motor, depth 
sounder, Asking price $6,000. 
250-638-8188 
5 USED single Nimbus Seafar- 
er f/g ocean Kayaks In good 
condition, $1400 - $2100 includ- 
ing tax.CheW $4200) 250-638- 
1887 
~- ,,, 
SKIN PURRFEKTt Look what's 
new - surprise your loved ones 
with some of the finest, blend- 
ed, tested, European formulat- 
ed botanical health and beauty 
products. Beautiful gift baskets 
and healing aromas at incred- 
ible prices. Great selection. 
Contact Barbara at 250-635- 
4482 or visit www.sklnpur- 
rfekt.com 
• " fm ~ " 1 - ' 
WELCOME~'~ 
N / 
Your, Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. is: 
Sumontha 
635-5129 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having o 
baby, please call Your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~f i s  and informatio~ 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
J PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
I Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
[Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
J up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C,O.D. and 
j courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terraco Depot:. 635.7676 
, b"  ,1~ ""  ' l  I I I I 
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEANING 
'~CHIMNEYS & FURNACES -SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS -SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
sBOILER5 -CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
sFfREPLACE5 -REST. GREASE TRAPS 
sATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL -ELECTRIC SNAKE 
'AIR CONOITIONING SYSTEMS -FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
sPAINr BOOTHS -VACUUM EXCAVATION 
In¢luslrial Vacuum Trucks 635-1132 
ITER C'CE 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 Du , 5958 
www.terraceautomal l .com 
2001 Dodge Quad Cab 
4x4, VS, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt 
$29,995 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, 1ilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$19,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl,, 5 SAd, Hardtop & Softtop, 
0nly 15,000 km. 
Now ONLY $22,995 
'98 Dodge Neon 
4 cyl.,Auto, Air & Mere 
NOW ONLY $13,595 
'98 Dodge Ram 
1500 Quad Cab 
4x4, Laramie SLT, VS, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, PowerWindows, Power 
Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Spod 
4 Dr,, 4x4, 6 CyI.,AIr 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Or., 4x4, Air, "flit, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
Was ~1,99S 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'96 Dodge Caravan ES 
V6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks, Tinted Glass 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'94 Chrysler Intrepid ES 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows, Power Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'99 Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, HC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'97 Ford F250 Xcab 
Diesel, 4x4, Auto, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows/Locks & More 
$24,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
VS, Auto, 4x4, NC 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'96 Ford Crown Victoria 
4 Dr., V8, Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Ford Escort wagon 
Automatic 
$5,995 
2000 GMC 2500 Xcab 
VS, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt 
$31,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
$18,995 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4, Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'97 GMC Silverado SLE 
Ext. Cab., V8, Auto, 3 Door 
Was $25,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
'97 Chevrolet Silverado 
V8, Auto, Loaded 
Now ONLY $31,995 
'95 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, Pwr. Windows/Locks, Tilt, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 Cyl,, Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
'98 Toyota Sienna 
Dual Sliding Doors, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt I~vr, Windows/Looks & More 
Now ONLY $18,995 
'97 Mazda Pick-up 
4x4,X-Cab, NC, Cruiso, Tilt, 
Pwr, Windows/Locks 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
t998 Subaru Outback 
NO, Tilt, Cruise, Pwr. 
Windows/Locks, AM/FM Cassette 
$19,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Wee $16,99S 
Now ONLY $14,995 
'93 Subaru Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
Wee $8,995 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
1989 Jeep Cherokee 
6-cyl,, auto, leather, loaded 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
TERRACE 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7i87 
1-800-313-7187 m 5 58 
www, terraceautomall,com 
